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TWO DECADES
IN THE AIR POWER WILDERNESS

D o  w e  k n o w  w h e r e  w e  a r e ?
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W HAT are lhe mosí importam dates 
in the history of American air power? 
That is one of those intriguing 

questions for which there are no right or vvrong 
answers, only opinions. Popular choices might 
include dates for the Wright brothers’ lirst 
flight, General William "Billy" MitchelFs 
demonstration bom bingof the battleship Ost- 
friesland (or his court-martial), any year in 
either of the world wars, or the dates for a 
num berof significam events in space explora- 
tion. Few of us would include among our 
choices the year 1965, even though that fateíul 
year marked a dramatic turning point for 
American air power. In 1965, American air 
power began the Rolling Thunder bombing 
campaign in North Vietnam. Before that cam- 
paign began, American airmen were convinced 
they understood how best to use air power to 
achieve decisive results in war. Since 1965 and 
the failure of the Rolling Thunder campaign, 
American airmen have been unsure of their 
beliefs, and the Air Force has wandered in a 
doctrinal wilderness.

The doctrine that the U.S. Air Force em- 
braced so confidemly as 1965 began can be 
traced directly to its godfather, General Wil-
liam "Billy" Mitchell, lhe fírebrand prophet of 
air power. Although M itchells views changed 
significantly over time, the culm ination of his 
doctrinal ihinking is found in his statemeni 
before the House Committee on Military Af- 
fairs just four days after he resigned from the 
U.S. Army in 1926. Mitchell claimed that air 
power could strike directly the enemy's "vital 
centers of production which were essential to 
the enemy's warmaking capability. In essence, 
Mitchell advocated the use of air power to wage 
economic warfare, todestroy theenemy’s means 
of production, and thus to destroy lhe enemy's 
capability to wage modern warfare.1

Mitchell s court-martial just months before 
his resignation from the Service was a crushing 
blow to American airmen. In spite of the ob- 
vious dangers to their own military careers, the 
young airmen who were Mitchell s apostles

continued to preach his version of air power 
doctrine. During the 1930s, the Air Corps Tac- 
tical School at Maxwell Fif.ld in Monigomery, 
Alabama, was the center of air power doctrine 
development. The faculty members were the 
heirs of MitchelFs ideas, many having served 
with Mitchell during lhe turbulent 1920s. It is 
noi surprising that the concepts developed by 
the Tactical School faculty were elaborations 
of MitchelFs seminal ideas. A lecture by Cap- 
tain (later Lieutenam General) Harold L. 
George best summed up the Tactical School 
concepts:

. . .  nalions are susceptible to defeal by lhe inter- 
ruption of [their] economic web. It is possible 
that the moral collapse brought about by the 
break-upof thisclosely knit web would be suífi- 
cient; bul connected therewith is the industrial 
fabric which is absolutely essential for modern 
war.J

The ideas promulgated by the Tactical School 
faculty were encouraged and then made ac- 
ceptable by technological developments. While 
MitchelFs ideas often seemed fantastic in the 
1920s, the development of high-speed. long- 
range, heavy bombers in the 1930s gave the 
pronouncements ol the Tactical School con- 
siderable credibility. Moreover, these revolu- 
tionary ideas spread and took hold because they 
were broadcast in a school environment in 
which the students were the most prom ising 
oíficers in the Army Air Corps. Perhaps more 
importam , members of the faculty ol theTacti- 
cal School were the best of the best, many of 
whom went on later to importam sênior com- 
mand and staff positions during World War
II.»

The Army Air Corps (later the Army Air 
Forces) entered World War II with a doctrine 
that emphasized the decisive role of strategic 
bombardment in modern warfare. The other 
roles of air power were noi ignored in the doc- 
trine, as the Tactical School "readily acknowl- 
edged the usefulness of air forces in support of 
surface forces."'1 However, thespotlight wason 
strategic bombardment because the airmen be-
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In the lV 30x. when lhe faculty of lhe Air Corps Tactical 
School was dominated hy officers committed to lhe strategic 
bombing lheories and lhe Vision of liilly M itchellfshown in 
lhe foreground, jacing page), doctrine was simple and insti- 
lutionally self-servtng: destroy lhe enerny's vital center unth 
strategic bombing. The result would be victory and an in-
dependem air forcestructured around long-range bombers.

lieved that siriking iheenem y’s "vital centers" 
coiiltl lead to cjuick and decisive victory. This 
belief, inherited by airmen and emphasized 
ovei the years, helps explain why the United 
States entered World War II with the two best 
heavy bombers in the world (the B-17 and the 
B-24) but could not field a first-class fighter 
aircraft until 1943.

Strategic bombing doctrine was put to the 
ac id test against both Germany and Japan. The 
resnlts have been a subject of considerablecon- 
troversy since 1945. Skeptics pointed out that 
victory had been neither quick nor easy and 
noted that in spite of heavy bombing strikes of 
the Axis "vital centers," victory had still re- 
quired the defeat of the deployed Axis armies 
and navies. Airmen, however, saw the results 
differently and believed themselves vindicated. 
They took particular pride in the results of the 
United States Strategic Bombing Survey, an 
exhaustive study conducied by a "blue-ribbon” 
panei that gathered much of its evidence from 
on-the-scene investigaiions. As the Summary 
Reports of the Bombing Survey reveal, the 
panei concluded that Allied air power had been 
decisive in Western Europe and had brought 
the etiemy’s economy to virtual collapse. In 
tegard to Japan, the verdict was much the 
same; the survey panei concluded that theJap- 
anese would have surrendered before the end of 
1945 even if atomic bombs had not been used.’

But the atomic bombs had been used. Their 
destructive capacity seemed to offer airmen the 
ultimate tool for strategic bombardment. Mated 
with long-range bombers to form "atomic air 
power." airmen believed atomic weapons would 
bring the ideas of Mitchell tocomplete fruition.

I he Korean War challenged the principie of 
strategic bombing, but the American military

establishment considered the struggle in Korea 
to be an aberration, a war in which the military 
was ham strungand frustrated by timid civilian 
leadership. The only lasting lesson gleaned 
from that conflict was expressed in the angry 
call for "No more Koreas!”

In the Korean aftermath, the newly inde-
pendem Air Force produced its first doctrinal 
m anuais amid attempts by the Eisenhower 
administration to reduce defense spending. 
Administration officials believed (encouraged 
by airmen) that atomic air power was a method 
of preventingor fighting warson thecheap. As 
a result, the entire national defense structure 
relied more and more on nuclear weapons and 
air power to deter not only major wars but also 
more limited assaults on American vital inter- 
ests. By 1956, Air Force Secretary Donald Quarles
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was professing the idea that if one could deter a 
general war, one could also deter or win small 
wars. Furiher, Quarles inade a not-too-subtle 
threai b\ declaring, “ From now on. potential 
aggressors must reckon with the air-atomic 
power whichcan be brought to bear immediate- 
ly in whatever strength, and against whatever 
targets. . . .”6

Air Force basic doctrinal manuais published 
during the 1950s reflected thecontinuing belief 
in strategic bombardinent as the most decisive 
use of air power and as a tool usable across the 
spectrum oí conflict. The refrains of Mitchell 
and the Air Corps Tactical School were re- 
peated again and again in the context oí a 
nuclear world and wereencouraged by thecon-
tinuing policies of the Fisenhower administra- 
lion. In 1957, Secretary of Defense (Charles Wil-

son told Congress that . . vve are depending 
on aiomic weapons for the defense of the na- 
tion. Our basic defense policy is based on the 
use of such atomic weapons as would be mili- 
tarily feasible and usable in a smaller war."7

The Air Force was the beneficiary of such 
altitudes, and it received more than the lion’s 
share of the defense budget during much of the 
1950s. The Strategic Air Command became the 
dom inam  command within the Air Force. The 
tactical air forces reflected the trend as they 
became ministrategic commandsec] ui pped with 
fighter-bombers designed to deliver nuclear 
weapons. Even aircrew training missions in 
the tactical air forces concentrated on nuclear 
weapon delivery.

In spite oí the interest of Presidem John F. 
Kennedy in "unconventional" warfare, Air
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A com mitm enl to strategii bombing and a te< linology 
that facilitated lhe con.struction of long-range aircraft 
determined the shape of lhe Arrny Air Fortes that en- 
tered World W arll. While B-I7s(left)and B-24s(belou') 
were the world's finest long-range bumbers, American 
fighters were second-rate until the l*-51\ (abovei were 
available in IV-O. Throughout the war. strategic bomb-
ing remained the focal pom l of the American air war. 
While the Arrny Air Forces did not win the war single- 
handedly (as air enthusiasts would have us believe), an  
power did make enormous contributions to the effort.
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withal of modem war. It vvas economic vvarfare 
geared to lhe destruction of lhe vital produc- 
tion facilities of an industrialized State. Even 
the interdiction mission, regarded throughout 
the development of air povver doctrine as the 
second most importam air povver mission (a 
poorsecond, however), assumed that theenemy 
vvould be a modem industrialized state. Tradi- 
tional interdiction efforts featured attacks on 
rail yards, highway and rail bridges, and other 
presumed transportation chokepoin ts  typical 
of industrially sophisticated States.

The decision in 1965 to bomb North Viet- 
nam led directlv to a clash between civilian 
perceptions and objectives in the war and 
military advice about how to best conduct the 
war (doc trine). Moreover, neither of the two 
basic assumptions of Air Force doctrine proved 
valid in \ ’ietnam. The results were twofold: 
fiist. lhe initiation of Rolling Thunder, a 
bombing campaign in North Vietnam far dif- 
ferent from that recommended by the military; 
second, the creation of a crisis, of sorts, for 
American air povver doctrine.

For a variety of reasons, the American objec-
tive in Vietnam—particularly in the bombing 
cam paign—was not to destroy North Vietnam. 
The basic American military objective was to 
”get Hanoi and North Vietnam (DRV) support 
and direction removed from South Vietnam.”9 
In 1965, Secretary of Defense R obert S. 
McNamara defined General William West- 
moreland’s objective in South Vietnam by ask- 
ing W estmoreland “ how many additional 
American and Allied troops would be required 
to convince the enemy he vvould be unable to 
vvin.” “ In regard to objectives in the North, 
Rolling Thunder was part of an overall pro- 
gram to coerce and entice the North Viet- 
namese into abandoning their efforts. Sênior 
government officials viewed the bombing cam-
paign as a method to signal resolve to the 
North Vietnamese while slovvly increasing the 
pressure as carefully controlled and graduated 
attacks increased in intensity and struck more 
and more importam largeis.

The military, meanwhile, had been plan- 
ning a very differem kind of bombing cam-
paign since early 1964. Eventually codified in 
CINCPAC OPLAN 37-64, the plan called for 
a crushing attack on 94 targets, each of which 
was selected on the basis of threecriteria: reduc- 
ing DRV support for operations in South Viet- 
nam, lim iting DRV capability to intervene di- 
rectly in the South, and destroying the DRV’s 
capability to continue as an “ industrially via- 
ble state.” 11

The criteria for selecting targets on the 94 
Target List and lhe JCS plan for striking those 
targets indicate clearlv that the Joint Chiefs 
desired to wage a classic strategic air campaign 
against North Vietnam and a complementary 
interdiction campaign. The proposed method 
of attack was to gain air superiority by attack- 
ing the principal enemy airfields; destroying 
theenem y’s petroleutn, oil, and lubricant facil- 
ities; and then destroying the enemy’s indus-
trial web. At the same time, interdiction efforts 
vvould destroy those war materiais already en 
route to South Vietnam. In essence, the mili-
tary planned to take the World War II air cam-
paign in Europeand transplani it twenty years 
later into North Vietnam.

Theconflict between American civ ilian per-
ceptions and objectives and American military 
doctrine continued throughout the Rolling 
Thunder campaign. Air povver doctrine called 
for the massive application of strategic bomb-
ing to destroy the enemy and its warmaking 
capability. The sênior government leadership 
sought not to destroy but to persuade the 
enemy to cease and desist. Presidem Lyndon 
Johnson characterizecl the dilemma as the dif- 
ference between seduction and rape.12 Through-
out the Rolling Thunder campaign, the m ili-
tary pressed again and again for permission to 
increase the intensity ol the bombing and to 
strike more importam targets. Eventually this 
permission vvas granted, but slovvly and gradu- 
ally as Washington kept a light g ripou  every 
facet of the campaign.

The second major assumption of American
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air power, loo, was called inlo quesiion in the 
\ ’ietnam situation. Viemam w asanything but 
a modem industrialized State. The North \ iet- 
namese industrial economy was tiny even by 
Asian standards, producing only about 12 per- 
cent of thecountry’s total gross national prod- 
uct. There were but a handful of major indus-
trial targets. When the first targeiing studies 
were done by the JCS. analysts found only 
eight industrial installations worth listing. 
The industry that did exist made only minor 
contributions to Xorth Vietnam's military 
capabilities. Most of its military equipment, 
including all of its heavy equipm ent, was 
imported.1*

Rolling Thunder continued through mid- 
1968. The Presidem kept a tight personal con- 
trol on the campaign, slowly inereasing the 
bombing pressure and expanding the list of

In /Vó5, when Rollm g Thunderstrikes m Southeast Asm 
began, the Air Force was grounded in a doctnne that was 
totally mappropnate to lhe war al hand. One of the rela- 
tively few individualists tosurrive the managenal renolu- 
tion o flh e l^ O s  and early sixlies was Colunei Rohm  Olds 
< shown with President l.yndon B. Johnson), whose sen se 
of mnovalion and imagmation in lactics made up for
some of the deficiencies m the figliters of the period........
In only one of the numerous anomalies of the 1’ietnam 
War. B-r2s were used for taclical support and mterdu hon  
missions in South l ietnam whtle fighler-bombers were 
u sed agmint Xorth 1’ietnam 's "stratrgii ” tnrget networh.

targets that the airmen were allowed to strike. 
But those targets which the military considercd 
most vital in Hanoi and Haiphong remained 
off limns, as did importam interdiction targets 
dose to the Chinese bordei. l he campaign 
against approved targets was something less 
lhan overwhelming as the Presidem imposed 
pauses in the campaign to allow the North 
Viemamese to seek a negotiated settlement 
without losing “face.” In the end, Rolling 
Thunder did not achieve its objectives. li did 
not "seduce’’ the North Vietnamese to thecon-



Wltni .Iri/iy .h r  Fortes bambem  /m lvernrd Sdnvein- 
furt, lhe objective ivas simple: destroy (ierm any’s in-
dustrial warmaking capability. . . . Tiventy years later, 
lhe objectwes were less clear when largeis included foot- 
bridges, idllages (enerny slructures), and stacks of rice.

ference lable, and iu lid  not convince the North 
Vietnamese that they could not vvin. One must 
also wonder whai kind of American resolve it 
signaled to the North Vietnamese.

In theaftermath of R ollingT hunder and the 
\'ietnam  War. recriminations have flown from 
twodirections. Airmen have blamed the failure 
of the bombing campaign on timid civilian 
leadership that vvould not “ turn air povver 
loose” in 1965 as it was turned loose during the 
intensive bombing of the Linebacker campaigns 
in 1972. On the other hand, airmen have been 
accused of not understanding the nature of the 
war, the nature of lhe enerny, and the restraint 
required to vvage limited war and keep it 
limited.

Although airmen resist the thought, a few of 
them have been known to voice the suspicion

that their traditional doctrine was irrelevant in 
Vietnam. The two fundamental assumptions 
of air power doctrine were clearly incorrect in 
the Vietnam situation. The object of the war 
was not to destroy the enerny, and the enerny 
was not an industrialized State. There is also no 
empirical evidente that had Rolling I hunder 
been conducted differently (i.e., if air power 
had been “ turned loose"), the outeome would 
have been materially different. In any case. 
Presidem Johnson was not about to give in to 
the wishes of the airmen in 1965, despite the 
fact that the same proposals for a short. sharp 
bombing campaign of great intensity were of- 
fered to him over and over again. It seemed that 
airmen were so mesmerized by their doctrine 
that they had littleelse tooffereven though the 
foundations of that doctrine were not relevam

10



in Vietnam andeven though ii quickly became 
obvious thai they would not be allowed to exe-
cute their doctrine.

In the aftermath of the war, there is also the 
lingering suspicion that the war in Vietnam 
was not an aberration that can be passed off 
with a simplisticcall for “No more Vietnams!” 
At least in some of the professional military 
literature, there is the growing realization that 
such “revolutionary” wars are not justconven- 
tional wars writ small. Rather, they are cjuaii- 
tatively different froin conventional wars, just 
asconventional wars are qualitatively different 
from nuclear wars. Even worse, many experts 
believe that such “revolutionary” wars are far 
more likely to demand American involvement 
(in some capacity) than are any other kinds of 
conflict.

I he result of the confusion and suspicions 
about the role of air power in the war against 
North \ ietnam has been two decades of confu-
sion for Air Force doctrine. Before 1965, right 
or wrong, airmen thought that they knew how 
best to use air power in war. Air Force doctrinal

manuais published since the end of the Viet-
nam War reveal that, since 1965, airmen have 
been unsure of themselves, to say the least.

The íirst thing one notices about post-Viet-
nam basic doctrinal manuais is that the Air 
Force has largely ignored the war in Vietnam. 
The manuais concentrate almost exclusively 
on theater-level “conventional'' waríare and 
are clearly centered on the Furopean case. The 
attempt to forget Vietnam is not limited to 
doctrine. Consider, for example, that thirteen 
years after World War II, the Air Force had 
published an exhaustive seven-volume official 
history of the war written and edited by respected 
historians. Thirteen years after the end of the 
American combai role in Vietnam, the official 
Air Force history has vet to be written, with the 
exception of a few isolated volumes on dispar-
ate subjects.

The second thing one notices about the basic 
doctrinal manuais published during lhe 1970s 
is how muddled Air Force thinking became 
about some of the most fundamental tenets of 
waríare. Even the venerable “principies of war” 
werenot exempt from tinkering. The time-hon- 
ored principie of “economy of force,” for ex- 
am ple, was i n ter preted i n economic ter ms ra t her 
than stated in traditional terms of mission pri-
or i ties—a particularly vexing change when 
one considers that the traditional interpreta- 
tion of economy of force is singularly im por-
tam to the effective application of air power. 
The unmistakable impression of such gafíes 
was that the Air Force was not serious about its 
doctrine and that those who wrote the basic 
doctrine m anuais were ill-equipped to do so. 
General Mitchell and his heirs ai the Air Corps 
Tactical School would have been appalled.

The third thing one notices about the basic 
doctrinal manuais written in the 1970s is that 
they contain very little information useful to 
airmen in the field. They appear to be written 
for use by harried Air Staffers involved in never- 
ending budget battles within the Pentagon. Al- 
though disappointing, this trend in doctrinal 
"developmem” was not altogether surprising.

THE Alli POWER W1LDERNESS  11
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The long struggle in Soulheast Asia had di- 
verted funding foi new weapon sysiems, mak- 
ing budget monies for modernization programs 
very urgem needs for all of the armed Services 
after the war. Theculm ination of thetrendw as 
ihe so-called comic-book basic doctrinal m an-
ual published in 1979. This manual was visu- 
ally appealing but wallowed in generalities, 
unsubstantiated  assertions, and irrelevant 
quotations. Ii was a trium ph of form over sub- 
siance, an air power doctrine manual lhai con- 
lained almosí nothing about the nature of war, 
lheari of war, or theem ploym ent of air power,

The year 1979 was lhe nadir of Air Force 
doctrine. The basii docti ine manual published 
in that yearclearly reflected neglect, misunder- 
standing, and general confusion. The years 
situe 1979 have been marked by considerable 
progress, spurred on by a fortunate confluence 
of events that were, perhaps, a reaction to the 
doctrinal muddle. The encouraging events 
may havegained impetus from the publication 
of the first balanced and scholarly military his-
tories and critiques of the war in Soulheast Asia 
as the 1970s drew to a dose.14

A review of the professional journals begin- 
ning about 1979 reveals a spate of criticai and 
thought-provoking articles centering on Air 
Force doctrine. Vounger officers began chal- 
lenging the turrem  dogma, calling into ques- 
tion not only what the doctrine espoused but 
also how the doctrine was formulated. Not all 
of the “youngT urks” agreed with oneanolher, 
but they created in the professional journals, 
particularly the Air University Review, a cli- 
mate of intellectual ferment.

At Air University, which had once been the 
center of Air Force doctrine development, both 
Air War College and Air Command and Staff 
College began im plem enting revolutionary 
changes in their curricula. The theme was to 
"put war back into the war college” (and the 
command and staff college). The sludy of m ili-
tary history, theory, and doctrine—which had 
virtually disappeared from both schools—sud- 
denly reappeared as subjects of primary focus.

In addition, Air University formed a new or- 
ganization, the Center for Aerospace Doctrine, 
Research, and Education, which has as its 
primary mission the development of original 
thought about the use of air power and is 
charged to assist the Air Staff in the develop-
ment of doctrine.

Meanwhile, the Air Staff began assemblinga 
team of more qualified personnel (comprising 
al least in part, graduates of the revamped Air 
University schools) to direct doctrine develop-
ment effortsand produce lhe doctrine manuais. 
The quality of these personnel has continued 
to rise to this date. One of the direct results of 
this effort was the publication of the 1984 ver- 
sion of Air Force basic doctrine. Although this 
latest version of the manual has many serious 
flaws, it is a quantum  improvement over the 
1979 version.

The improvement is noticeable and admira- 
ble, but the Air Force remains in the doctrinal 
wilderness. Strangely, however, our experience 
in the wilderness, particularly since 1979, has 
had a beneficiai side. Amid the confusion, ac- 
cusations, and suspicions that surrounded air 
power doctrine since 1965, perceptive airmen 
have begun to realize that war is not the sim- 
plistic affair visualized by the pioneers of air 
power doctrine. Wars are not homogenized 
happenings fought against one kind of enemy 
with thesam ekindsof vulnerabilities. Wehave 
begun to realize that there are no magic answers 
which air power can deliver and that, in fact, 
war is a multifaceied phenomenon fought in 
three dimensions.

The years in the wilderness have led to intel-
lectual ferment and turmoil. We are asking 
questions about the very nature of warfare 
rather than lim iting our investigations to air 
power alone. We are now arguing about how 
our doctrine should be written, about whether 
we should have different doctrines for dilferent 
kinds of wars, and about how to integrate Air 
Force doctrine with the doctrines of other Serv-
ices. In short, weare beginning to seek answers 
to the truly difficult questions, questions rarely
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asked twenty years ago. Today. the mosí press- 
ing nced is to continue the ferment and encour- 
age the debate. There are those who would 
stiíle the debate to protect their own bureau- 
cratic positions and political interests. How- 
ever, those seekinga moreeffective force realize 
that the intellectual ferment must be encour- 
aged and the dialectic process must continue. 
The agenda for the debate remains crowded, 
and the subject matter continues to be difficult 
and contentious.
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EDITORIAL

THE REAL STUFF

THIS issue focuses on lhe institutional Air 
Force, addressing lhe topics of who vve are 

and what weare. VVhen independence carne in 
1947, it vvas based on our ability to deliver the 
decisive weapon—the atomic bomb. Because 
air povver can be decisive in war, lhe Air Force 
retains its independence.

Thereare many themes vve could use to trace 
thedevelopment of the Air Force. Thestruggle 
betvveen the bomber mafia and the fighter ma- 
fia for control of tfie service is one enduring 
lheme. O ur preoccupation vvith technology is 
another. Wilhout technology, there vvould be 
no bombers and no fighters to provide the sub- 
stance of the first lheme. Our preoccupation 
vvith technology, lhen, is perhaps the more en-
during of these themes and is one tfiat is full of 
hoth promises and pitfalls.

For all that technology can do, it cannot in 
and of itself vvin vvars. The side that “holcls the 
technological high ground,” does not always

prevail. In fact, history teaches that quite the 
opposite is true.

During the Second World War, the Germans 
produced the greatest technological break- 
throughs. German tanks vvere superior to most 
Allied tanks. The Allies had nothing that 
mate hed the technological excellence of the 
Me-262 jet fighters. If used properly, V-2 rockets 
might vvell have delayed the Allied advance in 
the vvest. Despite holding the technological 
high ground, Germany lost the war. What beat 
the Germans vvas not technologically superior 
vveaponry; rather, it vvas 300 Soviet divisions 
grinding dovvn their forces from thêeast while 
British and American forces, including their 
air forces, kept up lhe pressure in the vvest. The 
aircraft that rnade the difference over Germany 
vvere not those that vvere technologically supe-
rior. Numbers prevailed over quality. Leaders 
in the Royal Air Force and in the Army Air 
Forces vvere vvise enough to insist that produc-



tion of bombers not be slowed toaccommodate 
new technologv. In the end. it nas lhe B-17, a 
plane thai n as bom oí mid-thirties technology, 
thai prevailed, and the side lhat held the tech- 
nological high ground was ground down by 
superior numbers oí comparatively inferior 
weapons wielded under the aegis of an appro- 
priately devised strategy.

In the years since the Second World War, 
technologv has caused a revolution, the scope 
of which exceeds those of the first and second 
industrial revolutions. Our military experi- 
ences since 1945, however, do not confirm that 
high technologv has been the decisive factor in 
war. Did the side with the most technologically 
advanced weapons prevail in korea or in the 
French Indochina War? Korea was a stalemate 
prompted by the introduction of massive num -
bers of Chinese troops. The Vietminh defeated 
the French because they devised a superior 
strategs, not because they used better weapons.

Technology served us well in Viemam. We 
were innovative in its use, and, undoubtedly 
because of our superior firepower, many Amer- 
icansarealive today than otherwise rnight have 
survived. VVe used air power to kill people and 
todestroy things, and wedid soon a fargreater 
scale than ourenemy. But was technologv deci- 
si\e? We point, for instance, to the use of laser- 
guided bombs to drop the infamous Thanh 
Hoa Bridge. But, Ve need to ask, did dropping 
lhe I hanh Hoa Bridge tnake any diíference in

the outcome oí the 1972 enemy offensive? The 
fact is thai w hileair power played a key role in 
preventing the North Vietnamese from achiev- 
ing total victory in 1972, NVA troops stood in 
greater numbers on more South Vietnamese 
territory al the end of lhe offensive than they 
had at the beginning.

In the years since the end of the Viemam 
War, our affair with high-tech weaponry has 
intensified. We can point with pride at our 
ability to fly from Kngland to Libya and 
achieve significam results in night bombing. 
Nevertheless, weshould note, American policy 
in Lebanon was left in a shambles when a trut k 
loaded with explosives blew up the Marine bar- 
racks in Beirut. A truck íull of dynamite is not 
high-tech stuff, but in Beirut it succeeded boih 
tactically and strategically.

The bottom line in war is victory. Wars are 
won or lost in the minds and hearts of men, 
especially in the leadership. While tec hnologi-
cally sophisticated weaponry can be used to 
good effect, the advantages provided by tech- 
nology have not always been enough to win. 
Nlastery of theart of war is far more importam 
than the stuff that is used in tom bai. T o pre-
pare our minds and hearts for war, we musi 
master the study of military history because it 
provides the foundation on which strategy and 
doctrine are based. T hat is a tall order for a 
Service that worships at lhe throne oí technol- 
ogy, but it is one we cannot fai 1 to fill.

Mu- l-.tliioi
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CREATING A STRATEGIC VISION
the value of long-range planning

Ma j o r  G e n e r a l  P k r r y  M. Sm it h , USAF (Ret)

O NE of the most exciting aspects of 
planning is strategic planning, i.e., 
helpingyour institution—inourcase, 
the U.S. Air Force—create, maintain, and im- 

plement a long-term or strategic vision. Long- 
range planning can and should be done ai 
many leveis within the Air Force, and ideas, 
innovations, and new approaches should con- 
stantlv bubble up to our sênior leadership and 
to the long-range planners ai major air com-

mand and Air Staff leveis. Long-range plan-
ning will never solve all problems, but it does 
create a mindsei in top leaders that causes them 
toask the right questions when they make their 
tough day-to-day decisions. The most impor-
tam thing for a decisionmaker to ask in respect 
to long-range planning and thinking is lhe 
following: How does the decision I am about to 
make fit into my vision of the future, my long- 
range plan, and my long-range priorities?
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Fortunately, lhe U.S. Air Force has an insti- 
tutionalized long-range planning process lhai 
helps the Chief of Stafí, lhe Secretary oí lhe Air 
Force, and the oiher key Air Force leaders make 
decisions from a long-ierm perspective. In my 
judgmeni, all professionals should undersiand 
the value of long-range planning and should 
be willing to surface lheir ideas that could lead 
the Air Force in importam new directions. In 
thisarticle, I shall outline four aspects of long- 
range planning: how to thinkabout the future; 
why some leaders avoid long-range planning; 
long-range planning currently used by the Air 
Force; and, finally, the fifteen "laws” oí long- 
range planning that I have developed during 
the past three years.

How to Think about 
the Long-Term Future

There are many useful techniques to force 
your mind and your instttution to reach out 
beyond today‘s issues, problems, policies, and 
mindsets and to think seriously about the long- 
term future. By long term, I mean ten years or 
more into the future. The most productive 
timeframe for serious consideration by long- 
range planners is the ten- to twenty-five-year 
period. Any lime short of ten years is so near- 
term that it is hard to conceive of really radical 
changes of approaches, and most short-ierm to 
midterm planning of an innovative nature 
tends to be threatening to many vvho are com- 
mitted to present policies. More than twenty- 
five years is so difficult to deal with intellectu- 
ally that it is probably not worth much time 
and effort. Fxceptions to this twenty-five-year 
rule would be appropriate in certain technical 
and research and development areas where it is 
clear that something revolutionary and im por-
tam can be accomplished but not within the 
next twenty-five years. Examples might be in 
space exploration, in medicine, in certain de- 
fense technologies, etc. Other less technical 
areas worthy of consideration beyond the twen-
ty-five-year point would be long-term trends

and opportunities in demography, mineral 
exploration, use of seabeds, etc.

some useful approaches in long-term p lanning

The use of an alternative futures approac h has 
been helpful to many long-term planners, for it 
forces the mind out of the “ let’s plan for the 
most likely future" approach. By consideringa 
world beyond the year 2000 when the Soviet 
Union might no longer be a superpower, or 
other countries may have become significam 
military threats to the Western alliance, or the 
international economic system had collapsed, 
o ra  significam num beroí terrorist groups pos- 
sessed suilcase-size nuclear weapons, the plan- 
ner might find avenues of Creative inquiry. The 
use of the alternative futures approach is a so- 
bering butalsoamind-stretchingexercise that is 
highly recommended for both long-range plan-
ners and decisionmakers.

Another useful approach is a writing of 
prospective history. Herman Kahn was an ad- 
vocate of this approach. The idea is to pick a 
year, such as the year 2010, and then attem pt to 
write a history from 1985 to 2010. In a more 
narrow comext, I like to ask the question: 
“What will the United States Department ol 
Defense (or the U.S. Air Force) look like in the 
year 2010?" From it, a subset of questions im- 
mediately follow: “What weapon systems will 
be deployed; what will be lhe base struclure, 
both overseas and stateside; how will we be 
organized; what missions will we have re- 
tained, what new ones will have been incorpo- 
rated, what ones must we give up, and why?" 
Once these questions are answered, an exami- 
nation of the tim ing of both divestiture and 
research and development activities can lead to 
decisions in the near term that would release 
money, manpower, etc., for use in more inno-
vative areas.

how to choose long-term planners

In my judgmeni, only a small percentage oí
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any professional group makes good long-range 
planners. Identifying this group and carefully 
selecting the best are very importam responsi- 
bilities of the decisionmaker and bis chiei 
planner. There are some useful methods to 
identify, select, inotivate, and reward long- 
range planners. The kirtin  psychological test 
m easuresacontinuum  of psychological prefer- 
ences frorn highly adaptive to highly innova- 
tive. Those who are more than one standard 
deviation above the norm as innovators can be 
considered as potentially effective long-range 
planners because they tend to be very Creative 
and they like to deal with new ideas and new 
approaches to issues. The Myers-Briggs Psy-
chological Type Indicator is also useful in 
identifying individuais who are comfortable 
with long-range planning. Individuais who 
score high in the "judging” category tend to 
make good planners. At the National Defense 
Tniversity in W ashington, D.C., agreat deal of 
research has been done with the psychological 
testing of executive-level people. (Anyone in- 
terested in pursuing this general subject should 
feel free tocontact the Executive Development 
Department at the National Defense Tniversity.)

Interviews can be very helpful to see how 
widely reacl the potential long-range planner 
is. Those individuais with a deep understand- 
ing of history tend to make good planners be-
cause they can identify trends that may con-
tinue into the future. They also tend to be skill- 
íul in identifying those new developmems 
which may have lasting impact of some impor- 
tanceon lhefuture. Interviews can also identify 
those individuais who are uncomfortable with 
present policies and programs and who are 
willing to take risks toehart new courses for the 
future.

long-range p lanning  across the govem m ent

It is my hope that one day each of the major 
departments in our govemment, each of the 
military Services, and each of our govemment 
agencies will have a small long-range plan-

ning division manned with carefully chosen 
Creative and energetic individuais with solid 
operational backgrounds. The Presidem should 
take two hours each month to address a long- 
range issue, and he should provide comments 
to his long-range planners in reaction to their 
ideas and recommendations. I hope that the 
Secretary of Defense, Secretary of State, our top 
military ofíicers, the chiefs and secretaries of 
military Services, the directors of the CIA and 
DIA, and the national security advisor to the 
Presidem will also meet with their long-range 
planners on a monthly basis and provide feed- 
back to them. Onceevery six months, the long- 
range planners from these agencies should 
meei to present papers, give briefings on their 
most recent studies, and trade ideas. Once a 
year. the top planners from eachof thealliance 
nations should meet to share ideas and insights.

Finally, it is my hope that a long-range na- 
tional security plan will be prepared and 
signed out by each new Presidem, preferably 
within nine months of taking office, which 
would create a strategic vision for the nation 
and a strategic challenge to the national secur-
ity communities. This short, eight- to ten-page 
plan would establish goalsand priorities, would 
be updated annually, and would be presented 
to the Presidem each year for discussion, modi- 
fication, and approval. The annual presenta- 
lion could be held each July, timed to have the 
maximum impact on the planning of the de-
partments, agencies, and military Services in- 
volved in the development of national security 
plans, programs, and budgets. This approach 
would create the proper framework for decision- 
making.

When decisions are made within thecontext 
of a strategic vision and with a full considera- 
tion of the long-term consequences of each de- 
cisií)n, greater coherency in planning and poli- 
cymaking results. However, most leaders of 
governmental organizations are caught up in 
ciai 1 y responsibilities and spend little time in 
creating a strategic plan for their agency or 
Service. In addition, they often fail to encour-
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age ihe establishment oí a long-range planning 
process lhal would allow lhem to deal with 
various long-range issues on a systematic and a 
regular basis. Leaders vvho are capiives of an 
overly fui 1 daily schedule fail to plan systemat- 
ícally; ihey lend to rely on ad hoc long-range 
studies. While these studiescan bequite usetul, 
I very strongly believe lhal an occasional ad hoc 
long-range study is not enough 10 ensure thai 
opporiunities are seized to take advantage of 
changes in technology, the International en- 
vironment, economic factors, threat realities 
and perceptions, demographic factors, and 
other areas. A systematic long-range planning 
process is essential for creattng and maintain- 
ing a strategic vision and for building a stra- 
tegic program.

Why Managers and Leaders Avoid 
Systematic Long-Range Planning
From my experience as a leader, a planner, 

an operator, a reseacher, and a teacher, 1 have 
come toa num berof conclusions that may help 
explain why there is so much resistance to an 
institutionalized long-range planning process.

determinism

A number of sênior leaders in our government 
have a basically deterministic view of the fu-
ture, which is manifested in various ways. 
Some believe ihat the course of the future is 
already largely predetermined by forces outside 
their control. In their judgment, the best they 
can do as leaders is to adjust to an already 
predetermined future and make the best of 
vvhat is bound to happen anyvvay. In fairness to 
these determinists, it is clear that certain things 
that vvill happen in the future are not control- 
lable by men or women at any levei or in any 
place. Brazil vvill remain, for many years, a 
largecountry with enormous natural resources, 
vast areas of jungle, and population largely 
concentrated along its coastline; Sweden will 
not count as much in world politics, econom- 
ics, or military capability as will the United

States, France, Germany, or the Soviet Union; 
nations will be largely stuck with their present 
climate, population, natural resources, topo- 
graphical features, periodic natural disasters, 
etc., for the foreseeable future.

VVhat planners maintain, and determinists 
deny, is that man can make a difference; that 
strong aggressive and decisive leadership by 
leaders of major governmental and business 
organizationscan, in fact, change the course of 
the future. Planners argue that the Roosevelts, 
Churchills, Ho Chi Minhs, de Gaulles, Naka- 
sones, Reagans, Gorbachevs, etc. (and the 
planners vvho support them ) can and do make a 
difference in the course of hum an history. Ded- 
icated long-range planners also maintain that 
these leaders can make much more of a differ-
ence in shaping the future if they create a stra- 
tegic vision and combine this vision with a 
systematic planning process that includes an 
element ol long-range planning.

the "don't lock m e in ” syndrome

A significam impediment to the establishment 
of a regularized long-range planning process is 
the fear by leaders that they vvill be “ locked in ” 
by any long-range plan. A long-range plan that 
is not reviewed and updated (at least every two 
years) can very easily gel out oí date, evolve into 
rigid dogma for the institution itself, and be 
misused by externai forces; as a result, it can 
become dysfunctional. It is essential that all 
long-range plans be written in such a way that 
they remain useful guides for present and fu-
ture decisions. "Sunset" clauses (that at a speci- 
fied date in the future a plan would be phased 
out or canceled), scheduled reviews and up- 
dates, and flexible language in the plans are all 
useful techniques to avoid the rigidification of 
long-range plans.

long-range p ia m  as a threat to 
the authority o f certain leaders

Long-range plans, by their very nature, tend to
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be viewed as ihreais to some leaders and staíf 
directors. To not plan at all is often a safei and 
more comfortable approach for leaders ihan 
actions that lead to plans that appear to reduce 
the authority of various leaders within an or- 
ganization. This is especially true vvhen one 
organization is trying to develop long-range 
plans for other organizations. For instance, 
there is sometimes a reluctance by the major 
commanders in the field to allow a militarv 
Service staff at the highest levei to develop force- 
structure master plans. The commanders in the 
field sometimes fear that the developinent of 
these plans in W ashington, as well as their 
modification over time, vvill wrest a certain 
am ount of power and prestige from these field 
commanders.

the short tenure o f leaders

Most governmental officials hold their posi- 
tions for relatively short periods of time and 
tend to have “planning horizons” that gener-
al ly correspond to the am ount of time they 
expect to hold their present jobs. Heads of de- 
partments and agencies and chiefs of staíf of the 
militarv Services commonly can look forward 
to four years or less in office before they retire, 
resign, or are ousted due to a change in admin- 
istration. Helmut Schmidt, Margaret Thatcher, 
(Charles de Gaulle, George Marshall, and Dean 
Rusk, with their long tenure in top positions, 
are very much the exceptions to the rule as far 
as leaders of large organizations are concerned. 
Many business leaders also face relatively short 
tenures as well as the requirement to produce 
progress annually. People who need to look 
effective in the short term seldom develop the 
m entality or the apparatus for strategic 
planning.

the ideological bias against p lanning

Planning has a bad reputation in much of the 
Western world, particularly in capitalist socie- 
ties. To many citizens, planning sounds like

government direction or control, as well as gov-
ernmental inefficiency and waste. Much of this 
skepticism about planning in government is 
well founded, but this antiplanning bias tends 
to spill over, unfortunately, into the national 
security environment. Leaders must strongly 
resist the temptation toavoid the responsibility 
to accomplish long-range planning for na- 
tional security.

Long-Range Planning in the Air Force
Having had the marvelous opportunity of 

spending two years as the Director of Plans for 
the United States Air Force, I have observed at 
dose hand a working long-range planning 
processas it works in the top echelons of the Air 
Force. This planning process is mature as a 
result of nearly a decade of evolulion in the 
crucible of the Air Staff in the Pentagon. Secre- 
tary of lhe Air Force John Stetson helped insti- 
tutionalize the long-range planning process by 
asking in 1977: "Where is the Air Force long- 
range plan?” This is a key question that all 
leaders should ask as they take over large 
organizations.

Since there was no institutionalized long- 
range planning process in the Air Force in 
1977, Secretary Stetson look the next importam 
step. He asked that a study group be formed to 
research both government and business organ-
izations and to develop a means by which long- 
range planning could become a part of the Air 
Force planning system. The study group exam- 
ined industry (General Flectric, New York Fele- 
phone, and Michigan Power were particularly 
helpful) and government, and itdeviseda long- 
range planning system along the following 
lines.

A long-range planning division consisting 
of ten officers and headed by an Air Force colo- 
nel was formed. This division was designed to 
have regular and direct access to the Secretary 
of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff of the Air 
Force (the top civilian and militarv officials in 
the Department of the Air Force). A short (ten-
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to twelve-page) long-range planning guidance 
memorandum was written; this memorandum 
is updated yearl> and is approved each year by 
the Chiei of Stafí and the Secreiary. l he Long- 
Range Planning Division, along with the I)i- 
rector oí Plans, meeis privaiely with the Secre- 
tary and the Chiei oí Staíf each month or iwo 
and addresses a speciíic long-range planning 
issue. These inierchanges are not coordinated 
with the Air Staíí agencies or with major com- 
manders and oíten suggest radical Solutions to 
long-range problems or issues. Aíter a twenty- 
to-thiriy-minute brieíing, a number oí ‘alter- 
native strategies" are suggested. The Chiei and 
the Secreiary are asked to select the strategy 
with which they are most comiortable. The 
long-range planners take this guidance and en-
ter the inpui of the Chiei and the Secreiary into 
the regular planning process.

In a few cases, the Secreiary and the Chiei 
will take a recommendalion for implementa- 
tion during the next ten to twenty-five years 
and decide to examine the possibility oí im- 
plementation in the near term. Forinstance, in 
theearly 1980s, the Air Force Chiei of Staff and 
Secreiary decided to bring together organiza- 
tionally (both in the íield and in the Air Staff) 
command, control, and Communications with 
computers. The long-range planners had rec- 
ognized that during the next fifteen years. 
computers and command. control. and Com-
munications would become more integrated 
and more interdependent: in fact. keeping 
computers separate would rnake no sense by 
the year 2000. The Chiei and the Secreiary saw 
thewisdom of the planners’case and decided to 
push up the date oí consolidation by about 
íiíteen years.

They did a similar ihing with the special 
operations mission. The long-range planners 
had recommended consolidation oí Rescueand 
Special Forces under the M iliiary Airlift 
Command in the 1990s rather than keeping the 
special operations mission in the Taclical Air 
Command. I he Chief and Secreiary, attracted 
to the idea. asked that a much earlier imple-

mentation date of consolidation be studied. A 
few months later, after the study was com- 
pleted. they decided to implemeni the consoli-
dation over lhe next year so that the implemen- 
tion would be com pleted by 1983.

The Air Force Long-Range Plans Division 
has also become a clearing house for new ideas, 
for innovation, and for c reativity. The Chief of 
Staff and Secreiary look forward to their month- 
ly sessions with the long-range planners. It 
allows them to escape their in-boxes, to think 
conceptually, to deal with new approaches to 
problems, and to freewheel intellectually with 
a group of bright, uninhibited officers. These 
sessions are also exciting for lhe officers ol lhe 
Long-Range Planning Division, who have the 
rare opportunity to share their ideas with the 
top two leaders of the Air Force wiihoui having 
tocoordinate these ideas and recommendations 
with any major command or Air Staff agency.

In some cases, the Chief or Secreiary strongly 
disagrees with the planners and cancels the 
entire effort after hearing their brieíing. For 
instance. General Lew Allen, Chief of Staff of 
the Air Force in the early 1980s, disapproved 
recommendations that would have radically 
changed the Air Force logistics system over the 
next thirty years. He also rejected a long-term 
investment strategy that was based on a long- 
term economic model with which he was quite 
uncomfortable.

Some examples ol the many issues that have 
been addressed through this regularized long- 
range planning system are Latin America, 
technology, investm ent strategy, logistics, 
NATO, the Pacific Basin, and space. All these 
issues were addressed from the perspective of 
the early pari of the twenty-first century.

The Fifteen Lawsof Long-Range Planning
As a result of my experientes with plans in 

the Air Staff. the Secreiary of Defense's Office, 
and a major NATO headquarters, as well as my 
research in long-range planning at lhe Na-
tional VVar College, I have developed fifteen
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laws of long-range planning that should be 
helpful to anyone seriously considering the 
implementation oí the long-range planning 
process. Although it is rather presum piuousof 
me to labei these points “ lau s ,” it is my firm 
view that if long-range planning is going to be 
effective in aífecting the decision calculus oí 
leaders in governmeni, most, if not a 11, of these 
laws musi be followed. So many long-range 
planning efforts fail because one (and, in some 
cases, many) of these laws is violated or ig- 
nored. I recommend that these laws be used not 
only as a basic guide when an individual or 
organization isestablishinga long-range plan-
ning process but also as a checklist for long- 
range planners ai all leveis to ensure that 
planners do not drift away from important 
fundamentais.

Before I outline my fifteen laws, let me dis- 
cuss in greater detail the monthly interactive 
sessions that should be held between the long- 
range planners and the top leaders of the or- 
ganization. The chief planner of the organiza- 
tion (in the military, normally a two-star gen-
eral or admirai) should introduce each of these 
monthly briefings and should remind the top 
leader or leaders that thev are about to hear an 
uncoordinated briefing that addresses the long- 
range future. The briefings by the long-range 
planners should be short (twenty to thirty 
minutes), should use a small number of visual 
•ids, and should address one specific subject.

At the end of the briefing, alternative strate- 
gies or options should be outlined and the top 
leaders should be asked to react to these objec- 
tives and alternative strategies The approach 
should be. “Which approach, strategy, or op- 
tion do you like" (rather than, “Which ap-
proach, strategy, or option do you choose?’’). 
The long-range planners should not seek deci- 
sions; they should seek reactions and general 
guidance for the Chief Executive Officer. It is 
also important that the top leaders understand 
these ground rules. Since these are uncoordi- 
nated briefings that the rest of the leaders, staff, 
and field agencies have not seen, it is not fair to

press for a decision at these long-range interac-
tive sessions.

After the briefing has been completed and 
the alternative strategies covered, the restof the 
two-hour period should be spent in a “no holds 
barred" discussion. The leaders and the long- 
range planners must be willing to challenge 
policy, procedures, systems, organizations, doc- 
trine, etc., as they would or would not apply in 
a world ten to twenty-five years hence. The 
chief planner must be willing to take the heat 
from his superiors if they react very negatively 
to “radical" briefings or recommendaiions.

Whether the leaders like or do not likeany of 
the options outlined, the long-range planners 
must press them for their preferences. Some- 
times, the leaders prefer a combination of two 
options or a less radical variant of one of the 
options. As the interactive session draws to an 
end, the chief planner should orally review the 
discussion to ensure that he and his long-range 
planners understand fully the comments and 
feedback they have received and to remind 
everyone in attendance that no initiative will 
be taken without full coordination with the 
staff and field agencies.

If the chief planner abuses his access and his 
mandate, using the long-range planning pro-
cess to “ run around the system,” top staff offi- 
cers and field agency leaders will join together 
and try to shut down the access of the long- 
range planning division to the top leaders. 
Therefore, the chief planner has an important 
but delicate responsibility. He must encourage 
his long-range planners to be innovative and 
Creative, to challenge present policy, and to 
develop issues, briefings, and options that 
stretch the minds of the top leaders. In addi- 
tion, he must be willing to take radical ideas, 
strategies, and doctrines to the decisionmaker. 
On the other hand, he must be fair to his col- 
leagues in operations, finance, logistics, per- 
sonnel, and research and development, etc. He 
must convince them that he will not abuse his 
access by pushing for decisions on uncoordi-
nated issues. He must also be fair to subordi-
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nate decisionmakers. Thus, the chiei planner 
must besomewhat schizophrenic. He musi sup- 
port presem policy whileai the same timechal- 
lenging that policy as it might apply in the 
long-term. A planner who merely exirapolaies 
policy into the future is not a planner but is 
simply a caretaker or gatekeeper. On the other 
hand, a planner who undermines present pol-
icy undermines the coherence and legitimacy 
of the organization that he serves. Here lies the 
greai challenge and the great opportunity—it 
is what makes long-range planning so re- 
warding.

Havingdescribed theessential featuresof the 
monthly planning session, I shall now outline 
the fifteen laws of long-range planning that 
must be adhered to if the process is to be 
successful.

1. The planners must answer the “ what’s in 
it for me?” question. It is importam that long- 
range planners be able toconvince their bosses, 
themselves, and other planners throughout the 
entire organization that long-range planning, 
in fact, accomplishes something that is worth- 
while not only to the institution but also to all 
the individuais in the process. The most im-
portam person to convince, of course, is the top 
decisionmaker himself. Unlike Secretary Stet- 
son, whoasked the incisive planning questions 
noted earlier, many decisionmakers may not 
seriously consider long-range planning require- 
ments until it is too late to reverse the serious 
day-to-day decisions they have already taken. 
Therefore, the challenge is to convince the 
leader very early in his tenure, vvhen his mind is 
open and his energies ai their peak, that it is 
worthwhile not only to spend two hours every 
momh dealing wilh a long-range planning 
issue but also to reserve his valuable time for 
this endeavor. It is also importam for the major 
staff chiefs and the major field agency leaders to 
understand and support the value of long- 
range planning, both at their levei and at the 
very top of the organization. Their support, 
either active or tacit, for an institutionalized 
long-range planning sysiem, whereby the deci-

sionmaker gets to deal wilh radical ideas on a 
regular basis, is importam . By bringing up 
really interesting ideas, insights, and alterna- 
tive strategies to help sol ve some of lhe difíicult 
long-range problems, the planners can help 
the decisionmaker immeasurably. Over time, 
he will look forward to these sessions, for they 
can be marvelous opportunities for him, in a 
freewheelingenvironment. to bechallenged by 
new ideas, new' approaches, and new insights, 
and, most importam, toarticulate hisobjectives. 
He can also use the long-range planners as a 
sounding board for his ideas. If the decision-
maker sees nodirect benefit to himself, then the 
long-range planning effort is doomed to fail.

2. The planners must get and m aintain the 
support of the decisionmaker. This poim is an 
adjunct to the first law, but it needs further 
development and clarification. The decision-
maker must be willing to tell his executive 
officer or his scheduling secretary that he wants 
to see the long-range planners on a regular 
basis. There must be enough priority in his 
interest in these sessions that pressing issues of 
the moment do not cause the meetings to be 
postponed again and again. The long-range 
planners must make a contribution in this re- 
gard in that they must work out a schedule for 
each year. The subjects chosen for each session 
must be of high interest to the decisionmaker so 
that he will agree to these sessions on a 
monthly basis and stick wilh this schedule 
throughout the year. It is also im portam  that 
the decisionmaker be willing to allow approx- 
imately two hours for each of these sessions. 
Normally, anything less than two hours does 
not give justice to the issue, nor does it give the 
decisionmaker the opportunity to really get 
away from his “ in box" and think about the 
long-term issue. Short sessions do not leave 
enough time for good discussion, dialogue, 
and feedback after the briefing is given. The 
decisionmaker must occasionally discuss the 
value of the long-range planning in his staff 
meetings, in his decision meetings, and in his 
normal day-to-day activities with his staff and
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wiih lhe major commanders and leaders of lhe 
various field agencies. l hedecisionmaker must 
encourage long-range planning and ask lhe 
occasional queslion, “ How does ihis decision, 
which I am about to lake, íit inio our long- 
range plan?" If he does not do so. the long- 
range planners will havea greai deal of trouble 
geuing suppori as they iry to fold long-range 
planning options and approaches inio the 
normal planning, programming, and budget- 
ing process. One useful technique is to sched- 
ule a long-range planning interactive session 
shortly before lhe leader is to travei overseas 
(for instance. a ‘‘Latiu America in the tvventy- 
íirst century" session jnst before his Latin 
American trip), to make an importam  speech, 
or to testify on a specific topic before the na- 
tional legislature (for instance, “space beyond 
the year 2000”), etc.

3. The planners must have direct access to 
the deeisionmakers. After one examines long- 
range planning efforts in business and gov- 
ernment, it seems to be quite clear that unless 
the long-range planners work directly for the 
decisionmaker, or, at a m inim um , have direct 
access to him, the long-range planning effort 
will not be successful. Most of the best-run 
business companies or agencies in the United 
States have long-range planners workitig di- 
recily for their chief executive officers; the 
United States Navy has that System within the 
Defense Department. This is the ideal arrange- 
ment. The planners are protected by the boss 
and remain close to him by being a part of his 
immediate staff. Another option is to have the 
long-range planners work for the chief planner 
but have direct access to the top decisionmaker 
on a regular basis. In this arrangement, the role 
of the chief planner becomes very importam 
because he must be committed to allowing his 
long-range planners to develop radical ideas. 
He must not remove some of lhe best ideas on 
the way up to the decisionmaker. If he filters 
lhe information and recommendations, the 
impact of the long-range planners on the 
thinking of the decisionmaker is reduced.

4. Briefings by planners must not go through 
the normal coordination process. This is a del- 
icate but very importam point. If the long- 
range planners must coordinate their briefings 
with all the agencies within the staff and with 
all the field agencies, many of their best ideas 
will be filtered out and much of the impact of 
their briefing on the decisionmaker will be lost. 
The general tendency in this regard is that any- 
thing that seems to question present policy or 
present organization will be objected to by one 
or more staff agencies. The planners will then 
have to compromise their briefing and their 
recommendations to accommodate these con- 
cerns. This tendency is quite dysfunctional to 
an innovative and Creative long-range plan-
ning system. Full coordination generally leads 
to a very bland briefing and some very predict- 
able recommendations that probably will not 
imerest the decisionmaker. Over time, he will 
lose interesi in seeing the long-range planners.

5. The process must lead to some decisions 
in the present. The long-range planning pro-
cess can be useful even if it does not lead to 
many decisions in the present. However, to 
establish and m aintain legitimacy and support 
for a continuous long-range planning effort, it 
is essential that an occasional decision be made 
for early implementation of an idea relating to 
a long-range issue or a long-range plan. So 
often the question is asked by critics of long- 
range planning, ‘‘But vvhat does this all lead 
to?” These critics argue that unless the long- 
range planning process leads to some decisions 
in the present, it is just an intellectual exercise 
of little value. In order to gain legitimacy for 
the long-range planning process, it is very 
helpful for the decisionmaker to take a look 
occasionally at a long-range issue with the idea 
of early implementation. Making decisions in 
the present on long-range issues is a wonderful 
way to legitimize the long-range planning 
process.

6. The process must be institutionalized.
Having an institutionalized long-range plan-
ning process is very importam. Ad hoc studies
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mav be useful and may play an important role 
in bringing a large number of people inio lhe 
long-range planning process íor a period of 
time and focusing auention on an issue or 
issues relating to the longer term. But ad hoc 
studies are not enough. If there is no institu- 
tionalized process to encourage the leaders al 
the top of the organization to consider long- 
range issues on a regular basis, many oppor- 
tunities will be lost. Employinga combination 
of both ad hoc studies and an institutionalized, 
regularized, month-by-month long-range plan-
ning process is the best way to ensure that the 
advantages of long-range planning are maxi- 
mized in an organization.

7. Within the framework of the institution-
alized process, long-range planning must re- 
main flexible. The institutionalized planning 
process can become rigid and can lead to plans 
that are so inflexible that they become dysfunc- 
tional. In order to ensure that long-range plans 
remain flexible, all of the plans should be re- 
viewed periodically so that they don't become 
too rigid or too out of date. There should be an 
established “sunset clause" of one to two years 
after publication of a plan, at which time the 
plan no longer has legitimacy and credibility 
as long-range policy. (Ad hoc studies should 
normally remain as studies and not become 
formal plans.) This expiration date should be 
stated specifically on the cover leiter of each 
plan and should be signed by the decisionmaker 
to all staff and field agencies at the time of 
publication of this plan. (VVhat is stated in the 
cover letter about how the plan is to be used is 
very important. The decisionmaker should not 
sign most long-range studies. He should sign 
most, if not all, long-range plans.)

8. In addition to the institutionalized pro-
cess, periodic ad hoc studies are needed. Ad hoc 
studies are the norm in most organizations and 
often lead to decisions that are very innovative 
and useful. The ad hoc studies often get the 
visibility and support that the institutionalized 
process does not get. Some examples of excel- 
lent ad hoc studies accomplished in recent

years by the mililary Services of lhe United 
States are Seapower 2000, AirLand Battle 2000, 
Army 21, Air Force 2000, and the Air Force 
Project Forecast II. One of the auxiliary bene- 
fits of ad hoc studies is that they often expose 
large numbers of brighl people to long-range 
problems and issues. These people often be-
come life-long advocates of long-range plan-
ning, and, for the rest of lheir professional 
lives, they ask the big, long-term questions as 
they work on issues from staff and leadership 
positions. However, no matter how profitable 
a study or group of studies may be, the ad hoc 
approach is no substitute for an instiiutional- 
ized planning process.

9. Long-range plans must be readable and 
short. There have been many long-range plans 
and studies that are of such length (often in 
m ultiple volumes) that very fevv people ever 
read them. It is im portant that all long-range 
plans be short, very readable, and as free of 
jargon and acronyms as possible. These plans 
should be packaged vvell—vvith many diagrams, 
charts, and the highlighting of words—to 
make them interesting enough for busy people 
to pick up and read through. Ad hoc studies 
should be no longer than 300 pages. The an- 
nual long-range plan should beeven shorter— 
no more than ten or tvvelve pages long, vvith a 
one- to two-page executive summary—so that 
it can be read quickly and have real impact.

10. Planners must develop implementation 
strategies. The long-range planners should de-
velop general implementation strategies to 
give the planners, programmers, and budget 
people ideas on how- to carry out and imple- 
ment the policies established in these plans. 
Decisionmaking is only one pari of the overall 
planning process. Implementation strategies 
are as important as the decision itself. The 
long-range planning divisions, which should 
always remain small, can help the rest of the 
staff by providing some implementation ideas 
and avenues of approach. They should not be 
the implementers themselves, but they should 
assist the implementers as they move from
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plans to programs to budget to reality.
11. Planners must avoid constraining the 

innovation and divestilure proccss. There is a 
general tendency in developing long-range 
plans to put constraints on these plans: budg- 
etary, technological, time,etc. Although these 
constraints can help make the plan look more 
realistic, they also tend to restrict lhe vision of 
the planners and, in turn, the vision of the 
decisionmaker. One of my big mistakes, for 
instance, in the development of the Air Force 
2000 Plan, vvas the rather severe fiscal con- 
straints (1 percent real growth each year in the 
Air Force budget from 1987 to 2000) that I es- 
tablished before the planning began. As a re- 
sult of these fiscal constraints, some interesting 
opportunities were rejected out of hand be- 
cause they could not be funded within these 
fiscal constraints. Long-range planners should 
avoid this kind of constraining activity, both 
from the point of view of innovation and crea- 
tivity and also from the point of view of divesti- 
ture. There should be no sacred covvs: planners 
should be willing to recommend thedivestiture 
of organizations, major vveapon systems, major 
R&rD programs, etc. If planners constrain them- 
selves by not allowing the full consideration of 
divestiture opportunities, they are doing a dis- 
service to the institutionalized long-range plan-
ning process and to their boss.

12. Planners must avoid single-factor cau- 
sality. There are many people in institutions in 
this country vvho believe in single-factor cau- 
sality. Basically they think that only one thing 
really counts, vvhether it be economics, tech- 
nology, political factors, or another factor. 
However, single-factor causality is usually er- 
roneous and is too simplistic. Those vvho ac- 
cept it readily in their thinking develop a 
mindset that does not take into account other 
factors. Long-range planners must be broad- 
scoped people; they must take into account 
many factors in doing their planning. VVhen a 
leader tends to focus on a single factor, it is the 
responsibility of lhe long-range planners to try 
to break him out of that mindset. They must try

to convince the leader that, in fact, there are 
multiple factors that play roles in the develop-
ment of future courses of action.

13. Planners must avoid determinism—eco- 
nomic, political, technological, etc. Anybody 
in the long-range planning business vvho thinks 
that the future of the world is determined large- 
ly by events outside the control of the institu- 
tion in which he works should not be a long- 
range planner. Long-range planners must as-
sume that their plans, ideas, innovations, crea- 
tivity, and issues really count. They must teel 
confident that if the decisionmaker makes a 
decision based on their ideas, that decision can 
have an impact on the future course of events. 
Planners must assume that people in kev posi- 
tions can and do make a difference. Those in- 
volved in developing long-range plans should 
be careful that no determinism creeps into the 
calculus of decision, the briefing, or the plan 
itself.

14. Planners must stay in close contact with 
the operational, doctrinal, policy, R&D, C o m -

munications, and manpowercommunities. One
of the lessons from the corporate world is that 
the long-range planners working directly for 
the chief executive officer sometimes get iso- 
lated over time from the issues, problems, con- 
cerns, and pragmaticconsiderations that really 
exist. This is one of the key reasons that the new 
chief executive officer of General Electric de- 
cided in 1984 to restructure and reduce the 
planning staff drastically at the corporate head- 
quartersof General Electric. Long-range plan-
ners at the highest levei must get out to the field 
and talk to the scientists in the laboratories, to 
field commanders and leaders, to the operators 
and maintainers, and to other staff agencies at 
all leveis. Only by staying in close contact with 
these disparate groups can the long-range 
planners ensure that what they recommend to 
the decisionmaker is relevant, is useful, and is 
helpful in the pursuit of the goals of the insti- 
tution. By getting out into the field and talking 
to people at all leveis, the planners can try out 
their ideas informally to see how practical these
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innovative aliernaiives are. Moving abom (he 
organization also enables them to collect some 
of the better ideas, innovations, and Creative 
thoughts of people at all leveis ihai will help 
them develop better long-range issues, options, 
and plans.

13. Incentives must be provided if innova- 
tion is to be maximized. It is rare when gov- 
ernmental organizations provide good incen-
tives and revvards for the people who can think 
conceptually, broadly, and in the long term. 
Incentives must be established and publicized 
to encourage the person with ideas to come 
forward and present them. There should be 
avvards to laboratories forcreating riew ideas in 
technology; avvards to long-range planners for 
developing new concepts; avvards to manpovver 
experts for developing better organizations, 
etc. When it is time to hand out avvards, the 
decisionmaker should be involvedand thecere- 
mony should be widely publicized. Alterna- 
tively, if a large ceremony vvould create undue 
friction, personal notes or brief meetingscan be 
substituted.

THOSK people who go into long-range plan- 
ning should fully understand that they are tak-

ing risks; if they are going to do the job well, 
they are going to have to question present pol- 
icy, procedures, organizations, doctrines, vveap- 
on systems, resources, and so forth. Creative 
and innovative planners are going to make 
people angry on occasion. If they are not selí- 
confident people or if they are ambitious, risk- 
avoidance careerists, they will have little to 
contribute to the process of long-range plan- 
ning.

Long-range planning will never anticipate 
and solve all of the problems and dilemmas 
that we will confront in the future, but it can 
certainly help us to be prepared for some oí 
them. Perhaps, even more importam, a long- 
range planning process can keep us aleri to 
new possibilities, new insights that will help 
us in decisionmaking, and new wavs ol meet- 
ing the future’s challenges.

National IVar College

Auihor's noce: VVe all should beeoni erned ahoul lhe future, loi that 
is vvhere all oí us will he s|>c nding the rest ol ou t lives. Foi lltose 
readers who may he imerested in s ireuh ing  tlieir ininds in this 
regard, I suggest the lollowing hooks: Comiilf’ íiotun: F.t tm oin tt, 
1‘otilnnl. and Sot ml (1983) by Hérnian Kahn. liutruiitrrs wilh thr 
Fttlurr: .1 Forrcast o/ l.ifr m ihr 21 st Crntury (1983) by Maivin 
(ietron anil I boinas () '  I oole. Mrgatrend.s: Trn \ 'rw  Dirn tions 
Tmiisjonm iia O url . iv r \(1981) by John  Xaisbill, The Tliird IVavr 
1 1981) by Alein I offlei. . tir Fort f  2000, and Air Hrsrn<r Fort rs 2(100.



IN SEARCH OF THE UNICORN: 
MILITARY INNOVATION AND THE 
AMERICAN TEMPERAMENT
D r  D o n a l d J . M r o z k k

My impression of Washington is a rush of clerks, 
iti and out of doors, sw ing doors always swinging, 
people with papers rushing after other people 
with papers, groups in corners w hispenng  in 
huddles, everyone jum p ing  up just as you start to 
lalk, buzzers ringing, telephones ringing, rooms 
crowded with clerks all banging away at typewnt- 
ers. "Give rne ten copies of this at once.” "Get 
that secret file out o f the safe." “Where the hell is 
that Yellow Plan iBlue Plan, Green Plan, Orange

Plan, etc.)?" Everybody furiously sm oking cig- 
arettes, everybody passing you on to someone 
else. etc., etc. Someone with a louct voice ana a 
mean look and a big sttck ought to appear and yell 
"Halt. Vom crazy bastards. Silence. You imitation 
ants. N ow  half of you get the hell out of town and 
the other half sit down and d o n t move for one 
hour." Then they could burn up all the papers 
and start fresh.

Joseph W. Stilwdl 
The Stilwell Papers (1948)
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GENERAL Joseph VV. Stilwell wrote 
his descriplion of our nation's capilal 
soonafierhisarrival in Washington in 

December 1941. But Stilwell might jusl as well 
have sought the mythical unicorn in some 
fabled mist or magical wood as seek silence, 
clarity, and order in American institutions. 
Simple lines of authority have always had at- 
traction for those Americans most likely to con- 
trol them; however, in other quarters, lhe 
virtues of a "checks and balances” system have 
usually heldsway. Thus, even allowing for the 
special confusion after Pearl Harbor and for 
“Vinegar Joe’s” acid tongae, his portrayal of 
wartime Washington was sadly true.

Even more troubling, some would say that 
the confusion which Stilwell observed was in- 
evitable and that nothing has changed since he 
pronounced his judgment on the War Depart-
ment^ "anis”—ai least nothing sufficient to 
remedy the underlying problems. The gist of 
Stilwells view would have applied to three 
centuries of experience before World War II as 
well as to the four decades after it.

The hyperactive disarray that troubled Stil-
well was not new. The American military has 
typically had trouble focusing on action and 
operational goals early in wartime, largely be- 
cause these concerns are merely theoretical in 
peacetime. When a war is not under way, mili-
tary officers and civilian defense officials have 
traditionally been absorbed in arguing over 
assets and command responsibilities. The mo- 
tivation for these debates has been more than 
greed or pursuit of power but, more importam, 
an effort to find order and coherence. But, pcr- 
haps inevitably, the results favored instiiu- 
tional stability (or, pejoratively, inertia) and 
sharpened skepticism about prospects for or- 
ganizational innovation. Although sometimes 
reformers could overhaul institutions mean- 
ingfully, any new arrangements exerted dog- 
matic force once they were in place, and mili-
tary and civilian constituencies benefúing from 
them rallied to ensure their permanence.

At the same time, the military's special place

in American society andculture hasconstrained 
iiscapaciiy to innovate, whether in technology, 
strategy and tactics, or organizalion. The mil- 
iiary's instinct for order and its bias toward 
scientific predictability have reflected the iradi- 
tions and concerns generic among military 
professionals irrespective of national origin. 
But in the American context these inclinations 
have often been frustrated—victims of the so- 
ciety's complexity, of a seeming incoherence 
born of pragmatism, and of experimentalist 
opportunism. In this sense, the American mil- 
itary’s experience with technological, doctri- 
nal, and organizational innovation has inevit-
ably been a story of tension and conflici, pit- 
ting the supposedly "absolute” concerns of the 
military professional against theclearly “ rela- 
tive” and specific characteristics of American 
society and culture.

Special Demands on 
a Special Institution

The special need for the armed forces to re- 
main as innovative as possible—and at least to 
be receptive to relevam innovations fathered 
elsewhere—follows from the special duties of 
the military establishment. The devastating 
consequences of a major military failure either 
in deterrence or in combat have sharpened con- 
temporary awareness of the military’s role. Yet 
this imperative has always existed. lis impor- 
tance simply has become easier for laymen and 
professionals to see during the past half-cen- 
tury of rapid technological change. In an exact 
sense, then, the dilemmas of adaptalion and 
innovation do not originate in technology. 
Rather, they come from organizational ethos.

Although the military’s need for innovation 
has special features, thecircumstances needed to 
encourage an innovative disposition are ge-
neric, applying to civilian as well as to military 
institutions and their personnel. Venture capi- 
talist Don Valentine bluntly named the key 
ingredient in operating anything big, whether 
a company or a church or an army. “The key
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ingredient isobedience," he toldan interviewer 
for Inc. magazine in 1985. “Anything big re- 
quires people performing and acting in con- 
veniional, predictable ways—within therules."1 
Yet a key to the innovative and venturesome 
spirit is the vvillingness torewrite the rules. But 
the “nonconventional person who’s going to 
do it differently” becomes “a flatout pain in the 
ass” for the guardians of institutional order, 
hierarchy and deference, and the status quo.^ 

One feature of large institutions, which has 
special force within the military, is thepressure 
for close accounting. This, too, stems from the 
particular evolution of the American military, 
the distinctive importance of civilian and con- 
gressional oversight over military policy and 
spending, and the Madisonian view that ten- 
sion among large institutions is a key to indi-
vidual freedom. Despite skepticism about de- 
fense spending and the many episodes that fos- 
ter it. the desire for standardized management 
and detailed accounting threatens innovation 
more than would an absence of Controls, But 
given the constitutional provision for congres- 
sional oversight of military spending, thearmed 
Services inevitably live a life of endless institu- 
tional accountability. Onecan hardly imagine 
a sênior officer testifying before a congres- 
sional committee without a legislative aide 
armed with an explanatory justification for 
every program under his or her authority: a 
lackof such information might well be takett as 
proof of incompetence or as dereliction of duty. 
Yet the hypothetical case of a sênior officer vvho 
was frankly unaware of certain programs os- 
tensibly under his authority—and proud of his 
lack of detailed knowledge—might betterexem- 
plify the kind of tolerance in which innovation 
can thrive. As investor Valentine put it, the 
accounting mentality “is to control things, to 
homogenize things. T h a t’s what control is: 
sameness, predictability.” ' But even if uniform- 
ity, compliance, accountability, and predicta- 
bility are the essence of control, they are nearly 
the antithesis of innovation. Now, as in the 
past, the dilemma is to reconcile the prerequi-

John (■■ Calhoun's “expansible army plan" would 
have provided a tramed cadre of active-duty person- 
nel that would be available in time of war to tram 
and lead an expanded force. IVhile the plan wa.s not 
accepted. Calhoun focused attention on the need for 
professionahsm in the nineteenlh-century Army.

sites of military order with the demands of 
military progress.

Institutional Reform as 
a Problem of Innovation

Innovation in institutional structure—as in 
doctrine, with which structure is in constam 
interplay—has drawn on two quite distinct 
sources. One is the nature of the American po- 
litical system and of the society as a whole; the 
other is the course of military thought and 
technology. From the outset of the American 
experience, these two sources have tvpically 
been tied to different aspects of civil-military 
affairs. Some military theorists have empha-

Obsessed with the carnageof the Civil It ar. h.mory l pton in- 
spired a generation of Army offu ers through his writings.
( 'pton (shown on facing page) believed that education and 
training in peacetime provided the keys to viclory in irar.
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sized special features of American life. which, 
in iheir view, should substantially shape lhe 
American military system. Departing from this 
theme of "American exceptionalism," oihers 
have underscored lhe "objective" condilionsof 
warfare, emphasizing military Science over 
military art. The former long supported the 
mililia concept and lhe principie of military 
service as a universal civicduty, while the latter 
consistently proposed military specialization 
and professionalism, advocating a smaller but 
more efíicient and capable standing armed 
force.

Sometimes reduced to the simplicism of 
"militia versus regular,” these opposing forces 
actually reflected a most basic tension in Amer-
ican political life—its tenuousness, its contin- 
gency, its open-endedness. The impassioned 
arguments over military policy in the Federal- 
ist period embodied this tension. For the most 
part, political leaders recognized a long list of 
objective military "facts"—affiliation with 
Federalist or Republican faction made little 
differenceon this score. But what they did not 
agree on vvas the nature of the American exper- 
iment itself and the proper dimensions of its 
results. As Richard Kohn has demonstrated in 
his study of the debate over military policy in 
the Federalist era, the problem was not igno- 
rance in technical military matters but a differ- 
ence of vision over the future of America in 
general and of the nation’s civil-military rela- 
tions in particular. ' Determiningan "effective" 
structure hinged on agreement as to the struc- 
ture’s purposes. Failing such agreement, com- 
promise and half-measures were inevitable. 
Once set in motion, such compromises could 
themselves be "innovatively” modified only to 
the extern that some new consensus was gener- 
ated. To be sure, the forces sufficient to create 
such a consensus rarely developed and rarely 
converged.

Still, change was possible, driven by the pol-
icies of a new presidential administration or by 
periodic bipartisan action. Jeffersonian mili-
tary policy, often vilified by those misinterpret-

ing his gunboat force, clearly diverged from 
that of John Adams and entailed technical and 
institutional innovation (such as the idea of a 
naval militia). But such changes often proved 
to be scandalously deficient. In other matters, 
Jeffersonian undertakings were, if anything, 
"conservative" in the sense that they imitated 
Furopean developments. The establishment of 
West Point and the enshrinement of the expert 
engineer exemplify this bias.’

As historical experience has demonstrated, 
even military catastrophe may fail to bring in- 
stitutional change. In theaftermalh of conflict, 
Americans adopting a criticai stance have 
argued that the existing structure and doctrine 
had failed catastrophically. Yet others have 
looked at lhe same evidence and come to a 
different conclusion, basically because they 
used different standards. After the War of 1812, 
for example, the Army and its civilian lead-
ers—notablv Secretary of War John C. Cal- 
houn—sought to reorganize the armed forces, 
hoping to capitalize on memories of battlefield 
defeat and on the humiliation of the burning of 
Washington.6 Calhoun wanted to maintain the 
skeleton of a large army, retaining a large cadre 
of officers and a small force of enlisted person- 
nel. Thus, the full skeleton of a wartime army 
would exist in peacetime, to be "fleshed out” 
when needed. Meanwhile, it would have ready 
the expertise that could not be raised overnight, 
embodied in the officers and in the "leâven" of 
trained enlisted men. Calhoun regarded such 
an "expansiblearmy" asa bridge between mili-
tary professionalism and expert authority on 
the one hand and democratic equalitarianism 
and military voluntarism on the other.

How was it possible for Congress to reject the 
"expansible army”—much to Calhoun’s dis- 
tress—especially so soon after the many fail- 
ures of the War of 1812? For all the moments ol 
heroism in the conflict, there had been years ol 
confusion spiked with reports of fresh disas- 
ters. Clearly, Calhoun had hoped that some- 
thing like "threat analysis” would fuel the en 
ginesof institutional change. Justas clearly, h<
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was wrong. Calhoun's own passion for mili- 
lary reform grew partly from hisa priori idea of 
vvhal an army should look like.' At least some 
congressmen wanted an armed force that (sup- 
posedly) better suited the American democratic 
character. But there was more. Congress under- 
siood America's vital interests as posing fevver 
objectivedemandson military forces than if the 
nation were more deeply committed to involve- 
ments overseas: a threat was real only if hostil- 
ity of some foreign powers toward the United 
Statesexisted. Yeta simplistic isolationism was 
not anyone’s rationale, as Jefferson's wars 
against the Barbary pirates were not disputed. 
But Congress was notabout to pay good money 
to meet threats of low likelihood. Thus, the 
miseries of the YVar of 1812 gave no blueprint 
for military reform because they created no 
consensuson American interests (and therefore 
no consensus on how to protect them).

The proponents of a "strong” or “ standing” 
army during the nineteenth century hoped to 
follow European models—either German or 
French—to create a disciplined and responsive 
American military. Approaching the problem 
of form in this fashion revealed the military 
theorists' supposition that military knowledge, 
as a kind of Science, was an absolute—pertinent 
and suitable toall societies. Yet the U.S. politi- 
cal system and American culture more broadly 
were far more eclectic—shaped by the “checks 
and balances” of the constitutional system. 
Calhoun's problems have often been blamed 
on false popular confidence and the absence of 
a sense of threat among civilian elected offi- 
cials. Although true in detail, the assertion is 
misleading and perhaps irrelevant. The pro- 
ponents of a “strong” army implicitly meant 
one along European lines, but they ran head- 
long against the widespread desire of Ameri- 
cans to create a special and separate way of life.8

Thecostssustained by the United Statesdur- 
ing the YVar of 1812 were great enough to give 
pause to many thoughtful observers and suf- 
ficed to persuade Calhoun. But theevents of the 
war bore another lesson as wel 1—one more sub-

tle but no less influential than the delusion that 
mere amateurs had won the Battle of New Or- 
leansand redeemed the militiaconcept. A more 
basic poliiical relationship had been sustained 
during lhe war, even though it had contributed 
to military failures: in some cases, State gov- 
ernments had reserved control of their militias 
in order to defy the will of President Madison. 
In the Federalist papers, Alexander Hamilton 
had suggested that maintaining State militias 
and restricting the size of federal forces would 
permit the State governments to be a "check 
and balance” on federal power. Tested by Ham-
ilton^ defense oí the rights of States, the mili- 
tary system had actually performed brilliantly 
during the YVar of 1812—precisely because the 
federal government could not launch expedi- 
tions effectively and because President Madi-
son never won control over the militia units 
near the war zones. The militia was, in a way, 
the States’ army against the federal government.

That this balance among the States and be- 
tween the States and the federal government 
survived the YVar of 1812 is further supported 
by the novelties to which President James K.. 
Polk resorted in the Mexican YVar, such as the 
fiction of “group volunteering” under which 
State militia units actually mobilized under 
presidential authority without forcing Polk to 
invoke constitutional provisions that would 
have fueled fierce political battles with dissi- 
dent governors.9 Suffice it to say that the 
United States in the first half of lhe nineteenth 
century wras neither France nor Prússia. Objec- 
tively, this was simply a fact. Subjectively, it 
was a "problem" if one wished matters were 
otherwise—as Calhoun did wdiile Secretary of 
YVar. The reforms that Calhoun sought, as well 
as the ambitious goals of Dennis Hart Mahan 
or Emory Upton, presupposed something more 
like a unitary State than the United States 
would be for some time to come. Ironically, by 
the time that nationalist transformation oc- 
curred and brought a strong impulse toward 
institutional reform, the Army itself had be- 
come rather set in its ways, reluctant tochange,
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and alienated from civilian institutional inno- 
vators. Having fought hard to build something 
oí an Army during the nineteenth century, the 
service’s leaders turned reluctant to risk it by 
seeking something more.

By the end of the nineteenth century, the 
Army consisted of a set of "component com- 
mands" operating parallel to one another and

The leated gentlernan iveanng the checked vest is 
Secrelary of lt'ar Elihu Root. When he tuld Presidenl 
McKmley that his mililary knowledge and experient e 
uiere ml, M cKmley knew he was the right man to 
efjecl reform. Root adminislered the War Department 
diiring its penod of greatest internai reform. hnnging  
the Army from a pnrot hial nmeteenth-cenlury organ-
izai nm to a force that would compete successfully wilh  
most of its contemporaries in the twentieth century.

owing only limited obedience to the Com- 
manding General. As sênior officer of the Serv-
ice, the Commanding General had an ac- 
knowledged right to “preside" and to inspect. 
(The latter function made the Inspector Gen-
eral one of the few high-ranking officers who 
were clearly his inferiors.) All other functions 
of the Army were conducted wilh what now 
seems a remarkable degree of autonomy. The 
various “bureaus," such as Ordnance or Quar- 
termaster, typically ran well. But there was 
question about how well the bureaus meshed. 
A Quartermaster officer stationed at a frontier 
post in the trans-Mississippi West was respon- 
sible, above all, to the chief of the Quartermaster 
Corps back in Washington, not to the com-
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mander of the post where he vvas stationed. In 
addition. bureau chieis developed their own 
poliiical allies in Congress, aided by Iong ten- 
ure and by promotion within lhe lines of their 
own bureaus and not across the entire Service. 
Therefore. the coordination that the Army 
might achieve depended on the sufferance and 
cooperation of the bureau chiefs. Clearly, this 
arrangement fell far short of deserving such 
adjectives as “ integrated,” ‘‘cohesive,” “re- 
sponsive,” or "centralized.” In fact, given the 
sharp limitson what he controlleddirectly and 
the jealousy with which Secretaries of War 
guarded access to the Presidem, the Command- 
ing General was perhaps “ the least among 
equals .” In one sense, then, the system

worked—but not if one expected the Artny to 
respond unquestioningly to orders from on 
high. Thus, the reforms engineered by Elihu 
Root actually dealt with issues of authority to 
control staff and line operations more lhan 
with the alleged practical shortcomings so 
much overstated during the Spanish-American 
War.10

The lessonsof Army reform during the era of 
Elihu Root are many, but what one learns de- 
pends on what one seeks. Oddly, though, the 
experiences of the Root years did not quite 
prove that the Army was incapable of changing 
itself. Instead, they suggested that the Army 
was unlikely to perceive the need for change. 
The Army had settled into institutional forms 
and traditional ways of behaving that clearly 
haddrav\rbacks. butat least they existed, were in 
place, and functioned. For the sake of an uncer- 
tain measure of progress, it seemed to some 
officers that a flawed but operable system was 
being put needlessly at risk. A brief review of a 
key scandal that hastened the reform process in 
the Root era offers illustration.

In general, the alleged inefficiencies and 
scandals of the Spanish-American War served 
as a rallying point for those seeking structural 
reform of the Army; but the specific claims that 
the Army had sent rotten and “embalmed beef’’ 
proved particularly heated. Criticsasserted that 
either certain Army officers had conspired in 
buying rotten meai chemically adulterated to 
make its taste and smell less offensive or they 
had been guilty of dereliction of duty in failing 
to oversee the purcnases with sufficiem dili- 
gence. In fact, allegationsof “sweetheart deals” 
between Army officers and packing houses 
were unfair and inaccurate. They also ignored 
the fact that Chemical adulteration of canned 
meat products was commonplace and that 
formaldehyde wras a preservative of choice. In

l-.li W hitney was a contrai lor far the l ’..S\ fortrs in the II'nr 
of IH12. /IIthough he did not provide the quantities of 
firearms agreed on, he did much toadvance the principie of 
interchangeable part.s in the Lr.S. arsenal—a major reform.
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lhe era before lhe Pure Food and Drug Act, lhe 
Ariny mighi very well buy “embalmed beef,” bui 
it was only about as likely to do so as any other 
volume buyer. Nevertheless, thecharges lended 
to stick even when the evidence fell far short oí 
the mark. High-ranking Army officers, includ- 
ing Generais Stephen Youngand Nelson Miles 
(who were to be early “beneficiaries” of the 
Root refortns as Chieis of Staff), defended their 
service'soperations, felt maligned, and thought 
the idea of fundamental transformation of the 
Army debased by the false charges that they had 
suffered."

What the Army missed, after all, was the 
underlying real reason why some civilians agi- 
tated so persistently for reform. It was not really 
the “embalmed beef” as much as it was the 
changing role and responsibility of the United 
States in the world. The United States was in- 
creasingly likely to be involved in overseas ac- 
tivity and in occasional expeditions in foreign 
lands.12 As Graham Cosmas has noted, Root 
(and Theodore Roosevelt) wanted not only a 
functioning army but an “army for empire.” 
To overstate slightly for the sake of contrast, 
the uniformed leaders of the Army were inter- 
ested in what the Army was and how it was 
managed; Root and Roosevelt were far more 
interested in what the Army could do. Put in 
later terms, it wasaconflict between traditional 
management and aggressive leadership.

In a legal sense, whether the Army could be 
changed was settled with the passage of the 
Root reforms in 1903. But the notorious resist- 
ance of Adjutant General Fred Ainsworth to 
the implementation of the law showed that 
bureaucratic stonewalling could not be pre- 
vented by law alone. The case is an ambivalent 
one. Ainsworth cared deeply about the future 
of the Army and its ability to serve the nation. 
But he cared so much that he could not com- 
promise with a system that he considered sus- 
pect. Nor were the Chief of Staff and Secretary 
of War seeking compromise. Simplicity, clear 
control, centralization of authority—these were 
the objectives. Not the first time that the quest

for decisiveness and direction ran counter to 
vested interest and the tradition of dissent, the 
Ainsworth affair would have many successors 
as well.*3

Tellingly, innovation carne most promptly 
when it took an entirely new institutional form 
instead of seeking to recompose and redirect 
old ones. Even as the Chief of Staff and the 
Adjutant General fell into a long war, the 
Army and the Navy entered into close coopera- 
tion in the Joinl Board with stunning speed. 
Under its secretary, Admirai George Dewey, 
the board sought a single vision of national 
strategy in which the Services maintained sep- 
arate but consistem roles. The essence of this 
accommodation was developed in little more 
than a year. Swiftly as this arrangement was 
made, however, it left little room for an air 
service; and a herald of innovation soon be- 
came a bastion of the status quo. To seek re-
form exclusively through existing institutional 
arms was to court intense resistance. Mean- 
while, seeking reform by developing new insti-
tutional units increased chances for prompt 
change, but it also created new layers of vested 
interest and new sources of inertia.

The difficulties that proponents of air power 
encountered in seeking institutional change 
and coequal status for an air service illustrate 
the point. The Army and Navy had finally 
concluded tortuous processes of change and 
had even established a working interservice re- 
lationship. To upset these arrangements so 
soon after their creation was to ask too much of 
mere human beings. Faced by military theo- 
rists whoseclaimsdepended largelv on technol- 
ogies not yet developed, the Army and Navy 
tended to explain away the occasional chal- 
lenges of the airmen, seeking to control cir- 
cumstances rather than change in accordance 
with them.

What the Root reforms did was to establish a 
structure, a model, a paradigm of “proper" and 
“efficient” military organization. But a para-
digm is both a tool and a barrier. As I homas 
Kuhn has suggested, a paradigm provides a
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framework of understanding lhe overwhelm- 
ing bulk of what is known when the paradigm 
iiself is articulated; at the same time, it allows 
for new developments and discoveries. Among 
the new findings and behaviors, however, are 
anomalies that cannot be explained by the par-
adigm which facilitated their discovery. Only 
when the psychic and practical burden of ex- 
plaining away all the anomalies exceeds the 
psychic and practical challenge of dismissing 
the entire paradigm does a new conceptual 
breakthrough become possible; and only then 
does a new paradigm emerge.14

In a similar fashion, the most up-to-date 
scheme of military organization begins its 
rapid slide into obsolescence as soon as it is 
accepted. The culprit is not bad faith but the 
resilience of the paradigm already in place. 
Thus, after World VVar I, the priority of ensur- 
ing cooperation between the Army and the 
Navy led to a conservative view that military air 
forces required gradual, cautious development. 
In part, this conclusion would prevení un- 
proven technological claims for exerting undue 
control on present strategy. But it also meant 
that the demands of the airmen would not out- 
strip the institutional needs of the ground and 
sea officers. The Army and Navy set limits on 
whocould develop torpedo bombs and to what 
levei, lest the flyers from the ground Service 
have a “naval” weapon. So, too, limits on air- 
craft range appeared, lest the ground service's 
air arm have too much influence in the air 
space over water. These decisions were not 
mere acts of foolishness, although they have 
been often dismissed as such; nor were they 
mere acts of petulance. Rather, they were ef- 
forts to preserve the old paradigm.”

The reorganization after World War II richly 
illustrates the difficulty in making fundamen-
tal changes within the existing bureaucracy 
and in radically cutting the roles and missions 
of institutions already in existence. As a corol- 
lary, it shows the strength of the American 
tendency to reform by adding rather than dis- 
mantling institutional components. Stripped

of its nuances, the Truman administration s 
plan for defense reorganization aimed at a sin-
gle military Service, unified and simpliíied, in 
which strategic priority was given to a strategic 
nuclear force administered principally by air 
officers. Duplication and redundancy were the 
avowed enemy of proper military organization. 
Thecentralizingclarity that Truman sought is 
madeall the more evident by thecounterclaims 
of the Navy, which opposed the President and 
called instead for “coordination" among qua- 
si-autonomous Services. Even so, no Service 
could admit that it rejected the principie of 
simplicity, nor could any espouse duplication 
as a desirable course for the nation and its mil-
itary. But reality plays tricks with rhetoric. The 
Navy developed nuclear-capable aircraft for its 
flush-deck carriers, defending them as “ long- 
range artillery’’ rather than a nuclear strategic 
force. Its quest for missile-carrying submarines 
began in earnest. Soon, the Army experimented 
with field useof tactical nuclear weapons; and, 
soon after that, it was well along in an impres- 
sive program of missile development. The 
guardians of these programs later admitted 
their pride in defending technologically in- 
novative programs against their superiors, and 
they woti much applause for building weapons 
that became importam elemenis in the U.S. 
force structure. On the other hand, seen struc- 
turally, they were being praised for subverting 
central authority. They had taken a lesson from 
Fred Ainsworth and gone him one better; they 
survived and prevailed.16

Curiously, the externai Soviet threat that was 
expected to justify a large standing military 
proved insufficient to make the military Serv-
ices defer toacentralized organizational scheme 
when their own vested interests and strategic 
visions were put at risk. The threat from one’s 
own sister Services was a clear and most "pres- 
ent” danger in another ring of the Pentagon. 
The solution to the reorganizational dilemma, 
then, arose in response to U.S. bureaucratic 
needs rather than global operational demands. 
So, too, the “ unification" desired by Truman
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Durtng the debate over defense rcorganiialion afler 
World M'«r II, Secretary of llie Nauy James T. Forreslal 
(facing page) advoiated a “coordinaled" ralher than 
" unified” defense System. However, wlieti lie became 
Secretary uj Defense, lie found that his autlionty was 
insufficient to effect lhe i hanges lie believed nei essary. 
Forreslal became an advocate of greater centralnation.

took lhe iwo Services oí the pre-World YVar II 
era and made them ihree—or even four, if one 
allowed íor legislative riders ensuring lhe 
Marines.

The Soviei threai did serve as a useful means 
for explaining away lhe failure to develop a 
unified military system in lhe United States. 
Each Service had its own reason for seeking 
autonomy—often through the development of 
a distinct nuclear capability. But the final ex- 
cuse for keepingall these “in-house" forces was 
the growth of Soviet military power. Thus, the 
world situation and growing Soviet ability to 
hit selected U.S. targets took redundancy and

High-ranking civilian andmilitaryleaders met in the "sec-
retaries"' conference at Qjuantico, Vnginia, in Julyl953.

blessed it as lhesiraiegic triad. Indeed, the triad 
is a splendid exampleof the tradilional Ameri-
can love of “checks and balances," lest any one 
force or faciion gain too much power. But it 
would have been politically inepl to admit 
wantinga nuclear force becauseanother Service 
had one, especially w-hile the Soviet Union 
provided such a ready justification to keep 
one’s eggs in more than one basket. Thus, re-
dundancy became a virtue, even though it has 
been vigorously opposed by both Democratic 
and Republican presidents íor years. What 
ought to have been an embarrassing demon- 
stration of failure became sudden brilliance, 
albeit by sleight of hand, when retroactive ap- 
proval descended on precisely the sort of scheme 
that had lotig been seen as the path to military 
inefficiency and strategic bankruptcy.

Things Versus Ideas: 
Management Versus Operations

Americans often seem to have had greater 
success in making new military hardware than
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in organizing military manpower or develop- 
ing coherent command arrangements and strat- 
egy. This characteristic appears to run parallel 
to the American predisposition for “ trial and 
error” and pragmatic action over conscious 
ideology. (It recalls Alexis de Tocqueville’s at- 
tribution of Americans’ rush to law courts at 
virtually the slightest provocation to the ab- 
sence of a deep and preexisting traditional cul- 
ture.) Specific decisions and concrete things 
thus become experimental steps intoone’sown 
future. In the military realm, this propensity 
toward specifics and tangibles showed itself in 
the endless debates as to who won or lost key 
battles in past American vvars. Clearly, choos- 
ing between the mi 1 itia and the regulars as the 
backbone of the American military was an 
ideological maiter, even if unconsciously so. 
Nevertheless, it was a choice and a debate 
pursued in tortured argument over Lundy’s 
Lane. New Orleans, Monterrey, Vera Cruz, 
Bull Run. and the western wilderness.17 In the 
end, Americans could do specific things, but 
they had grave difficulty agreeing on how they 
had achieved their successes.

As a result of such proclivities, an American 
military could say that “clear and present 
danger” required making a great many guns; 
and. in this way, immediaie problems justified 
a contract to Eli Whitney to mass-produce 
weapons for the War of 1812. (The theoretical 
implications of mass production and “inter- 
changeable parts” have clearly proved to be the 
more intriguing long-term questions; but such 
grandiose matters are for the most part retro- 
spective.)18 In the Spanish-American War, too, 
U.S. authorities authorized lightweight uni- 
forms and issuance of 45-caliber handguns 
without pursuing the more theoretical ques-
tions of “counterinsurgency” forces—and, tell- 
ingly, forgot with equal promptness what little 
had been learned.19 In World War II, the advo- 
cates of the atomic bomb project did not begin 
by predicting a revolution in military theory 
and strategy. They simply argued that they 
might be able to produce a very big blast. When

general issues became too complicated, Ameri-
cans took to the specific. When strategic debate 
seemed abstract, they clutched at the specific.

The common element in such successful in- 
stances appears to be clarity of purpose and 
simplicity of execution. The dedication of a 
team to a transcendem goal—some single weap- 
on that this committed group perceives as cen-
tral to the national interest—provides some cri- 
terion against which the value of personal sac- 
rificeand institutional deferencecan be judged. 
Yet, unless it is inescapably clear that one bu- 
reaucratic unit must defer to another, it will 
not do so. Unless the individual knows why he 
ought to submit himself to an administrative 
abstraction, he might well refrain. But clear 
purpose provides some basis for buffing off the 
“ frictions” so prevalent in military matters, 
especially in peacetime.

Examples of purposefulness are numerous, 
and successes have been impressive. The devel- 
opment of the atomic bomb exemplified the 
rapidity with which scientific search could be 
undertaken when the weapon sought might be 
the "ultimate" one, theenemy being fought the 
most villainous, and the stakes of defeat un- 
conditional. The concern to avoid suffering a 
technological “Pearl Harbor” that would jeop- 
ardize national security by making defenses 
obsolete has been especially strong for many 
Americans, hin tingat the priority accorded the 
tangible (hardware) and the secondary place of 
the intangible (operational organization and 
strategic thought). The fear that an enemy 
might gain first access to an “ ultimate weap-
o n ”—a fear which itself reveals the predisposi-
tion to expect such “ultimate weapons” to ap- 
pear—encourages the quest for hardware over 
strategy, partly because it presupposes that the 
latter is driven by technology. A strong exam- 
ple of this assumption was the development of 
weapons and strategic thought after the inven- 
tion of the atomic bomb. That a single bomb 
could devastate an entire city was misinter- 
preted to mean that the principies of war had 
also been obliterated.20 Moreover, the driving
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force for the shaping of miliiary sirategy in ihe 
nuclear age was not thecommunityof military 
professionals, whose ihrusi was more opera- 
tional, bui the coterie of physical and political 
scientists, whose penchani for models and 
theoretical structures was far stronger. The de- 
velopment of the specific weapon was, in a 
sense, easier than the creation of justifications 
for its use.

Even more, the pursuit of the hydrogen 
bomb reveals the criticai role of “monomania- 
cal” focus, such as that attributed to Dr. Ed- 
ward Teller.21 Seen negatively, it was the un- 
questioning clarity of the zealot and the ‘‘true 
believer.” Seen positively, it was thediamond- 
like hardness capable of overcoming bureau- 
cratic inertia. Similarly, when programs were 
entrusted to single-purpose agencies, they were 
often headed for a more certain developmem 
than when enmeshed in larger institutional 
bodies where they were only one of many 
mouths chirping to be fed. The successes of the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the swift devel- 
opment of intercontinental ballistic missiles 
(ICBMs) demonstrated that great strides could 
be made, even in time of relative peace, despite 
bureaucratic drags, and in the face of stunning 
technological demands.22 The “black budget" 
advanced aircraft, such as the U-2 and the SR- 
71, similarly showed that superbly capable 
weapons and systems could be developed rap- 
idly and efficiently, provided an overriding 
singleness of purpose prevailed.2'

At the same lime, however, the primacy of 
the specific new things over the operational 
System in which such things are employed had 
its own implications: first, that creating new 
military hardware would prove less difficult 
than carrying out ínnovative schemes for mili-
tary reorgantzatton; second, that the things 
themselves would be easier to produce than a 
system for using them. Thus, this fundamental 
question remains unaddressed: Although or- 
ganizations might build weapons, how could 
one guarantee that these weapons would be 
used coherently and purposefully? The focus

on things—to the extern that it becomes a mat- 
ter of creating a product and developing inven- 
tories in the form of force structure—can be- 
come an obsession with management, at the 
expense of leadership and operational art. As 
hasvery often been illustrated, the variablesare 
many.

The relationship of institutional organiza- 
lion, technological innovation, and human 
adaptability in the twentieth-century Ameri-
can military resembles the “ uncertainty prin-
cipie” in physics.24 Although the reality in 
physics is that the weight, speed, mass, and size 
of subatomic participles are varying continu- 
ously in reference to one another, the scientist, 
in order to measure any one feature, must im-
agine that it is actually constant. Although 
technically false, this premise is a convenient 
and useful compromise. Similarly, in the 
American military experience, thepriority that 
one gives to any one objective—institutional 
order or predictability, for example—necessi- 
tates that other considerations, such as innova-
tion and flexibility, fali to secondary status.2’

Certain changes in the structure of scientific 
researchand development in the twentieth cen- 
tury contributed to this subordination of other 
objectives to the quest for order and stability. 
As experimental projects consumed more and 
more resources, they carne to require ever 
greater corporate or public investment. This 
increasing investment, in turn, invited the 
creation of greater oversight and bureaucratic 
mechanisms through which accountability to 
stockholders or citizenry might be ensured.26

1 n some cases, great achievemen ts sti 11 proved 
possible; but other cases indicate that many 
sources of friction remained. Experimentation 
with unusual aircraft design suggested that the 
desire for major breakthroughs still lived and 
that some “end runs” around the developing 
bureaucracy remained possible. But lhe histo- 
rian of the radical B-49 “ Flying Wing,” Ed- 
ward T. Maloney, has claimed that lhe diffi- 
culty in getting sufficient support for the air- 
craft lay not in the B-49’s performance but in its
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being ‘‘before its time.” Even more, he alleges 
that cancellaiion of the B-49 and commitment 
to the B-36 carne about because of Secretary of 
Defense Louis Johnsons ties with Convair, the 
B-36’s builder and a key competitor of North-
rop, builder of the B-49. According to Maloney, 
Johnson would have accepted the B-49 on con- 
dition thatConvair build it, but John Northrop 
refused.27 To be sure, the details of the B-36 
decision have been much debated. But the en- 
tanglement of political and corporate intrigue 
with technological breakthrough was not a 
new phenomenon at the time of the B-36 deci-
sion and continues today. (Moreover, those 
knowledgeable about organizational systems 
and processes recognize that covert experimen- 
tation has the virtue of cutting down the 
number of forces competing for control of re- 
search and development funds, while open 
programs invite endless scrutiny and a func- 
tionally infinite number of hungry mouths 
waiting to be fed.)

Despite the many frustrations, serious efforts 
to capitalize on scientific breakthroughs still 
abound. Typical is anticipation of the impact 
of artificial intelligence, clearly a potential 
“force multiplier” in defense- and combat-re- 
lated electronics.28 Hovv such research is 
handled, however, appears to depend on the 
clarity with which it can be ordered. General- 
ized research is appealing to the scientists' dis- 
position of earnest inquiry, but to the budget 
planner, it sounds suspiciously like the fic- 
tional horse that “ rode off in all directions.”

^ ) l J R I N G  the Vietnam VVar, the 
United States took great pains to make its tech-
nological prowess produce a victory. Mani- 
festly, the purpose was frustrated, even though 
innovations were generated. Among the most 
widely mentioned were defoliation campaigns, 
the “ McNamara Wall” of electronic sensors 
across the demilitarized zone (DMZ), fixed- 
wing gunships, and “smart bombs.”29 Innova- 
tions were tried, and new weapons were used.

Still, they gaveonly limited benefit. Obviously, 
if winning the war is the test, the efforts were a 
failure.

If one vvanted to find the most prompt inno- 
vation during the Vietnam War, one would do 
better to look north of the DMZ or even out into 
the jungles where the Vietcong proved indom- 
itable. Americans thought, debated, experi- 
mented, tested, and deployed—often with am- 
biguous purpose. T o a  remarkable degree, the 
Americans made use of the full apparatus for 
overseeing new developments. Their opponents 
were comparatively more direct: they saw a 
means of killing or disabling the enemy, and 
they used it. Their clarity may have been their 
most awesome power; and its effects remain 
etched in the political map of the post-Vietnam 
War era.

To be sure, the Hanoi regime had its prob- 
lems—"drags” on how it did business. One 
was ideological debate and conflict.50 Yet there 
was an intrinsic benefit in this sort of debate, 
which made clear that one’s own thinking was 
lhe key to one's actions and that, even when 
you could not control your enemy, you could 
still control yourself. This kind of focus among 
North Vietnamese leaders—and its absence 
among American officials—helps to account 
for the war's outcome. The strategic battle in 
Hanoi was admitted, fought, and determined. 
The strategic battle in Washington was con- 
cealed, muddled, and ultimately lost in a wash 
of Orwellian “newspeak” in which giving up 
was called "Vietnamization” and the recovery 
of a large percentage of American POWs was 
treated as if it had been victory.51

The success of Hanoi, despite the U.S. gov- 
ernment’s enormous efforts to frustrate it, helps 
also to explain why threat assessment is not 
nearly enough to support military reform in 
general, lei alone outline it in specifics. “Scare 
hell out of the country” was Senator Arthur 
Vandenberg’s advice in touting the Truman 
Doctrine, military containment, NATO and 
“entangling alliance” (a massive innovation, 
in one sense)—but generating fears about threats
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is noi a reliable tool.52 Ii gives too much control 
to the “other side’’ and too much force to their 
actions and opinions. Meanwhile, it yields too 
little attention to the u ai ps and pressures from 
within the military insdtutions that have noth- 
ing whatever to do with a threat posed by an 
externai power.

Like many another product, military reform 
in the United States is “made the American 
way," inspired by peculiarly American con-

The founding of the Air Force Academy on 1 A p n t 1954 
exemplified the separatist tendency within the T.S. mili- 
tary. Here President Etsenhower (alks with dtstinguished  
guests at the signing of the act establishmg the academy.

cerns and seeking objectives that have had tra- 
ditional appeal here. Distressingly, one main 
feature in the American temperament has been 
the desire for "checks and balances”—a desire 
that runs directly counter to the demands of 
clarity which would make technological inno- 
vation, strategic invemiveness, and structural 
reform much more acceptable. In the end, re- 
sistance to innovation does not stem from some 
technical shortcoming but from long-standing 
traditions and from a questioning strain bred 
into the American temperament.

Perhaps military institutions (and the ci- 
vilian view of them) need something like the 
“ uncertainty principie” in modem physics.
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VVe need to pretend that the many variables in 
the real world can be reduced to only a few and 
thus can be managed. YVhatever the mecha- 
nism, the challenge is to establish a sense oí 
clear priority. Such a talent for setting priori- 
ties may have been the only way in which 
America’s adversaries in Vietnam enjoyed su- 
periority. But given the outcome, other forms 
of superiority may have been futile when shorn 
of a rock-steady purpose and a crystalline 
focus.

Recogni/ing the volume of clarity and focus, 
along with the memory that Americans truly 
were theirown vvorst enemy, may have been the 
only military “ lessons of Vietnam” that really 
matter. The ultimate enemy in the Vietnam
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GIRDING FOR WAR: 
PERSPECTIVES ON RESEAR' 
DEVELOPMENT, ACQUISITI 
THE DECISIONMAKING
ENVIRONMENT OF THE 1980s
D r  R i c h a r d  P. H a l l i o n

TI ODAY'S U.S. defense decisionmakers 
face serious challenges as ihey pursue ef- 
ficient management of lhe research, de- 

velopment, and acquisition process. These 
challenges involve political, economic, time, 
technological, and managerial constraints that 
serve to create a specialized research, develop- 
ment, and acquisition environment. An under- 
standing of the dynamics of this environment 
(together with an appreciation of the kinds of 
difficulties that decisionmakers face) is criti- 
cally important for successíully matching an- 
ticipated defense needs beyond the 1990s with 
effective planning to meet them.

Problems of integrating defense planning 
and systems acquisition were evident in the 
earliest days pf organized conflict. For exam- 
ple, during the Peloporinesian War (431-404 
B . C . t h e Peloponnesian Statesalignedagainst 
Athens found to their dismay that they could 
noteffectively confront Athens’ powerful fleet 
Eventually, because the pace of technological 
growth was slower at that time and thus t 
penaltv for technological backwardness 
still tolerable (a situation that does not

Sovietsurface-to-airmissiles, coupledwith theuiorld‘s 
largest interceptor force, pose a difficult challenge for 
Air Forceplanners. The advanced technology bomber 
(ATB), which may look like the artisfs depiction 
below, could proxnde a uiay to meet that challenge.
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The airplane i.v a lotai System requiring lhe integration of diverse and separate 
lechnologies inlo a fully successful package. Samuel P. Langley's aircraft, 
which crashed inlo lhe Potomac on its maiden jlighl oti 8 December 1903, was 
not built wúh controllabilily and structure adequately factored inlo lhedesign.
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today). ihese States overcame their deficiencies, 
as Athens learned to its sorrow when aiiempt- 
ing to seize Sicily.1 A similar situation plagued 
Rome during the Punic Wars with Carthage. 
In this instance, Roman naval architects cop- 
ied a captured Carthaginian vessel, and this 
derivative technology, coupled with aggressive 
naval training, finally spelled the end to Car- 
thage’s fine fleet.2

Unlike Greece, whose various States had lit- 
tle appreciation of military technology other 
than naval architecture, Rome was a nation- 
state with a strong sense of military technol-
ogy, falling only after internai corrupiion and 
accumulated failures of civil and military lead- 
ership had taken their toll. Development of 
certain kinds of catapults had been standard- 
ized to the point where specific directives ex- 
isted as to their manufacture and employment. 
The Roman army's heavy investment in m ili-
tary technology clearly paid off, such equip- 
ment acting as a "force-multiplier” for an 
overly large but undermanned empire ai war 
with more numerous (but technologically infe-
rior) enemies.5

Inspired in pari by the Roman experience, 
the exploitation of military technology became 
an integral part of military and defense affairs 
in the post-Roman world. For example, the 
city-states of Renaissance Italy encouraged de-
velopment of complex war machinery for their 
military forces. Indeed, to Renaissance man, 
the very word engineer impliciily meant "mil- 
itary engineer.”4 As weaponry became more 
sophisticated, arguments typical of later limes 
were first heard; for example, many leaders 
considered early firearms a morally unaccepta- 
ble weapon. Such arguments, which may smack 
of sophistry when one thinks of the carnage 
commonly wrought with conventional swords 
and pikes, tended to diminish as the general 
usage of firearms became commonplace. At- 
tempts to ban firearms or at least restrict their 
use met with a notable lack of success—a dem- 
onstration that, no matter how much one 
might want to, it is impossible to “disinvent" a

technology once the circumstances favorable 
for the emergence of that technology have ar- 
rived.5 That lesson, evident in our reading of 
the past, is clearly applicable to the present 
world as well.

American military history in general and Air 
Force history in particular is replete with ex- 
amples of how the military dealt with newly 
emergem technologies. During the revolulion, 
the rifle’s superiority over lhe smoothbore 
musket helped decide such criticai battles as 
King’s Mountain and Saratoga. Nearly three 
decades later, inventor Eli Whitney furnisheda 
notable example of acquisition ineptness. Re- 
ceiving a government contract to mass-produce 
100,000 rifles, Whitney promised deli very in 
iwo years but actually took ten.6 No example 
could more clearly emphasize the importance 
of adequately predicting problems, which 
translates directly into the ability to generate a 
meaningful schedule running from the require- 
ment one frames to the capability one desires. 
Another challenge inherent in theresearch, de-
velopment, and acquisition process is, of course, 
understanding the technical challenges involved 
and then confronting them in meaningful 
fashion.

When the U.S. Army contracted with Smith- 
sonian Institution Secretary Samuel P. Lang- 
ley to develop a man-carrying aircraft (the so- 
called Great Aerodrome), Langley rashly pre- 
sumed that he could simply scale-up a larger 
craft from thesmall models he had successfully 
flown in the early 1890s. He built a meticu- 
lously finished but fatally flawed aircraft hav- 
ing an inadequate control system and a struc- 
ture incapable of withstanding the loads it 
would experience in flight. The result was a 
well-publicized failure that reaffirmed a popu-
lar public image that theairplane was, per se, a 
questionable endeavor.7 Langley simply mis- 
understood the basic principies of flight. Like 
many other ill-fated pioneers, he emphasized 
lift and propulsion, not recognizing the need 
for good controllability and an adequate struc- 
ture. In short, he did not appreciate that an
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airplane represenis a total system requiring the 
integration of diverse and separate technolo- 
gies into a fully successful package.

Even sadder was the reaction of the scientific 
and military community to the Langley acci- 
dent. As early as 1896, Lord Kelvin, one of the 
major scientistsof theday, rashly stated "I have 
not the smallesi moleculeof faith in aerial nav- 
igation other than ballooning," an indication 
(then as well as now) of how an acknowledged 
expert in one field can be so wrong in predict- 
íng the pace of technological progress in an- 
other with which he is less familiar.8 After 
Langley’s two 1903 takeoff crashes, official in- 
terest in flight waned, the rationale being that 
if someone of Langley's stature—a recognized 
authority in Science—could not solve the prob- 
lems of flight, then it was likely they were un- 
solvable at the time, probably far into the fu-
ture, and possibly for all time.9 Ironically, even 
before lhe harsh editorial judgments about 
Langley’s “ folly” had died avvay, lhe Wright 
brothers were readying their epochal 1903 
Flyer, the first aircraft capable of making a 
powered, sustained, and controlled flight. Un- 
like Langley, the YVrights had undertaken a 
cautious, careful, and incrementai ground and 
flight test program that (in its proceeding from 
theoretical conception through component de- 
signand testingandon to flight validation) is a 
model for such endeavors, even by today's rig- 
orous standards. Their chief reason for suc- 
cess was, however, their perceptive understand- 
ing of the problem.10

Sometimes it pays to be a fast second. YVhen 
the European pioneers were introduced to— 
and humiliated by—the Wright technology in 
1908-09, they quickly moved to develop ad- 
vanced aircraft, building on the same basic de- 
sign principies. American aviation, on the 
other hand, stagnated—in part because of the 
enervating effects of the Wright-Curtiss patent 
infringement controversy but in the main be-
cause of complacency. As a result, when mili-
tary and industrial planners confronted Amer-
ica^ wartime needs during the Great War, they

rashly expected to deliver thousands of aircraft 
in short order. In fact, not a single American- 
designed aircraft reached the Western Front, 
thanks to multiple failures in the acquisition 
process, starting with inadequate forecasting 
and continuing through a naive belief that the 
automobile industry could construct airplanes 
as rapidly as it produced cars, plus a ques- 
tionable decision tocopy European designs but 
with an American powerplant.11 As an official 
summary of America’s wartime aircraft pro- 
duction morass stated:

The Army had practically no material, person- 
nel, orexperience in the designing, producing, or 
using of aeronautical equipment. . . . The coun- 
try had no accurate knowledge of the aeronauti-
cal requirements of modem war. . . . Adequate 
manufacturing facilities for the production of 
aeronautical equipment of a war type did not 
exist in this country. . . . There was no definite 
understanding as to how much aircraft equip-
ment would be required for lhe use of the Army or 
Navy, and therefore no program to work to.IJ

Stung by criticism, defense planners vowed 
never again to have such a debacle on their 
hands. When Presidem Franklin Roosevelt 
issued his famous call in May 1940 for an an- 
nual production rate of 50,000 airplanes, a 
suitable industrial base and military organiza- 
tion existed.15 Ironically, the memory of Amer-
ica^ lack of preparedness in World War I con- 
vinced many Axis planners that the United 
States could not adequately mobilize for war, 
and they subsequently learned to their sorrow 
that what had held true in the past was not 
gospel in the present. And with even greater 
irony, it was the Axis powers that proved in- 
capable of sustaining the appropriate combi- 
nation of production, technological innova- 
tion, and Creative decisionmaking necessary to 
overcome the war-winning impetus of the Al- 
lied nations. In part, this inability stemmed 
from complacency, but, in the case of Nazi 
Germany, also from ideological misconcep- 
tions and the politicization of Science and 
technology (such as the quest for "Aryan — 
i.e., "non-Jewish”—physics), coupled with
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pooT management of research, development. 
and acquisition programs.N

The lessons of the Second World War were 
regarded as profoundly significam by postwar 
defense planners, yet the generally successful 
Allied—and especially American—efforts in 
the field of research, development, and acquisi-
tion were marred nevertheless by specific prob- 
lems, surprises, and disappointments, particu- 
larly in the field of gas turbine (jet) propulsion. 
The discovery that the United States ran third 
behind Nazi Germany and Great Britain 
shocked Army Air Forces (AAF) Chief Henry 
H. “Hap" Arnold, who determined that never 
again should the AAF find itself in a position 
of technological inferiority in the field of aero- 
nautical development.15 He arranged for the 
immediate importation of Whittle engine tech- 
nology from Great Britain and, more signifi- 
cantly, introduced a tradition of seeking out- 
side and independem advice from prominent 
scientists and engineers such as Theodore 
von Kármán, which eventually led to both the 
USAF Scientific Advisory Board and civilian 
“ think tanks” such as the Rand and Aerospace 
corporations.16

But if the American shock at discovering the 
superiority of new German jet aircraft over 
conventional piston-engine fighters warned 
against the dangers of technological compla- 
cency, the German experience with the V-2 
missile warned against nations becoming ob- 
sessed with the technologically fanciful at the 
expense of developing truly meaningful and 
effective war-winning weapons. In the absence 
of an atomic warhead—which, because of 
Germany’s ideologicalization of Science, was 
an impossible attainment for the Third Reich— 
the V-2 simply constituted an enormous R&D 
drain having negligible military impact.17

There were more general lessons, including 
the differences in the approach to research, de-
velopment, and acquisition within lotalitarian 
and democratic societies. Generally speaking, 
an examination of the wartime situation indi- 
cates that democratic societies have greater dif-

ficulty reaching decisions in these areas than 
do totalitarian societies, primarily because a 
totalitarian State tends to have a more stream- 
lined decisionmaking process wdierein opposi- 
tion is less vocal and persistem. However, it is 
more likely that the democratic society will 
make a wise decision, and it is certainly easier 
for a democratic society to reverse a bad course 
of direction or remedy a bad decision than it is 
for a totalitarian State. In part, this difference is 
due to the characier of leadership and the lead- 
ership style of a totalitarian society. Generally 
speaking, in both right-wing and left-wing to-
talitarian governments, the process of deci-
sionmaking is caught up in the cult of the 
individual (the cult of the leader). Reversing a 
bad decision (or even making less drastic 
changes to a development process or research 
program) first involves convincing the leader 
that he is wrong, and then requires finding 
some means whereby a reversa 1 of direction can 
be achieved with minimal loss of prestige—a 
considerable task.18 (Certainly the cult of the 
leader afflicts nontotalitarian societies as well, 
usually in more extreme “Theory X manage- 
m ent”-style corporations, but its negative po- 
tential is much less than in a society where 
respect for the leader’s decisionmaking is caught 
up with how loyal one is considered to the 
State.)

The extraordinarily rapid development that 
took place in aviation between 1939 (when the 
turbojet first flew) and the early 1950s (when 
the supersonic breakthrough was in full flower) 
gave rise toa number of interestingattempts to 
take this new technology and apply it to a new 
generation of combat aircraft. Generally speak-
ing, trends ranged from too conservative to too 
radical. For example, many designers retained 
the basic aerodynamic configuration of propel- 
ler-driven aircraft (i.e., straight wing and tail, 
relatively low fineness ratios, and relatively 
thick wing sections), producing such aircraft as 
the B-45 Tornado and B-57 Canberra—conserv-
ative designs that ofíered a few advantages 
over the generation of piston-engine aircraft
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lhai preceded them. On the other hand, in such 
ambitious projects as the proposed (but never 
built) cart-launched rocket-ramjet XP-92 in- 
terceptor, designers let their imaginations run 
riot, producing impraciical aircraft having 
dubious value.

As in many other human activities, a more 
reasoned “ middle path’’ approach worked best 
in designing aircraft—a fact illustrated by the 
first generation of sweptwing fighters and 
bombers, typified by the F-86 Sabre. What is 
disturbing, however, is the number of aircraft 
that were designed vvithout adequate thought 
being given to the mission that they should 
fulfill. Within the so-called Century series, for 
example, only the F-102 and its derivative, the 
F-106, served in the role (interception) for

The B-45 (below) was a conservative design that utilized 
the straight w ing and tail, similar to the pislon-engine 
aircraft that preceded it. . . . Unlike the ATB, the XB-70 
(facing page, top) did not anticipate Soviet defenses ade- 
quately. Had it gone m to production, the XB-70 would
haveposed httlethreal to the Soviets__ When theXF-92A
(facing page, below) first flew in 1948, it was considered 
an extrernely advanced aircraft. The great worth of the 
plane turned out to be in the field of high-speed research.
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which they were originally intended. The F- 
100, F-101, F-104, and F-105 all underwent 
drastic changes in mission, some successfully 
(such as lhe F-105) and others less so (such as 
the F-104).19

A noi-so-nostalgic look ai the 1945-65 time 
period indicates some of the characteristic 
problems in acquisition of selected Air Force 
aircraft:

U nrealistic  P roposals

Northrop XP-79 
McDonnell XF-85 
Convair XP-92 
Republic F-103

North American F-108 
North American XB-70A 
General Dynamics F-111 
Rockwell OV-10

D Isappo Intm ents

North American B-45 
Martin B-57 
Douglas B-66 
Lockheed F-104

Republic F-84 
(straight wing) 

Lockheed F-94C 
Convair B-58

Aircraft that the  U S A F L earn ed  to Live W ith

Convair B-36 
Boeing B-47 
Republic F-84F 
Northrop F-89 
Lockheed F-94A/B 
North American F-86D/L

McDonnell F-101 
Convair F-102/F-106 
Republic F-105 
General Dynamics F-111 
Rockwell OV-10

G en u in e  S uccesses

North American F-86 
Boeing B-52 
Boeing KC-135 
Lockheed C-130

Northrop T-38/F-5 
McDonnell F-4 
Lockheed U-2 
Lockheed SR-71

Of the unrealistic proposals listed, three 
were actually built: the XB-70A, F - l l l ,  and 
OV-10. Simply stated, the XB-70A could not 
have undertaken successfully the long-range 
strategic bomber mission envisioned for it by 
the time of the late 1960s; failure to predict 
adequately the capabilities of Soviet defenses 
encouraged development of this system, which 
was canceled before being placed in Service. 
Ironically, the cancellalion decision, while 
good, was made for the wrong reason—namely, 
the then-popular assumption that missiles 
would inevitably replace manned aircraft (the

same thinking that nearly emasculaied the 
Royal Air Force through the infamous 1957 
VVhite Paper of British Defence Minister Dun-
can Sandys).20

The story of the F - l l l  is so well known as to 
hardly bear reexamination; two widely differ- 
ing requirements were optimistically meshed 
into a single-developinent program. The result 
was a costly, protracted program that cost the 
U.S. Navy more than ten years of fighter devel-
opment time (from the 1958 F-4 to the 1971 
F-14) and produced a seriously compromised 
design that gave the Air Force innumerable 
difficulties during its transformation into an 
acceptable weapon system. Acongressional in- 
vestigation concluded that the original devel-
opment decision in 1961 had been a mistake, 
“one of a series of management blunders . . . 
which compounded error upon error as the 
TFX [F - l l l]  program stumbled along year af- 
ter year.”21

The OV-10 story was far less calamitous but 
indicativeof similar misconceptions. Designed 
as a counterinsurgency aircraft primarily for 
armed observation and forward air controlling 
duties, the OV-10 was underpowered and 
equipped with questionable provisions to carry 
a small squadof troops in itsaft fuselagecargo 
bay. It lacked the speed, íirepower, endurance, 
agility, and survivability required for the kinds 
of missions it was flown on in Southeast Asia.

In all of these cases, developers were en- 
tranced with a concept (high-altitude mach 3+ 
strike, commonality in developing new weap-
on systems, light semi-STOL multimission 
co u n ter i nsu i gency aircraf t) wi thou t gi vi ng ade- 
quate thought to either the practicality or the 
war-fighting environment that each would be 
expected to meet.

Thedisappointments listed may be summar- 
ized as follows: the straight-wing B-45 proved 
incapable of surviving in the Korean air war 
environment of 1950-53 when confronted by 
early MiG-15 sweptwing interceptors. The 
mistake here, aside from obviously underesti- 
mating potential enemy capabilities, was over-



The OV-IO ivas designed as a countermsurgency and 
forward air contrai aircraft. It turned out to be under- 
powered, laching in endurance, and hampered by a 
design mishmash that provided questionable space for 
a small squad of troops m lhe aft fuselage. In short, the 
OT-IO was a plane seemingly designed by comrnittee.

looking once again the old truth that an air- 
plane is a totally integrated system; merely add- 
ing turhojets to an outmoded aerodynamic 
configuration did not make an acceptable jet 
bomber reconnaissance aircraft. One had to 
take advantage of the inherent capabilities of 
the turbojet by jotning it to an equally sophis- 
ticated airframe.

The disappointing Martin B-57 and the 
Douglas B-66 suffered from serious limitations 
that compromised their usefulness. In the 
former case, planners selected a British aircraft 
for “off-the-shelf” production (canceling a 
truly advanced indigenous airplane, the XB- 
51, to do so). discovering later that American 
needs dictated total structural redesign. In the 
lattercase.an excellent Navy aircraft (the A3D) 
was modified to meet an Air Force mission but

was so altered by weight and powerplant 
changes as to be of but questionable value as a 
bomber; it served primarily in electronic coun- 
termeasure electronic counter-countermeasure 
(ECM ECCM) roles until retirement.

Among other disappointments, the F-104 
seems to be a case of an aircraft in pursuit of 
a mission (as does the B-58); it served but briefly 
as an interceptor and as a tactical fighter with 
the Air Force. The F-84s, while workhorses, 
were underpowered and ground-loving. The 
F-94C suffered from serious engine flameout 
problems caused when its salvo-launched un- 
guided rocket armament generated inlet air- 
flow distortion (a result of poor design). Unre- 
liableavionics furthereffectively limited its po- 
tential as an all-weather interceptor.22

The Air Force managed to live with a number 
of aircraft that had limitations, undesirable 
characterislics, marginal performance, or hand- 
lingquirks. For example, the early-generation 
turbojet intertepiors—the P-86D L, F-89, and 
F-94 series—all suffered from a variety of nag- 
ging problems (such as, in the case of the “Sa-
bre Dog,” high pilot workload) that limited

55
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their effectiveness. (So, too, did the F-102 and 
F-106, which underwent prolonged gestation 
but which, once flaws vvere corrected, became 
very useful aircraft.) The thin-winged B-47 suf- 
fered from severe aeroelastic manifestations 
that limited its performance and served as a 
warning to Boeing for future bomber designs. 
Pitch-up—a problern that plagued many early 
sweptwing aircraft—imposed constraints on 
the F-101. Initial structural problems and a 
serious problem vvith hydraulic leaks follow- 
ing battle damage plagued the F-105. And, fi- 
nally, the aforementioned F-l 11 and OV-IO all 
tookgetting used to—and sometimesat thecost 
of aircrew and aircraft lost.

There vvere a number of success stories, how- 
ever, such as the elegam F-86 series of day fight- 
ers, the B-52 (profiting from the B-47), the KC- 
135 (incorporating lessons from both B-47 and 
B-52). the C-130 (a brilliant concept, coupled 
vvith excellent design), theT-38and F-5 family 
(an exampleof Creative, evolutionary engineer- 
ing, coupled vvith rigorous designing for vvell- 
defined missions), the F-4 (based on McDon- 
nell’s previous jet fighters and the Navy’s ko- 
rean experience), and the U-2 SR-71 (bothspe- 
cial-purpose aircraft that reflected thorough 
understanding of the mission requirements for 
specialized high-altitude reconnaissance air-
craft, coupled vvith a solid grasp of vvhat tech- 
nologies needed to be incorporated in such ve- 
hicles). A surprising aspect of most of these is the 
degree to which they vvere prwately initiated 
projects—outright in the cases of the KC-135, 
T-38, and F-5; near-private in termsof the F-86, 
l !-2, SR-71, and C-130; and akin to private in 
the cases of the F-4 and B-52, which benefited 
directly from a long company tradition of de-
signing naval fighters or long-range bombers 
and transports. There was little guidance or 
dircction offemd from the federal govern- 
ment—a positive comment on the prescience of 
the companies involved, but a disturbing one 
on the ability of government planners to fore- 
cast their needs adequately and then seek suit- 
able Solutions from industry.

In the cases of the KC-135 and T-38/F-5, the 
companies involved had already designed the 
aircraft before they approached the government; 
they tried long and hard to generate interest 
before finally being successful. (In Boeing’s 
case, the company next had to sell the jet trans- 
port concept to the airlines, meeting vvith fierce 
resistance along the way from airline execu- 
tives firmly vvedded to the propeller-driven 
airliner.)

The absence of government guidance was 
especially the case in developing the U-2 and 
SR-71, where Lockheed was out on its own on 
the frontiers of flight. It is often held that so-
cai led black programs can accomplish tvvice as 
much as more open programs and for half the 
cost and development time; in the absence of 
conclusive evidence, such statements must re- 
main intriguing speculation, but the cases of 
the U-2 and the SR-71 seem to bear out that ai 
least in one company’s experience such claims 
appear to be true. Presumably, these advan- 
tageous results are possible because of more 
streamlined management, smaller development 
teams, stringent revievv of mission require-
ments, and rigorous adherence to cost and time 
schedules.

I N the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
the Air Force embarked on a new wave of ac- 
quisition, both to offset the growing obsoles- 
cence of a fleet dating largely to the 1950s and to 
redress some of the more serious flaws of de- 
fense direction and management that had oc- 
curred in the 1960s. The subsequent history of 
the programs spawned from that restructuring 
effort, such as the F-l5, F-l 6, and A-10, has been 
one of general success. However, in looking 
beyond the 1990s, it is clear that a number of 
attributes of the present decisionmaking envi- 
ronment that affect the research, development, 
and acquisition process must be understood by 
today's decisionmakers. Many of these are 
beyond the control of managers—but ihis does 
not mean that the process is out of control or
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closed to the influenceoí shrevvd decisionmakers 
acquainted with its intricacies and topology. 
The following thoughts, then, are oííered in 
the spirit of stimulating discussion and com- 
ment and not with the intention oí being prof- 
íered as great revealed truths.

Today, even more than in the past, techno- 
logical decisionsare not reached on the basis of 
technological m ent alone but on the basis of a 
host of other factors—social, political, and 
economic. A perusal of recent decisionmaking 
reflects this fact: the SST cancellation, ABM 
Treaty, fast-breeder reactor development, ge- 
netic engineering, B-1A B development, MX 
Peacekeeper production and basing, the Stra- 
tegic Defense Initiative, to name a few. Tech- 
nologists and military planners no longer 
have—if indeed they ever did have—the sole 
option in deciding to develop a system. In pari, 
this complexity in decisionmaking occurs be- 
cause . . .

Technology has become so complex and ex- 
pensive that it has become mcreasingly time- 
and cost-mtenswe to pursue and increasingly 
requires approval by the political process. It is 
so expensive that it requires the outlay of pub- 
lic funding, necessitating informed political 
decisionmaking by representatives of the citi- 
zenry (whether one is building a highway, a 
supercarrier, or an aircraft system). Because of 
cost factors, the number of private ventures 
undertaken (such as the T-38 F-5 series of the 
past or the P-51 of World War II) is quite small 
and usually insignificant. Hence supporters of 
new acquisition programs must realize th a t . . .

Understandmg lhe political process is criti-
cai. The base of program support in Congress 
changes every two years with elections, requir- 
ing constant and repetitive rejustification of 
programs. Because elected representatives tend 
to seek a "spreading of the wealih” through 
their districts and States, program advocates 
must consider this aspect in their presentation. 
Further—and this is not a criticism—it is un- 
realistic toexpect that political decisionmakers 
will be able to or will wish to understand the

intricacies of technology and military require- 
ments (this fact is evident in the reading of 
congressional appropriations testimony and, 
for example, the TFX debates of the 1960s). 
Normally schooled in legislativeandeconomic 
affairs, they have other agendas and many 
other issues to grapple with. Program advo-
cates must learn to present their positions in a 
manner and style that is comprehensible to 
those who determine the direction and govern 
the finances. Every four years, there are major 
changes in theexecuiive branch leadership in- 
duced by the electoral process; even if the same 
administration remains in power, senior-level 
management usually changes. This shakeup 
forces program redirection from the very top of 
government. Simultaneously, at roughly three- 
to-four-year cyclces, other high-, mid-, and 
low-level managersin thecivilian government, 
military, and industrial communities tend to 
change, reflecting their own promotions (ca- 
reer progression) through their organizations. 
This phenomenon reveals another characteris- 
tic about corporate and governmental leader-
ship: . . .

We no longer have czars. The days of a 
Wernher von Braun or a Hyman Rickover hav- 
ing decades of control over a major program 
have passed. In some respects, this departure 
from czarist control is good: the abuse of such 
long-term power by a poor manager can be 
disastrous. What is lost, however, is the notion 
of continuity  and lessons learned—in short, 
corporate history. No longer do we have people 
in charge of a major program w ho have a stake 
in it from beginning to end. In fact, the rapid 
turnover in administrators leads to what might 
be termed a "Smith years-Jones years” problem. 
An incoming administrator is under a great 
amount of pressure to make his or her own 
mark on a program. Industrial-organizational 
psychologists have long recognized that this 
circumstance often manifests itself in a com- 
pulsion for change as an affirmaiion of man- 
agerial prowess and authority (what is some- 
times referred to as the “ history-book syn-
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drome”): the new manager often íeels unable to 
prove competency and his or her "right” to 
manage the predecessor's project except by im- 
partingchanges to it. This tendency is a serious 
problem since it is subtle, is caught up in the 
personality of the individual decisionmaker, 
may send a signal to subordinates that triggers 
a "group-think" response, and functions at all 
leveis—high, middle, and low—in the man- 
agerial process.2' Awareness is one method of 
avoiding it. Another method involves the re- 
cognition that . . .

Planners must ahvays keep in m ind the ap- 
propnate levei of technology required for a 
particular program. Technological progression 
tends to follow so-called biological or S-shaped 
growth curves—slovv infantile growth as a 
technology appears, rapid maturation toadult- 
hood, and then a leveling-off as natural limits 
are approached.’4 Today, many technologies 
are in an almost explosive growth cycle, par- 
ticularly in the field of avionics. Since devel- 
opment times routinely approach (and some- 
times surpass) the twelve-year mark, managers, 
who are naturally desirous of incorporating 
the latest state-of-the-art achievements in their 
programs, feel strongly compelled to add on 
new technology to programs already in devel- 
opment. What program managers must keep 
in mind, however, is whether an addition vvill 
meaningfully enhance thecapabilitiesand use- 
fulness of a system or whether it will simply 
build in greater costs, lengthen development 
time, complicate system operation, and in- 
crease maintenance requirements. Before pro- 
ducing the successful aircraft of the 1940s-60s 
and such aircraft as the F-15 today, their devel- 
opers thoroughly understood the mission that 
had to be met, the levei of technology that had 
to be incorporated, and the amount of poten- 
tial needed for future development and Pro-
gressive improvement. They assessed what was 
actually needed, determined the appropriate 
levei of technology, and had the discipline to 
live with the decision. Their success reemphas- 
izes that . . .

Intelligent, reasonable futures forecastmg is 
of vital importance to systems acquisition. No 
one ever developed an airplane with the inten- 
tion that it would disappoint or fail—and yet 
such has often been the case. Today, with time- 
and cost-constraints facing defense administra- 
lors, such failures can no longer be tolerated. 
Planners must approach the future with re- 
sponsible assumptions, using cautious futures 
forecasting techniques, to avoid the Scylla of 
ignorance on one hand and the Charybdis of 
false expectation on the other. As one team of 
futures forecasters has warned, ‘‘Forecasting.. .  
is an uncertain exercise, plagued with fallacies, 
uncertainties, and ignorance. It cannot aspire 
to be called a Science, and it must avoid the 
dangers of pseudo-science.”25 Practitioners of 
forecasting methodologies—cross-impact ma- 
trices, Delphi interrogations, and the like— 
pretend to be able to offer accurate estimates of 
what future conditions will be. However, these 
methodologies are heavily influenced by the 
constraints of the forecasting process itself— 
such as Delphi’s questionnaires—as well as by

Transports, particularly tactical trans-
porta, suffer in a design-procurement en- 
virontncnt traditionally entranced with 
mach-3-capable aircraft. Procurement of 
a transport to replace the C-I23s and C-7s, 
which are now long gone frorn the inven- 
tory, may take the brunt of budget cuts. 
Whether a plane like the YC-14 willei'er be 
a part of lhe Air Force isan open question. Trr
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qualiiative nonobjectivist factors. Addilionally, 
there is a perspective problem that parallels the 
narrou- field of view of a telescope. At the time 
that a requirement is formulated, the desirable 
attributes which a system should possess ai the 
time it emers Service are typically not readily 
apparent. These are perceived most accurately 
only as one approaches the stage of initial op- 
erational capability— usually resulting in a 
frantic, costly, and time-consuming last-min- 
ute adding-on of technology in an attempt to 
offset obvious deficiencies. Futures forecasting 
can be strengthened by the recognition of a 
basic historical law: future expectations de- 
pend on how vvell the present world is under- 
stood, and that understanding, in turn. de- 
pends on the degree to which we comprehend 
our history. (Moreover, our expectations of the 
threats we face and the posture and capabilities 
of potential adversaries are, of course, equally 
dependem on how well we understand our po- 
tential adversaries' history, comprehend their 
present, and forecast their future.) Finally ,. .  .

We must be aware of all the factors and pit-

falls confronting the defense and acquisition 
decisionmaker. A host of constraints, difficul- 
ties, and problems can confront a decision-
maker attempting to undertake the develop- 
ment and management of a major system. One 
is the temptation (usually afflicting the unin- 
formed policymaker) to cancel a system that 
performs reasonably well (or a system that has 
experienced developmental problems but is 
now finally on track) in favor of someadvanced 
new technology "justaround the com er."This 
has resulted in the cynical (but appropriate) 
maxim “ besl is theenemy of better.” Managers 
confronting this temptation should realize that 
if it is carried to its logical extreme, nothing 
vvill ever be built; something will always hold 
greater promise. If our planners fali victim to 
this temptation, we face the danger of becom- 
ing followers rather than leaders in technol-
ogy, as other nations adapt concepts and ideas 
(which we may have originated) into workable 
production systems while we continue to search 
for Fíoly Grail Solutions. Examples of two 
areas in which we frittered away meaningful

p r
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lead-times in favor of further refinement (there- 
by causing delav and increasingcosts) are ihose 
of attack helicopter development and the 
abandonment of the AMST STOL transport 
program of the 1970s. This practice is intolera- 
ble in an age where \ve increasingly lack the 
grace and time to play catch up.

An even graver danger is technological smug- 
ness, which not uncommonly is linked to type- 
casting of one's adversaries. In the United 
States during the I950s, for example, there was 
a generalized unquestioning acceptance of the 
backwardness of Soviet technology vis-à-vis the 
West. A cnrsory look at history and ongoing 
realities should have dispelled such smugness. 
Russian technologists developed the world’s 
first multiengine transport (the Sikorsky Bol- 
shoiy, introduced the first modem monoplane 
fighter (the Polikarpov 1-16); first applied 
ramjet propulsion toaircraft; fielded excellent 
tactical aircraft (such as the Ilyushin 11-2), ar- 
mored fighting vehicles (such as theT-34), and 
battlefield rocket artillery (the infamous Ka- 
tyusha); flew a turbojet sweptwing fighter 
(MiG-15) tvvo months after the F-86; detonated 
an atomic bomb four years after Trinity; and 
developed their first supersonic day fighters 
(the MiG-19)and hydrogen bombsimultaneous-, 
ly with America’s F-100 and H-bomb programs. 
Given this track record, it isdismaying that the 
West was so surprised by Sputnik in 1957—es- 
pecially since the Soviets had been openly an- 
nouncing their intentions to launch an earth 
satellite for several years previously.26

Nevertheless, technological smugness in the 
United States continues. Recently, increased 
media attention has been focused on a general-
ized Soviet trend whereby the planforms of ex- 
isting Western aircraft appear to be copied with 
distressing frequency. One commonly voiced 
assertion is that this occurrence indicates the 
backwardness or bankruptcy of Soviet aircraft 
design practice. Nothingcould be further frotn 
the truth: it simply represents a traditionally 
pragmatic Soviet recognition that one method 
of reducing the long development times of air-

craft projects—-which afflicts the Soviets as 
well as ourselves—is simply to adopt a proven 
or well-ihought-out design planform. (This 
Soviet tradition dates to copying the B-29 as the 
TupolevTu-4 back in 1947). Thus this practice 
is a measure not of Soviet lack of technical 
imagination but, rather, of managerial crafti- 
ness. It is aided and abetted by the unfortunate 
free flow of information and even hardware 
from the West to the East—products of contra- 
dictory governmental impulses regarding tech-
nological transfer, the natural results of an in- 
quisitive press in an open society, irresponsible 
release of information, and, certainly, active 
espionage aided by our weaknesses in protect- 
ingaccess to sensitive materiais. In one notable 
case, the British government sold the newly 
designed Rolls-Royce Nene turbojet to the So-
viet Union (at a time when the Nene was not yet 
in use on Britain’s own aircraft). This decision 
freed the designers of the MiG-15 from having 
to compromise their design with inferior en- 
gine technology. Thus, when the MiG met our 
Sabre over the Yalu, it did so with a Soviet-built 
copy of the Nene.27

One glaring difference affecting the research, 
development, and acquisition process is the 
disproportionate investment in military R&D by 
the United States and the Soviet Union. A recent 
survey of military R8cD spending revealed that 
the Soviet Union invested better than SI20 bil- 
lion more than the United States during a ten- 
year period. Nevertheless, our nation's R&rD 
funding levei has remained stagnated since 
1965; indeed, the United States today spends 
only 75 percent (in constam dollars) of what it 
spent in 1965 on building the national techno-
logical base.28

Another inherent problem within the acqui-
sition process is thinking in terms of going 
from some initial operational requirement to- 
ward some initial operational capability (IOC). 
But is lhe IOC the criticai issue that defense 
planners should be addressing? Rather, isn't it 
the lime the last unit to reequip or acquire a 
new system becomes operational? I he French
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Air Force experience in 1940 oííers an example 
of an air force that had large numbers of medí-
ocre aircraft and small numbers of iruly excel- 
lent aircrafi entering Service: the force was 
overwhelmed by larger numbers of good air-
craft fielded by the Germans. A good defense 
planner recognizes that managerial responsi- 
bilities do not end with a new system entering 
service and the initial deliveries to the first us- 
ers. Rather, the acquisition process must em- 
phasize fleet-wide introduction of equipment.

T H R O U G H O U T  the development of aerospace 
technology, the general trend has been toward 
evolutionary rather than revolutionary pro- 
gression. We must change this pattern to meet 
the defense needs of the post-1990s successfully. 
Doing so might involve a number of activities: 
one worthwhile action could be to reestablish 
the joint USAF-NASA-industry research air- 
planecommittees that functioned so well in the 
1950s and 1960s; another might be to fund the 
construction of new "X-series” aircraft to ac- 
quire basic knowledge, validate new technolo- 
gies and design concepts, and act as technology 
demonstrators for new generations of military 
aircraft. Systems Com m and’s initiative in 
launching Forecast II, seeking to emulaie the 
success of the earlier Project Forecast of the
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THE LEGACY OF 
HALFWAY UNIFICATION

Wa r r k n  A. T r k s t

A NYONE who is familiar with U.S. Air 
Force hisiory knows that roles and mis- 
sions duplication has become as much 
a part of our military heriiage as the wars we 

have fought. A primary reason for ihis has been 
our inability lo overcome the biases blocking 
true unification of the armed forces. Merely 
scratching thesurfaceof the n a tio n sa ir  power 
for the past forty years wi 11 show that the Air 
Force has justas much to beconcerned about in 
settling the who, what, when, and wherefores 
of unity today as when it became an equal 
partner under the National Security Act of 
1947.

Since the National Security Act and Execu- 
live Order 9877 neglected to fix the division of 
Service responsibilities. the sensitive area of air 
power roles and missions was left open to 
broad interpretation. This circumstance oc- 
icurred because, as written, the act was a com- 
promiseon the key issuesof unification, which 
the U.S. Navy had opposed during months of 
idivisive postwar dialogue. Ancestral voices

from this period remind us that today’s con- 
cerns for military reform are not much different 
from that earlier struggle.

The U.S. Army led the drive for unification, 
for its top leaders were convinced that an auton- 
omous air force and unified direction of lhe 
armed forces were imperative lessons to be 
drawn from their experience in World War II. 
Generais George C. Marshall and Dwight D. 
Eisenhower were twoof uniíication’s strongest 
advocates. They both believed in a single de- 
fenseestablishment with threecoequal branch- 
es—land, sea, and air.

Determined Navy opposition was keyed more 
to lhe relatively new' dimension of air power 
than it was to lhe Army’s traditional domain of 
ground warfare. Prior to the rise of the air 
weapon as a major force in war, the Army and 
the Navy had drawn generally accepted bound- 
aries between land and sea warfare, but these 
had become clouded in the tridimensional op- 
erations of World War II. The Navy harbored 
some concern for the integrity of the Maiine
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Corps, since its operations in the Pacific had 
overlapped with those of the Army, but its great- 
est fear was that of losing its naval and marine 
aviation to an autonomous air force.

Adding to the Navy's misgivings was the 
precedent set by our wartime a 11 y. Great Brit- 
ain, whose naval aviation was controlled by 
the Royal Air Force. Although this was not an 
officially stated position by unification propo- 
nents in the United States,1 it isevident that the 
founding fathers of the U.S. Air Force did be- 
lieve that all military aviation should be inte- 
grated into a single organization. Their un- 
shakable faith in the indivisibility of air power 
would have demanded this, for it was seen as 
the ideal alternative to the duplication and 
fragmentation of effort inherent in theexisting 
structure. In his memoirs, Admirai Arthur W. 
Radford recalls that General Carl “Tooey” 
Spaatz, who became the Air Force’s first Chief 
of Staff, spoke frankly to him about wantingall 
naval aviation integrated into the autonomous 
air forcei

Any form of unification that would break up 
the Navy’s own integrated team of air, sea, and 
land components was anathema to Admirai 
Radford and hisfellow flagofficers.Thewar in 
the Pacific had brought the aircraft carrier to 
the fore of fleet operations, and the Navy was 
not about to relinquish control toanother Serv-
ice. On the other hand, the adm irais’ plans to 
builda 65,000-ton carrier capableof launching 
atomic strikes smacked of encroachment on the 
strategic air mission.’

Both sides of the unification issue had strong 
political suppori. No one seemed more dedi- 
cated to unifying the armed forces than did 
Presidem Harry S. Trum an, but even he wea- 
ried of the bickeringand supported compromise 
legislation that would be acceptable to both 
sides. Thus, the resultam National Security Act 
established the U.S. Air Force as a separate 
Service from the U.S. Army but gave lhe coun- 
try only the semblance of defense unification.4

Although the National Security Act ended 
their long struggle for independence, the Air

Force founding fathers generally deplored the 
compromise of key unification issues that led 
to its enactment. Some believed that it might 
still be possible to gain control of all strategic 
air elements which were not tied directly to 
fleet operations, but even this idea proved 
wishful. Years later, Lieutenant General Ira C. 
Eaker would note wryly that by failing to unify 
all military aviation, the act had accomplished 
the exact opposite. It had “ legitimized four 
military air forces.

Perhaps dissatisfaction with the act was best 
expressed by Lieutenant General James H. 
Doolittle, whose thoughts on unification ap- 
peared in the December 1948 issue of Air Force 
magazine. He labeled it “an unfortunate com-
promise” that had made the new Air Force 
primarily responsible for national air power 
but had left the Navy free to pursue its policy of 
self-sufficiency. This contradiction resulted in 
“ two self-sufficient, competing air forces, each 
planning to win the air war in its own way.” 
The generaTs article underscored the failure of 
the act to establish a strong, coordinating head 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or to clearly desig- 
nate roles and missions by Executive Order. 
Only unification of a sort had been achieved.6

The Air Force Association, at its annual con- 
vention, had endorsed the principie of a single 
integrated Air Force. Fully supporting this 
principie, Jimmy Doolittle saw no reason why 
naval aviation could not be integrated into the 
Air Force as a special branch, just as had been 
done with tactical aviation for the Army. He 
was concerned that the compromises had al- 
ready “ intensified rather than reduced the un- 
desirable effects” of interservice competition. 
Quarreling had already broken out over fund- 
ing priorities for the Air Force’s B-36 intercon-
tinental bomber program and the Navy’s su- 
percarrier, United States, even after roles and 
missions differences presumably had been put 
to rest at the Key West and Newport con- 
ferences.7

The first Secretary of Defense, James V. For- 
restal, had convened the Joint Chiefs at Key
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West, Florida, in March 1948 to resolve differ- 
ences that had already arisen over roles and 
missions. Forrestal (who as former Navy Secre- 
tary had led the fighi against unification) 
seemed intent on achieving jointness in defense 
planning and direction but also sought to pre-
serve the tridimensional self-sufficiency of the 
Navy. That the primary air power role, includ- 
ing strategic operalions, belonged to the Air 
Force was reaffirmed at Key West, but this did 
not exclude the Navy froin "acquiring and 
m aintainingan air component consistem with 
its primary mission of controlling the seas." 
Some limits were placed on the growth of the 
U.S. Marine Corps, but the Marines, too, were 
free to develop their own air component.8

The Key West conferees produced a func- 
tions paper that replaced Executive Order 9877, 
but the Air Force's first Chief of Staff was un- 
happy with the results. Before stepping dovvn 
as chief in April 1948, “Tooey” Spaatz ex- 
pressed his concern to Forrestal that the Key 
West discussions had failed to answer the pre- 
vailing question of “whether there were to be 
two air forces or one air force.”0 This concern 
proved well founded in the days ahead.

In 1946, Spaatz had testified before the Senate 
Committee on Military Affairs that he consid- 
ered unity of direction for the nation’s air 
potential “an absolute imperative” stemming 
from the lessons of the past war.10 He remained 
true to this belief during his years as chief and 
afterward as a sênior spokesman for air power. 
In a Life magazine articleappearinga few days 
before the Joint Chiefs were to convene a meet- 
ingat Newport, Rhode Island, in August 1948, 
Spaatz expressed his opinion that the Navy’s 
planning for atomic-capable aircraft carriers 
was an unnecessary and costly duplication of 
land-based strategic strike forces. His words fell 
on deaf ears at Newport, however, for the Navy 
gained reassuranceof at least a collateral role in 
strategic air operations that included planning 
for the use of atomic weapons.11

Beginning in August 1948, the retired Air 
Force general was on the staff of Newsweek

magazine for more than a dozen years as air and 
military consultam and as contributing editor. 
During bitter public airing of the B-36 con- 
troversy in 1949, which intensifiedafter Forres- 
tal‘s successor, Louis Johnson, canceled the 
Navy’s supercarrier, Spaatz’s periodic News-
week column was an articulate and informed 
voice speaking for stronger unification and for 
the new role of air power—that of having dis- 
placed the Navy as the nation's first line of 
defense. If the Navy gained from the contro- 
versy, it was the reassurance from Spaatz‘s suc-
cessor, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, and Air 
Force Secretary Stuart Symington that the Air 
Force did not officially covet control of carrier 
aviation.12 It first appeared that proponents of 
stronger unification might have gained more 
from congressional hearings on the contro- 
versy, but their hopes waned with the outbreak 
of wrar in Korea in June 1950.

When the Services reached their “unfortu- 
nate compromise” in 1946, lhe Joint Chiefs 
hadagreed to formalize the unified theater con- 
cept they had adopted during World War II. 
Unified commands were established with sin-
gle commanders in chief charged with direct- 
ing all assigned air, sea, and land forces through 
Service component commanders. When the Ko- 
rean War started a few years later, however, the 
Far East Command under General Douglas 
MacArthur had taken no formal steps to organ-
ize a truly unified command headquarters.15

Under unified theater planning, the air com-
ponent commander was responsible to the 
theater commander for the centralized direc- 
tion of his total available air asseis. Prosecu- 
tion of the war in Korea by the United Nations 
Command did not alter this basic conceptual 
arrangement, since it applied equally to either 
joint or combined operations. The Far East Air 
Forces commander, Lieutenant General George 
Stratemeyer, obtained MacArthur's personal 
assurance that he would centrally control all 
theater air power in his air component role, but 
this proved difficult in actual practice.14

General Vandenberg readily placed under
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Stratemeyer’s control all Air Force combat 
units in lhe war zone, including ihose of the 
Strategic Air Command. This decision was in 
keeping with Air Force doctrine, for lhe prin-
cipie of centralized control (with decentralized 
execuiion) had been accepted practice since the 
North African campaign in World War II. Cen-
tralized control provided the most efficient and 
economical use of available resources. More 
importam, it took maximum advantage of air 
power's inherent flexibility by assuring the 
theater commander of air support when and 
where he most needed it. However, it was not 
compatible with naval doctrine, which em- 
ployed its air power as an integral part of fleet 
operations.1'

The Navy hedged on placing its carriers 
under the air component commander's con-
trol. even though there was no naval cam-
paign, as such, in the Korean War and the 
carriers were used mainly for strikes against 
land targets in North Korea. There was no ac-
tive requirement todefend the fleet from enemy 
air attac k, for U.S. planes readily achieved total 
air superiority over the battlefield. Incompati- 
ble Communications equipm ent was a major 
obstacle to centralized control of the Navy’s 
aircraft, but the primary reason given for the 
Navy’s refusal to place its carriers under the Air 
Force was the flexibility required to shift its 
forces whenever and wherever they were needed 
across the expanse of Asian waters. The Navy 
routinely coordinated its air operations with 
the Air Force but would not participate actively 
in the joint operations center activities until 
the very end of the fighting.16

The Marine air units presented a different 
problem. Since the Marine Corps equipped 
and trained its air andground units to conduct 
self-contained combat, it was reluctant to pool 
its aircraft under the centralized control of an- 
other service commander. Marine forces were 
traditionally wed to am phibious operations, 
which made them more dependem on their 
own air support, with Navy ships providing 
most of the heavy artillery. In Korea, however,

the Marines fought beside Army units in a sus- 
tained land campaign. The landing at Inchon 
was the only amphibious operation of any real 
military significance in Korea, and it was a 
joint undertaking between crack Army and 
Marine units.17

The Marine air units were put under the air 
component com m anders centralized control 
in Korea eventually, but they did not go 
quietly. Their displeasure was aired in the 
news media, making the issue a controversy of 
intense national interest. There was accom- 
panying criticism of the Air Force for its al- 
leged neglect of tactical aviation. Thus, join- 
ing the Marines in their hour of discontent 
were some Army infantrymen who doubted the 
wisdom of having given up their own dedi- 
cated air support.18

One of the more enlightened responses to 
these critics was an article by General Vanden- 
berg that appeared in the 17 February 1951 
issue of the Saturday Evening Post. Thisanaly- 
sis of the Air Force’s role in Korea was a 
thoughtful reminder of air power’s indivisibil- 
i ty. “ We don’t speak of a 'strategic' or a ‘tactical’ 
Army or Navy,” Vandenberg wrote, "yet those 
terms constantly are applied to the Air Force.”19

General Vandenberg reminded readers that 
the first and overriding demand on the air for-
ces was "to win the air battle on which final 
victory on land or sea is predicated.” Achieving 
this objective required the concentrated effort 
of both fighters and bombers, as did the role of 
interdicting enemy lines of communication. 
Similarly with total victory in mind, the Air 
F“orce often diverted its bombers from their 
primary missions to support troops in contact. 
This flexibility of directing air power where it 
was most needed served the principie of econ- 
omy of force by ensuring that air resources were 
not harnessed solely to missions or segments of 
the front where they were not always in use.20

Conversely, the Marines shared in the bene- 
fits of air superiority and interdiction opera-
tions and had added USAF fighters and bombers 
available for close support in emergencies, yet
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sought to isolate their own air resourccs. True, 
their specialized doctrine. training, and ord- 
nance limited the usefulness of Marine air un- 
its for roles and missions other than close sup- 
port, but their integration under centralized 
control did substantially increase the air com- 
ponent commander’s capabilities in support of 
the total ground battle.21

General Vandenberg knew that the Air Force 
was not blameless in the other Services’ arriving 
at misperceptions about the indivisibility of air 
power. Certainly, the organizational develop- 
ment of the Air Force into strategic air and 
tactical air contributed to this misunderstand- 
ing. Among others, Major General Orvil A. 
Anderson, whowas the foundingcommandant 
of Air War College, belabored this arbitrary 
division of functions. He vvarned that the com- 
partmentalized entities that comprised the new 
autonomous organization were “shibboleths” 
which would “hang as lodestones around our 
necks . . . long beyond our time.”22

The armed force's first combat experience 
with halfway unification was not an entirely 
satisfactory one. A war of sanctuaries and con- 
straints fought under the umbrella of nuclear 
deterrence, the Korean conflict was fought with 
deliberate limits that were no boon to unifica-
tion. The Army's flirtation with helicopters 
there started the Army on the road back to 
rebuilding its own air force. The Navy and the 
Marine Corps hardened their resisiance to uni-
fication. both pursuing an active course of 
roles and missions duplication in the years 
ahead.2}

Achieving the presidency on a platform that 
promised no more Koreas. Dwight Fisenhower 
was dedicated to a national policy of nuclear 
deterrence. He also sought closer unification of 
the armed forces, for intense rivalry had devel- 
oped over the need for conventional forces and 
the question of who would control new atomic 
weapons such as missiles. Fisenhower began 
his second term in 1957 with the admonition 
that the country wanted interservice rivalry to 
stop.24

By June 1956, retired Air Force leaders, such 
as Spaatz and Faker, had begun again to speak 
out for more complete unification. Spaatz 
noted that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had “a fatal 
w eakness in that its members are also the sênior 
military officers of their own Services.” They 
were regarded “as Service advocates instead of 
over-all military planners." Spaatz thought 
what was needed w'as “complete integration of 
the Services—one uniform, a single promotion 
list, interchangeability of personnel, and a 
General Staff presided over by a Chief of Staff 
under a civilian Secretary of Defense.” Faker, 
too, said that he thought “all three Services may 
one day be in the same uniform w ith one pro-
motion list.”2’

Recognizing that the country might not be 
ready to accept such complete unification, 
Spaatz suggested in December 1957 that Con- 
gress should pass a new reorganization act 
which would place all three Services under the 
control of a single Secretary of Defense served 
by a limited num ber of assistant secretaries. He 
thought that the civilian departments of Army, 
Navy, and Air Force should be abolished. A 
single military Chief of Staff w'ould takecharge 
of advising the Secretary of Defense in matters 
of military policy. Service commanders w'ould 
be answerable directly to the Secretary of 
Defense.26

Calling "the middle way the w'ise way," 
however, Spaatz carne out in support of Presi-
dem Fisenhower’s more moderate reorganiza-
tion plan in April 1957. This plan failed to 
create a single Chief of Staff, but Spaatz thought 
that it might give the Secretary of Defense 
enough authority “ to weld the individual Serv-
ices into a force sufficiently uniíied to prepare 
for a modern war emergency w ithout impover- 
ishing the nation in the process.” Fisenhower 
sought legislation that would organize all “de- 
ployed troops into truly unified commands” 
anddoaw ay w-ith “separate ground, sea, and 
air warfare . . . forever.”27

Simultaneous crises in Lebanon and Taiwan 
during thesum m erof 1958 might havespurred
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legislative action on the PresidenEs proposal. 
for analyses of U.S. operations in these two 
crises showed little progress toward formulat- 
ingcoherem joini doctrine. Eisenhower signed 
the new defense reorganization act into law in 
October 1958. h  laid the groundwork for new 
JCS guidance, which increased joint planning 
and preparation for unified operations and led 
to establishing the U.S. Strike Command in 
1961.28

At the sanie time, however, the U.S. contin- 
gency actions in Lebanon and Taiwan had re- 
vealed flaws in a national policy of almost ex-
clusive reliance on nuclear arms. Eisenhower’s 
“ New Look" had given the nation strong nu -
clear deterrence but unfortunately had ne- 
glected conventional capabilities. During the 
final days of the Eisenhower presidency, the 
Army took the lead in reorienting joint think- 
ing toward a course of flexible response.29

Presidem John F. Kennedy adopted this 
course as the cornerstone of national policy 
after he took office in 1961. In response to Nik- 
ita Khrushchev’s bluster about “wars of na- 
tional liberation,” this policy led toan  impas- 
sioned courtship with counterinsurgency war- 
fare and eventually into the protracted conflict 
in Soulheast Asia. By substantially increasing 
the range of armed commitment, Kennedy’s 
policies unwittingly hurt the progress of unifi- 
cation because they fostered a greater degree of 
roles and missions rivalry among the Services.30 
Where earlier secretaries had placed limits on 
the development of Army aircraft, Secretary of 
Defense Robert S. McNamara encouraged the 
growth of Army aviation. His promotion of 
free competition in the development of systems 
and tactics for low-intensity conflict turned the 
junglesof Vietnam into a virtual laboratory for 
counterinsurgency testing. Experimentation 
eventually ran thegam ut from equipm ent that 
was a throwback to “Terry and the Pirates" 
combat of World War II to high-tech systems as 
the “ McNamara fence” of electronic sensors 
along the in filtra tion  routes from North 
Vietnam.31

Besides the w-holesale roles and missions du- 
plication in Southeast Asia, our sub-rosa entry 
into the early stages of the fighting and the 
Johnson administration's policy of gradual- 
ism helped write one of history’s most incon- 
clusively fragmented chapters on air warfare. 
By comparison, the saga of theater air opera-
tions in Korea reads like a paradigm of unity 
when examined against the diffused fighting of 
three separate air wars in the skies over North 
Vietnam, South Vietnam, and northern Laos.32

The failure to establish a single, unified 
theater of operations for theentirety of Soulheast 
Asia seems to have been one of the inexcusable 
mistakes of the war. General William W. 
Momyer, w-ho was the sênior Air Force com- 
mander there during the pivotal years of 1966- 
68, certainly believed so. The consequence of 
disunity was a patchwork of command arrange- 
ments for air power that were uniquely differ- 
ent for each of the three major geographical 
divisions of conflict.35

W ithin the confines of South Vietnam and 
the contiguous interdiction routes in Laos, 
General Momyer and successive sênior Air 
Force commanders were responsible for cen- 
trally directing the in-country air war, with 
exceptions. One anomaly was the Marine Corps 
air wing that carried out totally independem 
tactical operations in the northernmost corps 
area until the North Vietnamese siege of the 
Marine outpost at Khe Sanh in 1968 forced a 
change. The inordinate demands on air power 
in the defense of Khe Sanh and in the simul- 
taneous defeat of countrywide attacks during 
the 1968 Tet offensive made a convincing case 
for integrating the Marine air operations under 
General Momyer’s centralized control. The 
Marines contested this arrangement, however, 
and it remained a sore spot through the end of 
the conflict and afterward.34

Army aviation in South Vietnam presented 
another problem entirely. A joint agreement in 
1967 turned over the Army’s fixed-wing aircraft 
to the Air Force, but the Army never put its 
helicopter gunships in Vietnam under the sin-
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gle-manager system with other tactical air re- 
sources. Nor were the Air Force's B-52 bombers 
ihai flew missions over South Vietnam placed 
under theatercontrol. The useof this legof the 
natiorTs nuclear deterrent force for conven- 
tional bombing operations in support of in- 
country ground action might have rounded out 
the portrait of air power indivisibility, but re- 
tention of these B-52s under Strategic Air Com- 
mand control recognized the fallacy of not hav- 
ing a unified theater structure for directing the 
war.55

Air power was even more rigidly compart- 
mentalized in the on-again, off-again Rolling 
Thunder campaign against North Vietnam. 
YVith unprecedented oversight from Washing-
ton. air operations against the North were os- 
tensibly under the Pacific theater commander, a 
Navy admirai whose headquarters was in Ha- 
waii. One consequence of this peculiar arrange- 
ment was the division of North Korea into 
route packages, with the Navy targeted for iso- 
lated strik.es in the region nearest their carriers 
and the Air Force given responsibility for the 
rest. Thus, the United States, for a second time, 
fought a major air war involving political con- 
straints and sanctuaries in Asia by having the 
Navy and the Air Force perform coordinated 
but toially independem operations.'6

Although air strikes in the North were car- 
ried out against a defense environment far su-
perior to that of the Korean War, there were 
similarities, including that of overall U.S. air 
superiority. Because of the protraction of the 
war and self-imposed constraints, there were 
tactical and technological shifts in the advan- 
tage afforded strike operations against the 
North. but U.S. forces on land and sea were 
completely free from the threat of enemy air 
attack. There was even more than the usual 
rivalry between the Navy and the Air Force, 
with the news media at one point accusing 
lhem of resorting to a sortie race in their zeal to 
outdo each other.57

Momyer and his successors had responsibil-
ity for all Air Force operations over the North,

except for the B-52s when they w'ere finally 
unleashed against North Vietnam in the Line- 
backercampaignsof 1972. The B-52s remained 
under the Strategic Air Command, which an- 
swered directly to the Joint Chieis in its role as 
a specified command. Another anomalous com-
mand arrangement concerned the Thailand- 
based tactical units that bore the brunt of oper- 
ations over North Vietnam and Laos. These 
units carne under theoperational control of the 
sênior Air Force commander in Vietnam but 
were actually assigned to the Thirteenth Air 
Force commander in the Philippines. These 
units were prohibited from performing strikes 
in South Vietnam until the Khe Sanh and Tet 
emergencies of 1968 demanded the support of 
all available air pow’er.'8

Air operations over northern Laos were even 
more unique. There was a blend of Air Force 
and covert Central Intelligence Agency opera-
tions there, carried out in support of govern- 
ment forces and those of the Meo leader, Gen-
eral Vang Pao. The U.S. ambassador held tight 
rein on these air activities, becoming, in effect, 
another separate air commander in a “ theater” 
of war already hopelessly com partm entalized/9

Although unprovable, logic suggests that 
the artificial constraints placed on air power, 
including the comparimentalization of forces, 
were as much a factor in the unhappy conclu- 
sion to the war as the lack of clear-cut military 
objectives, the gradualistic use of military 
force, and the w'ar’s growing unpopularity at 
home. There is also popular conjecture that the 
great concentration in W ashington on details 
for running the war—amid the plethora of 
technocratic but inexperienced voices accom- 
panying the systems analysis invasion of the 
Pentagon in the early 1960s— might have been 
counterproductive to efficient prosecution of 
the war. The contribution of these leaders and 
their analysts to the professorial complexity of 
what might have been a relatively uncompli- 
cated low-intensity conflict may never be 
known.

It wasalmostacontradiction that theKennedy
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administration chose to retailor national pol- 
icy into a military “coat oí many colors" but 
embraced the staid Eisenhower panem  for 
strengthening the powers of the Secretary of 
Defense. One military observer to thechanging 
scene vvrote in 1963 lhat the new defense secre-
tary, Robert S. McNamara, had “centralized 
authority in his ofíice as never before.” This 
observer vvas General Thomas D. White, the 
Air Force’s fourth Ghief of Staff, who had fol- 
lovved “Tooey” Spaat/on the editorial boardof 
Newsweek after his retirement in 1961.1,0

General White found it ironical, though, 
that the Air Force, which had been the only 
Service to back greater centralized authority in 
the defense department, appeared to have suf- 
fered most under McNamara's tight Controls. 
"Such cherished AF programs as the RS-70 are 
meeting slovv death, the Skybolt has been can- 
celed, and progress in military space power is 
not apparent," he wrote. Reasoning that ‘‘vvhat 
is good for the nation is good for the Air Force” 
and the Chief Executive, his Secretary of De-
fense, and Congress determine vvhat is good for 
the nation. General White saluted his Service 
colleagues for their sound altitude in accepting 
the new roles thrust upon them by recent 
changes in national policy.41

The former Chief of Staff challenged the 
administration, however, for vvhat he perceived 
to be derogation of the military role at top 
leveis of government. One of his Newsweek 
pieces was at once a testimonial for the cher-
ished American system of supreme civil au-
thority over the armed forces and a remon- 
stranceagainst unseasoned influence from “ the 
vast array of professors, scientists, [and] finan-
cial and Computer experts, together with hun- 
dreds of civ i 1-service employees scattered 
throughout all echelons of the Pentagon and 
elsevvhere.” He vvarned of a burgeoning belief 

that dependence on temporary civilian ex- 
perts and even Computer tapes has overshad- 
owed military advice.” Had voices like his 
been heeded. might the nation have been 
spared the anguish of vacillation, stratifica-

tion, and protraction in Vietnam?42
General White's words also have meaning 

for today. He chided those who taught “ that 
there is no experience of modem vvar and that 
military art has now become mathematical 
Science,” j ust as he bristled at their references to 
“ bauleshipadm irals,” “bomber [barons],” and 
‘‘cavalry generais.”45 As evidenced by today's 
ongoing dialogue on military reform, there 
remains substantial room for disagreement 
among the military Services, but our sênior of- 
ficers must be heard, for only they have the 
“experience of modem vvar.”

T hat vvecontinue to make mistakes isalmost 
axiomatic. Costly blunders in lhe vvar against 
terrorism, such as the abortive Iranian rescue 
attempt in 1980 and the Marine headquarters 
bombing in Beirut three years later, are made 
no less tragic by shining successes such as last 
year’s precision interception of the Achille 
Lauro hijackers aboard an Egyptian airliner 
and this year's retaliatory raid against Libya. 
But mistakes are not unique to the Department 
of Defense: as General White cautioned in his 
reminder that professional military men must 
be heard on military matters, “at least as great 
errors have been made in diplomacy, in eco- 
nomic forecasts, and in business decisions.”44 

Much of today’s criticism about interservice 
rivalry, wasteful procurement praclices, and 
questionable weapon systems programs sounds 
like yesterday’s vvar of words about military 
reform. Recently, Time  magazine reported 
charges made by a blue-ribbon government 
panei that “all too many of our weapon Sys-
tems cost too much, take too long to develop. 
and. by the lime they are fielded, incorporate 
obsolete technology.”45 This appraisal comes 
as no surprise to those who are treating an old 
problem, butagain relevant are General White’s 
words to the critics of tvventy years ago whose 
cure might have been worse than the disease: 
"The payoff has come in thecoldclear fact lhat 
this nation has been militarily safe throughout 
some of the most criticai years in history.”46 

Military professionals have been at the fore-
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froni of the present movement toward reform. 
Among ihose who led the early charge is David 
C. Jones, the Air Force's most recent general 
officer to have served as Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs. VVhile still chairman in 1982, the gen-
eral spoke out for legislation that would 
strengthen the powers of the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs and those of theater commanders. 
His recommendations werestrikingly similar to 
the position taken by General Spaatz and others 
before the Eisenhower reorganization nearly 
thirty years ago.47

These reformist views have been supported 
by a wide variety of former sênior officers and 
defense officials, as well as by at least two studies, 
one assembled at the Georgetown University 
Center for Strategic and International Studies 
in 1984 and another released by the Senate 
Armed Services Committee in October 1985. 
Late last year, the House approved legislation 
to overhaul the joint military structure—to in- 
clude increasing the chairm an’s term from two 
years to four; making him the principal m ili-
tary adviser to the President, the National Se- 
curity Council, and the Secretary of Defense; 
and offering theater commanders more power 
over deciding personnel, budgeting, and com- 
mand issues. These fundamental changes re- 
mained in the Senate version of the bill that 
passed unanimously in May of this year.48

Proponents believe that this bill may be cru-
cial to achieviríg true unity of effort in prepar- 
ing for and conducting joint military opera- 
tions. They hope that it will resolve the prob- 
lems with unity of command which the m ili-
tary faced in Korea, in Vietnam, and in more 
recent actions such as Grenada. Others are not 
so sure. Our experience since the 1958 reorgan-
ization tndicates that mere overhauling of the 
system will not in itself give us unity of effort. 
What may be needed is legislation that will 
draw clear and final lines of distinction be- 
tween roles and missions for land, sea, and air 
warfare—legislation that will provide the 
framework for unifying the application of 
these distinctly separate dimensions of warfare.

For the efficacy of air power. more of the 
same may not be enough if real war comes. 
Only if defense reorganizes in a manner that 
recognizes air power's indivisibility are we 
likely to see any marked improvement in the 
American w(ay of air warfare. General Henry 
H. Arnold’s definition of air power as the na- 
tion’s "total aviation activity . . . potential as 
well as existing," later paraphrased by the 
Congressional Aviation Policy Board as "an 
eniity not fundamentally divisible as a w'eap- 
on, oras a cart ier," hasyet to be im provedon.49 
Today, the Air Force has lived with halfway 
unification for as longas it took to gain auton- 
omy, but it has come no closer to fulfillment 
of this basic element of its doctrine.

Military air power, perhaps irrevocably, has 
been severed four ways. This fragmenting has 
led to overlap in all roles and missions areas, 
even to the conceptual extreme of extending 
rotary-wing operations into the realm of inier- 
diction. Each service has developed its own air 
doctrine, oftentimes with disregard for the total 
air pow'er situation. The Air Force has stood 
almost alone in practic ing the principie of uni- 
fied direction of theater air resources. Conse- 
quent air pow'er fragmentation holds grave 
implications for our readiness for world con- 
flict today but promises to be even more prece- 
dential in charting tomorrow’s military course 
in space—now viewed as an extension of exist- 
ing doctrine but soon likely to become the 
fourth dimension of modem war.

SHORT of total ait power integration, the Air 
Force’s best hope for the forthcoming reorgani- 
zation seems to rest on the promise that reor- 
ganizing will unify lhe development, prepara- 
tion, and employment of air power through 
centralized direction by a single air component 
commander. If not, one may listen for the voices 
asking whether today’s version of unification 
has done any better than its predecessors in 
dealing wdth the relevant question of our hav- 
ing twro, three, or four air forces or one air force.

USAF Historical Research Center 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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STRATEGIC AIRLIFT
past, present, and future
D r . W i l l i a m  M. L k a r v

STRATEGIC.airlift, as vve know it today, grew 
from modest beginnings. In May 1941, as the 
United States edged ever closer to war with 
Germany, the need to deliver aircraft to Eng- 
land brought about the organization of Air 
Corps Ferrying Command. Colonel Robert 
Olds set up shop in a small office in the base- 
ment of W ashington's Munitions Building, 
recruited a few staff members, and began to 
draw long lines on navigational charts. One of

Colonel Caleb V. Haynes ferried a B-24 to 
Prestwick, Scotland, via Montreal and Gander. 
This first transatlantic flight would be fol- 
lowed by many more. During the next four 
years, more than 21,000 additional aircraft 
would be flown to destinations around the 
world.1

In June 1942, Ferrying Command formed 
the nucleus for a new Air Transport Command 
(ATC). Intended to provide strategic airlift

those lines became reality on 1 July 1941, when under priorities established by the War De



partmeni, ATC quickly demonstrated thai air time example of air transport’s new impor- 
transport had come of age. For the first time, tance. YVith land and sea routesclosed, supplies
the movement of supplies by air had ceased to could reach China only by a treacherous ah
be “an interestingairm en'sexperim eniand be- route over the Himalayas. Pilots flying "the 
came a solid part of the Army’s logistical H um p” encountered severe turbulence, icing, 
equipm ent.”2 At itspeak, in July 1945, ATC’s and generally foul weather to the north while
3700 aircraft carríed 275,000 passengers and trying to avoid the Japanese fighters thai
100.000 tons of cargo in a world wide network lurked to the south. Professional airlifters
of airways.» found their greatest challenge in the Hump.

Operation of the vital air link between índia and they respônded by developing methods 
snd China provided the most dramatic war- and tecfyiiques that not only got the job done

j  ftii



Douglas C-47s íabtwe) and (.'-Wv 
I fa tin g  page) wrre pari oj lhe 
3700.1ir Transpor! C.ommaml air- 
i raft thal liauled 27^,000 people 
and  100,000 tons of cargo in July 
lO-fs, when thal forte was at lhe 
heiglit of its I Yorld IVar II strength.

D itnng lhe Korean IVar, lhe Mili- 
tary A ir Transporl Service!MA TS), 
as lhe nnlitary airlift organiza- 
tion was renamed in I94S, flew  
personnel and cargo from  lhe 
l 'nited States to lhe Far Fast, often 
returmng untll wounded aboard.
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bul also would prove useíul in Berlin, Korea, 
and beyond. Thanks 10 lhe skill and determina- 
lion oí the men of A TCs India-Chma Di- 
vision, tonnage rose from 1227 in December 
1942 to 71.042 in July 1945. But the human cost 
was high: more than 1600 airmen losí their 
lives carrying supplies to China.4

The postwar years brought organizational 
change as military airliíi responded to a series 
of international crises. Early in 1948, ATG 
combined with the smaller Naval Air Trans- 
port Service lo become Miliiarv Air Transport 
Service (MATS). Scarcely had Major General 
Laurence S. Kuier taken command of the new 
organization when the Soviet Union threat- 
ened America's postwar position of leadership 
in Europe by blocking access routes to YV’esi 
Berlin. Presidem Harry S. Trum an, anxious to 
avoidadirect military confrontation with Rús-
sia, rejected advice to send an armed convoy 
through to the city; instead, he ordered an air-

lift to sustain the city’s 2,200,000 inhabitants.’ 
After modest beginnings under local coin- 

manders, the Berlin Airlift escalated when 
Brigadier General William H. Tunner and his 
team of professional airlifters took over the 
assignment. Drawing on the experient e gained 
in operating the H um p route, Tunner soon 
had planes landing at and taking off from Ber-
lin at ninety-second intervalsaround theclock. 
Standardized operational techniques and care- 
ful planning sustained the rhythm of the air-
lift, bringing sharp increases in tonnage and 
aircraft utilization and a decrease in accidents. 
As the airlift's commander observed, “That's 
where the glam our lies in air transport.”6 In 
all, 276,569 flights carried 1,783.000 tons of 
goods into Berlin before the Russiansadmitted 
defeat by reopening the land routes to the city.7 
Airlift hadenabled the United States to sustain 
its position in Europe—and withoul resorting 
to war.
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The outbreak of fighting in Korea in 1950 
placed nevv demands on ihe nation’s airlift re- 
sources. MATS, together with civilian contract 
carriers, flew priority cargo and personnel 
from lhe United States to the Far East, often 
returning with wounded (more than 66,000 in 
three years).8 General Tunner and his airlift 
team werealsocalledon toim poseorder on the 
early chãos of air transport between Japan and 
Korea. After they established Combat Cargo 
Command in Angust 1950, T unner’s central- 
ized control quickly brought about more effi- 
cient operations in what now vvould beconsid- 
ered tactical airlift.9 Both tactical and stra- 
tegic airlift played a vital role in supporting 
and susiaining the military effortsof the United 
Nations throughout the Korean conflict, al- 
though their accomplishments received scant 
recognition in the official histories.10

MATS encountered hard times after the Ko-
rean War. The Eisenhower adm inistration’s 
emphasis on “massive retaliation" produced a 
sharp decline in funding for conventional 
military forces, and airlift suffered more than 
most. As General Tunner pointed out, “So 
mundane an area as air transport was relegated 
to lhe bottom of the priority list on grounds of 
both grand strategy and economy.” 11 At the 
same time, the civilian airline industry launched 
an all-out campaign to take “routine” military 
cargo and personnel off MATS aircraft and 
place them on commercial carriers. This pro- 
posal received a considerable am ount of sup- 
port in the media; if approved by Congress, it 
would have crippled MATS.

In the midst of a growing public debate 
about the status and role of MATS, Chairman 
Carl Vinson (D-Ga.) of the House Armed Ser-
vices Committee appointed a Special Subcom- 
m itteeon National Military Airlift. Headed by 
L. Mendel Rivers (D-South Carolina) and 
charged with conducting an inquiry “ into the 
adequacy, or inadequacy, of the national a ir-
lift," thesubcommittee took testimony in March 
and April 1960. Deputy Secretary of Defense 
James H. Douglas told the subcommittee that

his department intended to work with com-
mercial airlines to develop modem cargo air-
craft; as civilian airlift capacity increased, m ili-
tary traffic would be diverted to the commercial 
carriers. Somewhat in contrast, Secretary of the 
Air Force Dudley C. Sharp reported that Presi-
dem Eisenhower had approved $50,000,000 for 
modernization of MATS “hard-core” airlift 
capacity. However, the President also had or- 
dered a reduction in "routine” traffic by MATS, 
allowingcommercial airlines to move into this 
market.12

The subcommittee listened to this kind of 
testimony for two months and then issued a 
report that shocked a complacent administra- 
tion. Strategic airlift capability, it warned, was 
"seriously inadequate,” and commercial air-
lines were not the answer. Unless immediate 
action was taken to improve MATS’sgenerally 
obsolete equipment, the nation would find it- 
self in a position of “unacceptable risk” within 
five years. The subcommittee recommended 
that $335,000,000 be spent to purchase "off-the- 
shelf" aircraft as an interim measure while de- 
velopment proceeded on a new jet cargo air-
craft with intercontinental range. "The Mili-
tary Air Transport System isa weapon system,” 
the subcommittee emphasized, “which is re- 
quired in the performance of military missions 
involving strategic airlift.” As such, it neededa 
designation more consistem with its mission. 
The subcommittee recommended that MATS 
be redesignated the "Military Airlift Com-
m and.” 15

This milestone report marked the beginning 
of a decade of change for military airlift. Con-
gress approved funds in 1960 to purchase fifty 
C-130Es and appropriated $50,000,000 to de-
velop a jet transport to replace MATS’s aging, 
propeller-driven C-124s. The next year, Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy called for enhanced air-
lift capacity in his first State of the Union mes- 
sage. The new administration increased the in-
terim procurement program to ninety-nine C- 
130Es and thirty C-135s.14 In April 1961, the Air 
Force signed a contract with Lockheed-Geor-



The Soviet blockade arourid Berlin m 1948 
posed a special challenge to MA TS. In all, 
some .276,569  sorties hauled 1,783,000 tons of 
goods into Berlm to defeat theSoviet blockade.

gia for five lest-and-evaluation jet transports. 
The proiotype of the C-141 vvas completed in 
August 1963, and the íirst squadron became 
operational earlv in 1965.n

A growing American presence in Vietnam 
gave the C-141 ample opportunity to prove its 
value. The first of many C-141 s touched down 
at Saigons Tan Son Nhut airport on 5 August 
1965, delivering 50,000 pounds of general cargo. 
Later in the year, MATS responded to an 
enemy threat against the central highlands by 
airlifting the 3d Brigade of the 25th Infantry 
Division from Hawaii to Pleiku. Between 23 
December 1965 and 23 January 1966. C-141s 
flew 231 sorites to move the brigade’s 3000 men 
and 4700 tons of equipm ent across the Pacific. 
Another dramatic demonstration of strategic 
airlift took place between 17 November and 29 
December 1967, when 413 C-141 and C-133 
missions carried 10,355 men and 5100 tons of 
equipment of the 101 st Airborne Division from 
Fort Campbell, Kentucky, to Bien H oa.16

Even before the first C-141 rolled off the 
Lockheed assembly line, plans were under way 
for a much more impressive strategic airlifter. 
In the summer of 1963, the National Military 
Airlift subcommitteecalled for development of 
"a new, very large, turbine-powered cargo air- 
craft" to haul outsize cargo for the Arrny. It 
estimated that the cost of procuring fifty of 
these giant transports would be S20.000.000 per 
aircraft, "a sum which staggers the normal im- 
agination."17 This airplane was the one that 
the Air Force had wanted from the beginning— 
and Air Force leaders believed that it would be 
well worth the price.

Lockheed-Georgia won lheconiract for the 
C-5 Galaxy, surely one of the technological 
marvels of the twentieth century. In February 
1968, fo llow ing com pletion  of its 285th 
C-141, Lockheed closed down the assembly line

and retooled for the C-5. Military Airlift Com- 
mand (MATS had become MAC in 1966) took 
delivery of the first operational aircraft at 
Charleston AFB, South Carolina, on 6 June 
1970. It was fitting that Representative Rivers 
was on hand for the occasion. More than 
anyone else, he had been responsible for the 
nearly 1000 percent increase in military and 
civil airlift during the 1960s. His subcommittee 
had been the foremost advocate for the C-141 
and C-5. Military Airlift Command—and the 
nation—owed him a debt of gratilude.

The National Military Airlift subcommittee 
held its last meetings in 1970. Responding toa  
study by lhe Joint Chiefs of Staff that predicted 
a serious déficit in outsize cargo capability by 
1974, the subcommittee recommended procure- 
m entof twoadditional C-5 squadronsandm od- 
ernization of the tactical airlift force, includ- 
ing development of a replacement for the C-130
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that would interface mote effectively with the 
C-5. This report, as it turnedout, set the agenda 
for the future—but for the 1980s, not the 
1970s.18

The 1970s, in fact, would see little progress 
in enhancing lhe nation’s strategic airlift capa- 
bility, as both Congress and the administra- 
tion lost interest in the problem. By the time 
Congressman Rivers died in December 1970, 
"C-5" had becomea dirty word for many Amer- 
icans. The government had ordered 115 air- 
planes for $3 billion; it receivedeighty-oneata 
cost of $5 billion. Senator William Proxmire

(R-Wis.) labeled the C-5 program "one of the 
greatest fiscal disasters in the history of military 
contracting." The project, another critic 
charged, had been characterized by "political 
pressure, gross mismanagement, enormous 
waste, [and) confusion.” 19

Theonly noteworthv improvement in MAC’s 
fleet carne late in the decade when the stretched 
(23.3 íeet) and air-refuelable C-141B appeated. 
An important organizational change took place 
in 1974-75 when the airlift resourcesof Tactical 
Air Command were Consolidated with MAC, 
ending a lengthy debate between advocates of
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efficiency through ceniralization and those 
who favored operacional autonomy.20

MACcontinued to perform with professional 
excellence during the 1970s, supporting the 
declining war efíort in Vietnam, flying relief 
supplies to Guatemala and Guam in the wake 
of natural disasters, and carrying personnel 
and equipment to Korea and Zaire during 
emergencies. An especially noteworthy opera- 
tion took place during the Yom k ippur War in 
1973. Between 14 October and 14 November, 
MAC mounted one of the largest strategic air- 
lifts in history. delivering 22,395 tons of cargo

from the United States to Israel in 567 C-5 and 
C-141 sorties.21

Despite the accomplishments of strategic air- 
lift.expanding American global commitments, 
especially in the Middle East, produced an 
ever-widening gap between airlift capabilities 
and requirements. In 1980, a concerned Con- 
gress directed the Department of Defense to 
make a coinprehensive study of strategic mo- 
bility. This reporl—the Congressionally Man* 
dated Mobility Study of April 1981—sei a 
‘‘minimum goal” of 66,000,000 ton-miles per 
day (66 MTM D) for combined intertheater

Theflextbilily provided by ourairlifl capabilities kept uur forces even with the Vielcong 
andNorth Ttelnarnese. In Operation Pickelt m December !9ò6(left), 4000 rnen and 2400 
tons of supplies were airlifted from Tuy Hoa to hall an enemy offensive against Kontum. 
. . .  When the balloon goes up again, C-141 Bs(above), along with other intercontinen-
tal aircraft in the MAC inventory, w ill be ready to tahe our forces wherever necessary.



airlift capacity. As existing capacity stood at 
less than thirty million ton miles per clay, sig-
nificam progress would have to be made to 
achieve “ MAC’s magic num ber" by the end of 
the century.22

l he incoming Reagan administration, after 
reviewing the Defense Department's priorities, 
decided to double strategic mobility funding. 
In order to narrow the airlift gap as quickly as 
possible, the Pentagon purchased fifty C-5Bs (a 
C-5 with a strengthened wing and advanced 
structural materiais and Systems)25 and forty- 
four KC-lOs (a transport tanker operated by 
the Strategic Air Command). Also, nineteen 
Boeing 747s in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet 
(CRAF) would be modified for military use by 
adding a cargo door and strengthening the 
floor.2’1

In September 1983, the Air Force issued the 
Airlift Master Plan, a “definilive statement” on 
how it planned to close the airlift gap by the 
end of the century. The plan envisioned a two- 
stage assault on the 66 M IM  D objective. By 
the end of fiscal year 1988, the Air Force ex-

The Airlift Master Plan, issued in September 
1983, lias C-5 A Bs, C-MIs, KC-lOs, and tlie Civil 
Reserve Air Fleet ready to support whatever 
contingencies may anse on a worldwide scale.

pected to complete the first stage and reach 48.5 
MTM D with a fleet of 215 C-141s, 64 C-5As 
(with wing modifications to extend their Serv-
ice life by 30,000 hours),44 C-5Bs, 41 KC-10s, 
and 86 CRAF aircraft. The second stage would 
take place during the 1990s as 210 new C-17s 
carne into Service, enabling the Air Force to 
retire or transfer to the Reserves 180C-130sand 
the entire C-141B fleet.25

To date, the first phase has caused few fund-
ing problems with Congress; however, the sec-
ond phase, especially the central role of the 
C-17, has run into trouble. The Air Forcé‘scase 
for the C-17 was put best by General rhom as 
H. Ryan. Jr., commander in chief of MAC, 
when he appeared before the Senate Armed 
Services Subcommitteeon Sea Power and Force 
Projection in March 1984. The C-17, heargued, 
was “essential to modernize and expand both
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intra- and intertheaier airlift in the most effec- 
tive and economical way.” Ii would bring low 
operatingcosis, waseasy tom aintain.andm eant 
sharply reduced manpower requirements. Ca- 
pable of carrying outsize equipment, it could 
haul eighty-six tons of cargo more than 2900 
miles and then deposit the load at forward air- 
fields with runways as small as 3000 feet by 90 
feet. Moreover, with redundam systems and the 
ability to make steep approaches and impact 
landings, it was "designed to survive in a semi- 
hostile environment." And the C-l 7 was not a

To preserve our military transports, the Department of 
Defen.se uíes MAC charter flights with contracted civil- 
tan airlines. Planes such as this Overseas National Air-
ways DC-10 roulinely carry soldiers and tlieir farnilies 
to and frorn assignments in Europe and the Far East.

gamble. On the comrary, it came with an un- 
precedented m anufacturer’s warranty that “ lit-
eral ly guaranteed" not only the aircraft’s relia- 
bility, maintainability, and availability but 
also its performance. In short, General Ryan 
emphasized, acquisition of the C -l7 was far 
and away the best way to meei the strategic 
airlift goal of 66 MTM D by the end of the 
century and significamly enhance intratheater 
airlift.26

Although Congress has approved develop- 
mental funding for the C-l 7, prospects for pro- 
duction funding are not good. A sign of the 
times came in January 1986, when theconserv- 
ative and influential Heritage Foundation re- 
leased a “Backgrounder” paper that attacked 
the Airlift Master Plan for underutilizingexist- 
ing aircraft and for resting on questionable 
operational and planning assumptions. It rec- 
ommended that the Air Force cancel the C -l7, 
build more C-5Bs and KC-10s,extend the Serv-
ice life of C-141Bs, and develop a new short- 
range tactical airlifter to replace the C -l30. 
Under this program, the Air Force still could 
meet the 66 MTM/D objective—and at a saving 
of $20 billion. Cramm-Rudman-Hollings, the
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The future o f lactical anlift is uncertam. H auling "beans 
and bullets" is not as glatnorous as pu tling  "fire and Steel" 
on targets. Some times this fact translates inlosparse funding  
for anlift, particularly during periods of fiscal conslraint.

repori warned, soon would force a careful ex- 
aminaiion of all federal spending; if lhe U.S. 
Air Force could not sell its lift-enhancement 
prograni to Congress as cost-effective, the en- 
tireeffort toclose thestrategic airlift gap would 
be placed in jeopardy.27

Two rnonihs later. General T. R. Milton, 
USAF (Ret) sounded a similar theme in Air 
Force magazine. Intercontinental air transports, 
he observed, "need not be designed to land 
behind the front lines on improvised run- 
ways.” Furthermore, the attempt to design air- 
craft tocarryoutsize Armyequipment hasoften 
been “an exercise in futility.” Instead of con- 
centrating on development of a new airplane, 
the Air Force should pay more attention to

higher utilization of the existing fleet. “With 
hard times ahead for the military budget,” he 
stressed, “ the problem now is once more one of 
priorities. Airlift isan absolute essential toany 
meaningful national strategy, but that doesn't 
necessarily have to mean either a new airplane 
or nothing.”28

Future prospects for strategic airlift appear 
mixed. There is general agreement on the need 
for an enhanced airlift capability to support 
the nation's global responsibilities. Strategic 
mobility, as one informed student of the topic 
has emphasized, “ is not just im portant—it is 
indispensable.’’29 Furthermore, in a world of 
unreliable allies, requirements for strategic air-
lift are more likely to increase than todiminish. 
On the other hand, fiscal restraints are sure to 
become even greater in the foreseeable future. 
Historically, airlift has not had a high priority 
during financially hard times—a fact that leads 
to the inevitable conclusion that the C-17 pro-
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gram, al a cost of $37.5 billion. will be one of 
the first ‘ sacred cows" to feel the budgetary 
axe.50

But the airliít situation is not entirely bleak. 
The C-5B remains a viable financial and polit- 
ical option, and no one questions the Galaxy’s 
superiority to the C-17 as an intercontinental 
transport.51 Tactical airliít will suffer most 
without the C-17. but there are other possibili- 
ties. Powered-lift technology has made enor- 
mous progress in recent years, with NASA re- 
porting ‘‘outstanding" results after extensive 
testing of its Quiet Short-Haul Research Air- 
craft.5- It may be feasible to develop a less ex- 
pensive replacement for the C-130 in the years 
to come or even to persuade Congress to accept
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WHEN I first heard that quotation several 
years ago at Air War College, it didn’t 

mean much at the time, as I had been busy flying 
airplanes for the previous seventeen years. 
Since the phrase was catchy enough, it always 
stuck in the back of my mind, but it wasn’t 
until my tour on the Air Staff that those words 
began to have real meaning. Here I found that 
it clearly portrays the dilemma facing policy- 
makers and decisionmakers in establishing 
priorities and requirements for new weapon 
systems. What follovvs is intended to amplify 
the wide-ranging impact of that quotation, ex-
plore briefly Soviet and U.S. approaches to
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fielding new technology, and provide some di- 
verse views and íood for thoughi.

What lhe unnamed Soviet general officer 
was saying in effect is ihat holding out for 
someihing better to come along on the horizon 
will be in conflict with what is already on the 
books and sufficient to do the job. At first 
blush, many research and development advo- 
cates might find this quotation somewhat of- 
fensive since it appears to fly in the face of 
promoting technological advances. But in one 
simple sentence, it brings to light the perplex- 
ity of choices and alternatives confronting the 
entire defense community in theapplication of 
new technology.

Soviet and U.S. Systems 
Acquisition Philosophies

To the Soviets, this quotation has been part 
of their doctrine in fielding w-eapon systems. 
The Soviets see system evolution as a continu- 
ous stream in which new subsystems can be 
mated to proven components in an endless 
chain of updating and modifying. They are 
more likely to pursue a course of Progressive 
modification than one of dramatic innovation. 
In their view, equipm ent that is complex in 
operation or fragile in design wdll be of linle 
use under stressful conditions of combat. A 
1985 Washington Post article stated that some 
U.S. logisticians have expressed those same 
concerns: “They frei that their delicate con-
strua  of computers, dust-free repair labs, and 
ocean-spanning supply lines will collapse in 
the smoke of battle."1 The most pervasive char- 
acteristic of Soviet technology is aversion to 
risk when it comes to designing newr weap- 
ons—they value stability, security, and con- 
servatism.

Since World War II, the United States has 
believed that it could develop sufficient techno-
logical superiority to compensate for Soviet 
numerical superiority. Even today, the Soviets 
continue to stress numerical strength while 
striving for technological com parability;

neither requires acceptance of great risk or un- 
ceriainty. But it appears that the Soviet Union 
is narrowing the U.S. lead in weapons technol-
ogy faster than predicted. In an interview with 
the Washington Times last year, General Law- 
rence A. Skantze stated: “ It’s not just the issue 
of quantity any more; it's also the issue of im- 
proved quality in the systems that they are put- 
ting out in the field.”2 In response to Soviet 
advances in technology, General Skantze in- 
itiated Project Forecast II—a look into the next 
ten to twenty years to determine w’hat technol-
ogy the U.S. Air Force must develop to stay 
aheadof the Soviet threat. Project Forecast II is 
aitem pting to reestablish the technological 
lead in what the Air Force perceives to be prin-
cipal high-payoff areas.

In contrast with the Soviet approach to Sys-
tems acquisition, the American approach ac- 
ceptsquantitative inferiority while demanding 
superior technical performance, together with 
its inherent uncertainty and risk. General 
Skantze has commented on the subject of tech- 
nological risks and our approach.

I'd like to add that asa result of having to develop 
technological leverageand m ain ta in ingit ,  we do 
push the State of the art, there’s no question. But 
we push it in a deliberate way, though we’re not 
trying to invent things on schedule. We push it in 
a way that there are risks, and there are technical 
problems that have to be solved. But if they be- 
come lhe basis on which no decisions are made, 
then I think we’re just undercutting the very lev- 
erage that we depend on to beat a quantitatively 
superior threat. The public needs to understand 
that our counter to quantitatively superiority is 
technical leverage which we get from staying 
ahead of the Soviets. In order todo  that, we’vegot 
to take some risks, but on a prudent basis. and 
we've got to expect some technical problems, but 
ones we can sol ve.5

Technology has been received by the West as its 
only alternative in compensating for the in- 
creased numbers of Soviet military equipment. 
This reliance on technology has evolved over 
the years into U.S. development of weapon sys-
tems that are termed “force m ultipliers”—to 
account for the Soviet quantitative superiority.
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VVhat is theSoviet viewof U.S. technological 
leverage? In a series of statemenis made during 
a frank interview that was published in the Red 
Star on 9 May 1984, Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov 
ruled out the useof nuclear weapons in a major 
conflict (since using such weapons would be 
suicidai) and articulaied his conclusion that 
conventional weapons are crucial to the future 
military equation.4 The Soviet military faces a 
major window of vulnerability into the next 
century as the West continues to modernize 
with a new generation of conventional “sm art” 
weapons.' As a result, resentment among the 
Soviet citizenry will grow against a military 
that cannot keep up with the West, while the 
military will become more convinced that the 
civiliansaredestroying their capacity todefend 
themselves.

One result of the U.S. approach isafocuson  
achievingextraordinary jum ps in system capa- 
bility. Although the United States may await 
realization of technical capability for such 
jumps, it may not really be capable of match- 
ing Soviet quan tita tive  superiority  solely 
through the application of advanced technol- 
ogy. Technical sophistication does not guaran- 
tee mission effectiveness. Sophisticated aircraft 
with impressive capabilities may offer signifi-
cam potential, but the extern to which that 
potential can be realized will depend heavily 
on the way aircraft are employed in combat.

Because the U.S. military frequently devel- 
ops replacement items as discrete products 
which are budgeted and justified with the ra- 
tionale that their predecessors are on the verge 
of obsolescence, a vicious circle involving pri- 
orities and fiscal defense budget realities not 
uncommonly results. As military dependency 
on advanced technology increases, it drives the 
requirements for technical performance up- 
ward. rheseadditional performancecriteria, in 
turn, drive costs upward, tending to constrain 
the quantities that can be procured. Reduced 
quantities further increase dependence on 
high technical performance. This whole proc- 
ess often results in overdesign against the threat

by incorporating impressive capabilities of 
questionable practical value.

Requirement for “Better Than”
How many times have you seen a statement 

of “need" that was based more on technologi-
cal feasibility than on performance spread or 
capability actually called for by most real mis-
sion demands? How much of an aircraft's per-
formance range is essential for mission needs, 
and how much may be merely a product of 
routine overdesigning? In a 1985 Rand paper 
on fighter force planning, Benjamin S. Lam- 
beth was convinced that “ excessively technical 
threat portrayals can yield serious imbalances 
between our perceived operational ‘require- 
ments’ and our actual needs for most real- 
world contingencies.”6 A major share of our 
new weapon Systems comes from technological 
breakthrough (opportunity) rather than from a 
mission "need.'’

It is important to keep two forms of technol-
ogy application in mind. One, commonly re- 
ferred toas the “ technological imperative," in- 
crementally improves weapon systems as the 
technological opportunity presents itself. The 
other, more complex form is advanced tech-
nology that defines possible new military strate- 
gies, equipment, application, or institutional 
structure and offers revolutionary changes to 
our traditional way of doing business.7 The 
current Strategic Defense Initiative is a classic 
example of the potential that advanced tech-
nology has on changing military concepts and 
doctrine drastically.

In his book titled Military Reform— The 
High Tech Debate in Tactical Air Forces, Colo- 
nel Walter kross concluded that the “ Reform-
eis” deemphasize or simply discount justified 
combat tasks to argue their case against high- 
technology weapons. The Reformeis believe 
that we should field a day fair-weather fighter 
force and limit air attacks to the immediate 
battlefield. The Reformers in their choice of 
"brilliantly simple" technology for weapons
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have no time for TACAIR funclions aimed at 
preventing or altering land batiles. But Kross 
argues, “In lhe process the Reformei leaves 
serious gaps, clearlv e\ idem gaps, for the Soviet 
Planner to exploit."8 To emphasize his point 
further, Colonel Kross adds:

Hovv would NATO Planners feel if Soviet Plan- 
ners vvere willing to forfeit what our own Ameri-
can Reformers would abandon in an efíorl to 
refute overly complex weapons and altendant 
combat tasks? I th inkour NATO Planners would 
be elated to hear that Soviet aircraft would avoid 
night bad weather operations, that they would 
abandon air intercept radars and longer-range 
radar missiles, that they would not altack our 
airbases or suppress our air defenses, that they 
would not conduct countercommand and control 
operations, and that they would not try to inter- 
dict our logistics as we aitempted to reinforce 
front-line Army units. Inslead, Soviet TACAIR 
would only concentrate on close support of ad- 
vancing Soviet armor and mainiaining air super- 
iority over Soviet airspace and the battlefield in 
day visual conditions.9

When Is “Good Enough”

Doesanyoneever practice the “good enough” 
principie? Presidem Carter applied it in 1977 
when hecanceled the B-l bomber program. He 
believed that current B-52s, modified and 
equipped with nuclear air-launched cruise 
missiles (ALCMs), were “good enough" for 
our nuclear deterrent posture at the time, Was 
he right in doing so? Only time will tell the 
validity of his decision. Clearly because of his 
cancellation decision, we are now procuring 
fewer( 100rather than244), much morecapable 
B-l Bs for approximately the same costs. To a 
lesser extern, the modificaiion communiiy prac- 
tices the “good enough" principie, for it is this 
group that is charged with modifying our 
older, lesscapable weapon systems to the point 
of being "good enough” to meei the threat 
until new systems can be fielded.

It is obvious that, at some point in time, one 
must modernize his weapon systems. But when? 
Should we wait for high technology that is on

or just beyond the horizon, or should we pro- 
ceed with proven technology? The question is 
difficult, and the answer lies somew-here be- 
tween that of a current meld and future tech- 
nology applicaiions. In an interview with the 
Advanced Technology Fighter (ATF) program 
manager, Colonel Albert Piccirillo, Aviation 
IVeek and Space Technology reported:

T hedanger now is in not being bold enough and 
coiningout with an aircraft that lhe threat will be 
able to overcome in four to five years. We wanl to 
come out with someihing that will put us 10 years 
ahead of lhe Russians.10

The question íacing decisionmakers then be- 
comes a matter involving unknowns: Can this 
technological breakthrough we’ve been wait- 
ing on truly compound our adversaries’ defen- 
sive problems, or can it be easily defeated by 
enemy adaptations?

Currently we are signing up to no more than 
100 B-1B bombers in the hopes that stealth 
technology will permit the development of the 
Advanced Technology Bomber (ATB). Ben- 
jam in F. Schemmer commented on the House 
and Senate agreement to have the Defense De-
partment report ATB costs by February 1986: 
"Stealth critics suggest that that language is a 
foot in the door to challenge ATB s technical 
uncertainties and huge costs, and thus con-
tinue productionof RockwelFs B-l B bomber."11 
In discussing problems in AMRAAM air-to-air 
missile development, Schemmer stated:

Air Force Systems Command coerced thecontrac- 
tor, Hughes Aircraft, into accepting a $421-mil- 
lion development contract and a 50-month 
schedule to invent a complex missile incorporal- 
ing launch-and-leave radar technology into a 
small, seven-inch tube weighing under 350 lbs. 
After investing $250-million of its own money, 
Hughes (and the Air Force) found that thelawsof 
physics and fundamental economics were not 
compatible with artificial clocks.1*

As a nation, we expect so much promise out 
of our future technology and keep telling our- 
selves that we can eventually realize it, result- 
ing in large amounts of concurrency betwreen 
research and development and production in
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order to field a weapon system as quickly as 
possible. Many systems are fielded with the 
knowledge that they will require modification 
and upgrading ai some later date, either be- 
cause funding was insufficient or technology 
vvas unavailable to develop the full capability. 
Defense Secretary Gaspar YVeinberger’s deci- 
sion to cancel the Army’s air defense gun, 
DIVAD, vvas prompted by the gun’s incapabil- 
ity to meet the military threat effectively. The 
General Accounting Office and other critics of 
the DIVAD had charged that the technology 
behind the project vvas faulty, but the gun vvas 
ordered into production anyvvay before a com-
plete operational test and evaluation of the 
system.

VVhat if the ‘‘better than” technology never 
materializes or the Soviets find a simple solu- 
tion to defeat something like stealth aircraft 
technology? Then we often find ourselves left 
with a nevv weapon system that is a series of 
compromises in order to field a system “better 
than." On the other hand, one could probably 
argue that everything we do in the defense 
business is merely a continuous series of com-
promises based on current fiscal realities.

It becomes obvious that "Better Than Is the 
Enemy of Good Enough” leads directly into 
the “quantity versus quality" debate that has 
been raging for years betvveen the military-in- 
dustrial complex and “ military reformers” 
from all sectorsof American society. In his 1985 
Rand paper on fighter force planning, Lam- 
beth discussed this debate in considerable de- 
tail and concluded that, with all things consid- 
ered, the issue is not really about quantity 
versus quality at all:

The real issue is how much  'quality': across what 
performance spectrum, in what force mix, nu- 
merical strength, and sustainability, do we need 
to give us our desired mission-effectiveness for 
most plausible scenariosat a cost we can afford?1'

On the other hand, lackof confidence that U.S. 
technical sophistication can offset Soviet nu- 
merical superiority places excessive emphasis 
on the well-known tendency to stress “ rubber

on the ram p,” while deferring future invest- 
ments to some later date.

As much as our technology application in 
the defense business is open to debate by critics 
and reformers alike, we fully recognize that it is 
not a perfect system. Without some acceptance 
of risk in our vveapons development program, 
we could find ourselves facing similar prob- 
lems reported of the Soviets. Harley D. Balzer, a 
historian and close observer of Soviet Science 
and technology applications, stated that their 
system is not as well off as it may appear to the 
West. According to Balzar, recent Jewish émi- 
grés from Rússia have reported a scientific 
community characterized by growing corrup- 
tion, declining quality, and personal rivalries; 
they further portray the Soviet system as ex- 
tremely resistant to reform, providing little en- 
couragement for innovation, and characterized 
by shortsighted goals that discourage adoption 
of new processes.14 While many of these reports 
are probably not totally unbiased vievvs, they 
provide us with insight about an otherwise 
closed Soviet system. Because the Soviets place 
a high priority on secrecy, the exchange of 
ideas and presence of competition that enable 
Science and technology to thrive are often ab- 
sent. As a result, Soviets lose the technological 
opportunity that flourishes in our society under 
a free enterprise system.

G iv e n  all the complex issues related to them, 
resource allocation decisions involve hard 
choices. These choices all revolve around pro-
gram funding and budgeting. The budget proc- 
ess is an organized decisionmaking process 
that involves complex considerations, multi- 
ple and diverse vievvs, and timely consensus to 
achieve Air Force objectives. No one functional 
element, expert, or specialist can claim ade- 
quate competency to make all these decisions: 
resource allocation is everyones business. 
Throughout this trying process, whether he 
realizes it consciously or not, the Soviet gener- 
a l’s quotation will remain in the back of the
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decisionmaker's mind as he vveighs the evi- 
dence and casis his vote.

Hq USAF
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AEROSPACE DOCTRINE: WE'RE NOT THERE YET
M a j o r  G r o v f r  E. M y k r s

THERE has been much written within the 
pages of the Review lately on the subject of 
space doctrine. Some of it. like Lieutenant Co- 

lonel Charles D. Friedenstein’s article (No- 
vember-December 1985), insists that space is 
unique and totally different from the air envi- 
ronment and, - therefore, the U.S. Air Force 
should develop a unique and separate space 
doctrine. Colonel Friedenstein States—I believe 
in a general sense correctly—that “ the envi- 
ronmental principies of aerospace war do not 
uniformly apply to space because the air and 
spaceenvironments are different." (p. 21) While 
1 disagree with some of his arguments on the 
nonapplicability of some of the principies of 
war to the space environment, I would not take 
issue with the idea that the air and space 
environments are basically different.

In another article by Major L. Parker Tem- 
ple III (March-April 1986), the image of Gen-
eral YVilliam “Billy" Mitchell is once again

revived to support an argum ent for separate 
space doctrine (it seems that a good many 
“space power” advocates associate themselves 
with this early crusader for the separateness of 
air power). Major Temple States, correctly in 
my view, that our current doctrine pays very 
little attention to the space environment other 
than to say that air and space are one—the 
aerospace. He then makes what I consider to be 
the criticai and unfortunately all too common 
error of our current space doctrinal thinking— 
namely, assuming that since the environment 
is different, then what space forces do in that 
environment must also be different. He points 
out that “Basic Aerospace Doctrine is w rong ..." 
when it “ fails to list the space missions or speci- 
fied tasks for which the Air Force is the DOD 
executive agent” (p. 27) and instead discusses 
our traditional missions such as interdiction 
and strategic  offense from an aerospace 
perspective.
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VVhal AF\1 1-1 is attem pting to tio, albeit 
poorly, is to point out that regardless of factors 
such as orbital mechanics, differences in vehi- 
cle design, or relative vehicle speed and ma- 
neuverability that space íorce advocates use to 
imply separateness, air and space forces per- 
form lhe saine fundamental functions. In a very 
basic sense, vvhat all military forces (tanks, 
planes, missiles, ships, and satellites) do is pro- 
vide the capability for strategic and tactical 
offensive and defensive actions. More specifi- 
cally, the U.S. Air Force has developed its par-
ticular missions and tasks as subsets of this 
larger strategic and tactical whole. What the 
manual is attem pting to makeclear is that stra-
tegic offense. counterair, and interdiction are 
really strategic aerospace offense, counteraero- 
space operations, and aerospace interdiction 
and that air and space forces are complemen- 
tarv in aerospace operations. The basic mis-
sions are the same in both the air and space, 
irrespective of the claims of space doctrine 
pundits that what space forces really do is 
"force application, space control, space support, 
and force enhancem ent”—the missions that 
Major Temple referred to in his article. I must 
agree with our doctrine in this instance: we are 
an aerospace force and, as AFM 1-1 States, “Air 
Force missions describe broad military objec- 
tives attained by employing aerospace forces." 
These do change fundamentally when we go 
inio orbit.

1 would agree, however, with critics such as 
Colonel Friedenstein and Major Temple when 
they point out that there is a paucity of discus- 
sion of the space environment and its effect on 
warfare in Air Force doctrine. They are correct 
when they say that our doctrine assumes that 
what is true for air operations is also true for 
space operations. With current technology (and 
very possibly with any technology), orbital me-
chanics do imposecertain constraints not pres- 
ent with traditional air forces. For example, 
altitude provides a satellite a greater field of 
view than an aircraft, and space provides a far 
greater “ loiter'’ capability (years or even cen-

turies in orbit); on the other hand, their predict- 
able orbits and lack of cover make satellites 
vulnerable, and their very high speed severely 
restricts classic maneuverability. One could list 
a similar comparative balance sheet for air 
forces; the point is that our “aerospace" doctrine 
does not do so. AFM 1 -1 assumes awray strengths, 
weaknesses, and synergisms with the statement 
that “ the use of ‘a ir’ should not be construedas 
a more limited treatment of the aerospace 
médium."

What is needed is a sort of compromise. The 
Air Force “establishment" needs to recognize 
officially the differences of the space environ-
ment and the advantages that space forces pro- 
vide in accomplishing traditional Air Force 
missions. At the same time, space force advo-
cates must recognize the disadvantages of space 
forces and realize that the missions of air forces 
also apply to space systems—that we are an 
aerospace force and that system characteristics 
do not imply separateness. There is no better 
place for this compromise than AFM 1-1, and 
the sooner we get on with it, the better off the 
Air Force will be. Our doctrine must do a much 
better job of describing and integrating the 
aerospace environment.

I would not end my critique with AFM 1-1, 
however. The discussion of the synergism of air 
and space forces must filter down to our opera- 
tional and tactical doctrine (our 2- and 3-series 
manuais) to include consideration of how 
space elements enhance our capability to ac- 
complish our strategic and tactical missions. 
AFM 1-1 and its Air Staff authors must take the 
lead here, however, or a truly unified aerospace 
doctrinal regime will be slow\ maybe danger- 
ously slow\ to emerge (the Soviets do not seem 
to have as much trouble integrating as we).

One further point with respect to the pre- 
sumed separateness of the air and space envi-
ronment begs discussion. Until now, access to 
andoperation in space have required "difíerent'' 
equipm ent—rockets rather than jets or props, 
launch pads instead of runways (only half true 
for the shuttle), and space suits rather than
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g-suils. Astronauis have been seen as “differ- 
em ,” space capsules do noi look or "fly" like 
airplanes, satellites do noi need pilots, and, of 
course. space is more '‘hostile'' 10 humans ihan 
air. These perceptions have developed almost a 
cultural heritage oí their own bul are slowly 
changing and will, I think, almost compleiely 
break down in the future. Today, the SR-71 
crews vvear space suits and fly at the edge of 
space, according to some definitions; the shut- 
tle uses a crew to carry cargo to space and then 
‘‘flies" toarunw ay landing. For thefuturefthe 
fairly near future, according to some prognos- 
ticators), the United States will have an aero- 
space plane (or TAY—transatmospheric vehi- 
cle) that most official predictions State will be 
able to operate in space and in the air, will be 
able to accomplish strategic and tactical offen- 
sive and defensive missions, and will, as the 
space shuttle does today, deliver payloads to 
and from orbit—all totally from arunway rather 
than a launch pad. Introduction of the TAV 
will not mean that air and space differences 
will disappear, but it will surely make them 
less meaningful than they are today.

During the late 1920s and the 1930s, the U.S.

Navy—at the “urging” of one General Mit- 
chell and despite the reluctance of many of its 
sênior "battleship" officers—laid thedoctrinal 
and technological groundwork for what is now 
a powerful naval air arm. The Navy accepted 
and incorporated the "unique and different” 
air environment into its operations; it ventured 
into an essentially alien environment in order 
to strengthen U.S. naval power. Today, the 
Navy seems to have few problems venturing 
into space to do the same thing—control the 
seas. The air is not alien to the Air Force, and 
neither should space be. The Air Force exists 
today largely because of the reluctance of lhe 
Army of the 1940s to accept the need for the 
long-range projection of air power beyond the 
immediate battle area. In the future, a separate 
U.S. Space Force (with all the associated "em- 
pires" and bureaucraticcompetition) could ex- 
ist simply because the U.S. Air Force refused to 
integrate space forces and doctrine fully into its 
operations and the all-im portant budget proc - 
ess—because it failed to make the logical and 
natural step to a truly aerospace force.

Center for Aerospace Doctrme, Research,
and Education 

Maxwell AFB, Alabama



GIULIO DOUHET AND STRATEGIC 
AIR FORCE OPERATIONS
a study in the limitations of theoretical warfare
M i c h a e l J. E u l a

THE Italian General Giulio Douhet reignsas 
oneof lhe twentieth ceniury’s£oremosi stra- 

tegic air power theorists. Along with VVilliam 
‘'Billy" Mitchell, Douhet understood that the 
technological advances in weaponry madedur- 
ing World War I were not fully utilized by 
Allied commanders. Douhet thus spent the de- 
cade after the war constructing a theory that 
would íacilitate the strategic use of what he 
conceived to be the biggest technological break- 
through of all. theairplane. As such scholars as 
Raymond Flugel have pointed out, Douhet’s 
theories were crucial at a pivotal pre-World 
War II Army Air Force institution, the Air 
Corps Tactical School.1 Over time, these theor-
ies became institutionalized to the point that 
they were rarely questioned. Their influence 
was subsequently evident in strategic Air Force 
operations.

From the perspective of past missions, we 
can now assess the applicability of Douhetism 
to actual operations. If his theories have been 
generally invalidated, then how much impor- 
tance can we attach to Douhet’s writings? All 
too often, strategists tend to skirt the evidence 
in favor of the modela But as eminent social 
theorists outside of history per se will be the

first to say, models are, at least ideally, heuristic 
devices.3 They provide ports of entry, but they 
do not replace vigorous empirical analysis. 
Even such eminent measurement-error sociol- 
ogists as R. W. Hodge and P. M. Siegel have 
been moved to write:

Any measure is subject to both errors incurred 
through definition of a less than completely valid 
measure [of] a theoretical construct and error 
incurred through an operational measure which 
is not perfectly reliable.4

Scholars have the privilege of living with “op-
erational measures" not “perfectly reliable." 
Military strategists, however, do not.

B e FORE testing the central con- 
cepts of Douhet's arguments against actual de- 
velopments under combat conditions, it is first 
imperative to reconstruct Douhet’s model. 
Probably its most striking feature is its essen- 
tial simplicity. Accordingly. some of its most 
renowned phrases are also its most enticing— 
“ the new form of war” and “the aerial field as 
the decisive field" are crucial here.3 The effect 
of such slogans is almost magical. Douhet 
manages to reducecomplex entities. i.e., “war,"

94
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into easily masiered concepts. VVhile doing so 
mighi serve ihe purpose of inducing militaris- 
lic zeal, it does little to address the serious, 
rational concerns of planning military ob- 
jectives.

Thus war itself—with its enormously com- 
plicated industrial, political, and logistical 
problems—is reduced to the relatively clear 
issues emanating from Douhet's consideration 
of the offensive use of aircraft.6 In this regard, 
the offensive capabilities of aircraft seem to 
erase completely the analogous reality of de- 
fensive measures.' Douhet thus argued that 
"such offensive actions cannot only cut off an 
opponenfs army and navy from their bases of 
operations, but can also bomb the interior of 
the enemy’s country so devastatingly that the 
physical and moral resistance of the people 
would also collapse.”8

YVhat did Douhet propose to do with this 
offensive power? Quite clearly, his most press- 
ing goal was twofold. On the one hand, he 
argued that air power should be directed to- 
ward the utter obliteration of the enemy’s in-
dustrial base. Typically, Douhet minced no 
words when he argued that a strike force 
“should always operate in mass” to "crush the 
material. . .  resistance of the e n e m y . Second, 
Douhet was convinced that the effect of this 
was to, without doubt, demoralize the enemy 
population. He thus wrote:

In terms of military results. it is much more im-
portam to destroy a railroad station, a bakery, a 
war piam, or to machine-gun a supply column, 
moving trains, or any other behind-ihe-lines ob- 
jective, than to strafe or bomb a trench. The re-
sults are immeasurably greater in breaking mo- 
rale . . .  in spreading terror and panic. . . . I0

Such offensive striking power precluded the 
need for a large number of fighter aircraft. 
YVhat would be the use of tactical weaponry in 
an era of massive strategic bombing? Douhet’s 
war was swift and sure, decisive beyond ques- 
tion. He did not call for the abolition of tactical 
aircraft in the way that such scholars as Edward 
YVarner have im plied.11 In light of twentieth-

century developments, however, it might be 
said that Douhet put it in its proper perspec-
tive. It is crucial to remember, nevertheless, 
that this balance was not conceived of in an 
overly theoretical way. Accordingly, Douhet 
poimed out:

There must be both combat planes and bombers 
in an Independem Air Force. . . .  As for bombers. 
it is obviously desirable to have lhe greatest pos- 
sible number, because, whatever the circumstan- 
ces, it is always opportune to launch major ofíen- 
sives. Therefore, there can be no set proportion of 
combat planes and bombers since both depend 
upon diverse independem circumstances.12

The phrase “ independem circumsiances" is 
crucial, for it suggests Douhet’s alinost intui- 
tive grasp of the very essence of war. I refer here 
to the quality of instability and vagueness in- 
herem in the process of fighting—at least at 
certain historical moments.15 The problem 
with Douhet's position, though, is that it was 
formulated during the prenuclear age in gen-
eral and the ICBM era in particular. The ICBM 
is not the long-range bomber or even the V-l 
rocket, as Bernard Brodie made clear in a pas- 
sage noteworthy for its brilliant simplicity:

Nuclear weapons also made defense against stra-
tegic bombing enormously more difficult and 
disheartening to the defender. The defense of 
London against the V-l was considered effective, 
and yet in eight days, 2,300 hit the city. The 
record bag was that of August 28, 1944, when out 
of 101 bombs aproaching London 97 were shot 
down and only four got ihrough. But if those four 
had been atomic bombs the record of defense 
would not have been considered good.14

Another surface appeal of Douhet's argu- 
ment lies in its mathematical “certainty.” In a 
discussion of bombing patterns, Douhet con- 
veys the impression that such tactics could be 
worked out in advance—to the letter.15 This 
sort of thinking, in certain quarters, has worked 
to the disadvantage of strategic operations.16 
Indeed, such a posture assumes that air strikes 
can be directed at the industrial base of the 
enemy.

Combat experiences during the Korean con-
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flict are a stark example of Douhet's utter in- 
ability to grasp the intricacies of international 
relations. I am not suggesting that he should 
have foreseen the quagmire of mainland Asia. 
My point, rather, is that the Fifteenth Air 
Force, in spite of overwhelming superiority, 
was unable to strike a final blow at the material 
base of the communist war effort because that 
base was located in Mainland China and the 
Soviet U nion.17 Strategic bombing thus carne 
to a screeching halt on 26 September 1950.18 
International political concerns, in this in- 
stance, overrode purely strategic necessities. It 
was not simply a matier, as Douhet put it, of 
m aintaining “violent, uninterrupted action 
against surfaceobjectives to theend that it may 
crush the material and moral resistance of the 
enemy.” 19

“ Uninterrupted” operations suggests a vital 
element in Douhet’s scheme. This perspective 
held grave implications for army and naval 
strategists, as it implied the obsolescence of 
their forces. Certainly, Douhet discussed the 
role of fixed fortifications on land.20 He also 
paid attention to the defensive functions of na-
val forces.21 But clearly, sea and land power 
would. inevitably, be rendered pointless in a 
massive attack swiftly carried out.23 The de- 
moralization of the enemy population would 
be crucial at this point, as would a suitable lack 
of enemy defenses.

For Douhet. one fundamental way of sus- 
taining the potential for massive, uninterrupted 
strikes was to employ all of a society’s available 
aircraft. This could best be accomplished, he 
argued, through a reliance on civil aviation. 
The State thus m aintains civil aircraft “in ac-
tive Service . . .[so] that the planes [can] be 
easily and rapidly converted into warplanes.”25 
Douhet thus assumed that the typical civil air- 
plane could be easily converted into a heavy 
bomber, a premise that was highly questiona- 
bleeven in his own day.24 This is a point which 
such scholars as Warner have failed to fully 
grasp. Just because Douhet later modified his 
position, relegatingcivil aircraft to “secondary

functions,” does not mean that he regarded 
those subsidiary capacities as inconsequential.25

More on that subject later. At this juncture, 
let me complete the outline of Douhefs main 
points. Two aspects stand paramount here. 
The first of these was his apathetic altitude 
tow-ard defensive strategy. The second was his 
notion of total war.

I have already implied that Douhet largely 
ignored the possibilities inherent in defensive 
measures. His assumptions concerning, say, 
bombing patterns, certainly illustrate this. So 
does his embryonic conception of the blitz- 
krieg. Throughout, the potential for resistance 
is overlooked. Accordingly, he asserted that 
“ the decision will be quick in this kind of 
war. . .  .”26 Bombing patterns, however, do not 
mean as much when the enemy knows that you 
arecoming. He thusmanifestedan acutely ahis- 
torical frame of m ind—one that was unable 
to transcend the experiences of the First World 
War. In short, he failed to understand that 
technology tends to develop in a multilinear 
way that is very seldom predictable. An even 
cursory examination of the medieval longbow 
and its relationship to the armored, mounted 
knight, for instance, would have raised doubts 
about the assumption that defensive strategies 
remain dormant in the face of offensive threats.

Douhet’s view of total war also presumes too 
much. For one thing, the centralization of 
command has seldom proved to be an easily 
attainable goal. Indeed, given such realities as 
interservice rivalries (as well as intraservice 
ones) and vague, contradictory national politi-
cal goals, one might conclude that such com-
mand efficiency is a hopelessly utopian ideal.2' 
Further, toassert the idea of a national “w ill”— 
indeed, to assume the existence of a civic spirit 
wúth theoretical roots in continental liber-
al ism—is to thoughtlessly project European 
models onto fundamentally different socie- 
ties—such as the United States. Strategists in 
America cannot assume the viability of this 
approach, particularly within the seamless 
web of American culture.
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This, ihen, is the basic outline of Douhets 
argument as it appears in The Command of the 
Air. The task now is 10 illustraie its basic theo- 
retical weaknesses in lighi of aciual Air Force 
operations. Only then can iis use as a heuristic 
guide be questioned.

I HAVE already pointed, in an 
admittedly cursory way, 10 the inappropriate- 
ness of some of Douhefs arguments, given ac- 
tual Air Force sorties. Korea and the assump- 
tions surrounding bombing offensives is one 
stark case in point. There are four issues that 
need to be discussed within the context of the 
Air Force’s institutionalization of Douhetism. 
These are Douhet’s deemphasis of defensive 
measures, the assumed demoralization of the 
enemy population, the alleged mathematical 
certainty of uninterrupted bombing, and the 
reliance on civil aviation.

In the matter of defensive measures versus 
offensive potential, it is indeed surprising that 
Douhet failed to grasp the historical reality of 
defensive technological development and its 
necessary correlation with offensive innova- 
tions. Early on in his career, Douhet built a 
reputation as an electronic technician at Turin 
Polyiechnic.28 As early as 1904, he wasstudying 
the “Calculations of Rotating Field Engines.”29 
His "Outlines of Electrotechnics” was later 
published as a pamphlet while, simultane- 
ously, he delivered a lecture at the Sorbonne on 
the separation of hydrogen and oxygen from 
air.50

Despite such impressive credentials, Douhet’s 
argument concerning the inevitability of of-
fensive superiority points to a profoundly dis- 
torted view of air warfare. Given the technical 
aspects of actual operations, it does not have 
much credibility. Look, for example, at a rela- 
tively effective attack on 2 November 1943. 
Three hundred twelve tons of bombs were 
dropped on the Wiener Neustadt Messerschmitt 
Me-109 airframe works in Áustria.51 Despite 
DouheFs claims that the “only really effective

aerial defense cannot but be ind irect. . . ,” the 
Fifteenth lost ten B-17s on that one day alone.52 
But this was only the beginning. During the 
February bombing runs on aircraft plants in 
Áustria and Germany, approximately eighty- 
nine Fifteenth bombers were lost.55 As one ana- 
lyst put it, bomber “ losses per sortie were 
nearly five times as great as those of the es- 
corts.”54 Axis defensive measures, such as radar, 
flak, and large numbers of tactical aircraft, 
were thus far more effective than Douhet had 
anticipated. For the 340th, this fact was pain- 
fully learned. As James Cate and Wesley Craven 
tell us, there were about “ ten of twelve planes 
holed by AA fire on a mission against Vena- 
fro.” During the October runs over Leghorn- 
Pontedera, the loss of Liberators on loan from 
the Eighth Air Force was also heavy. Cate and 
Craven tell us that the Liberator force

. . .  met heavy flak and around sixty fighters, some 
with a 37-mm cannon in their wings and others 
which lobbed rocket-type shells into the bomber 
formation with considerably accuracy. Fourteen 
of the bombers were shot down and fifty-two 
damaged. Enemy losses were undetermined, but 
apparemly did not equal the Liberator losses.'5

This was also, in the same sort of scenario, 
apparent in Vietnam. During the Linebacker II 
missionsof December 1972, B-52scarriedon an 
offensive against Haiphong and Hanoi that 
made runs on Fortress Europe look paltry in -
deed. The losses suffered due to SAMs, MiGs, 
and antiaircraft batteries were very heavy. SAMs 
in particular were quite effective, as the Fif-
teenth lost five bombers during this period.'6 
Fifteen bombers were lost in a ll.57 Richard 
Nixon was forced to admit that his “major 
concern during the first week of bombing was 
not the sharp wave of domestic and interna- 
tional criticism, which I had expected, but the 
high losses of B-52s.”58

Linebacker II is a particularly good example 
of Douhet’s underestimation of the enemy’s 
morale. Despite intensive bombing at unprec- 
edented rates, the will of the North Vietna- 
mese was not broken. Here, the key to under-
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standing lies in the realm of culture. Douhet 
and his Air Force adherenis operated from a 
certain levei of rationality concerning “accept- 
able" leveis of deaih. What is acceptable to one 
people, particularly from the West, is not, 
hovvever, necessarily applicable somevvhere else. 
Technology does not necessarily overcome 
anger and a sense of nationalist zeal. Con- 
versely, technocrats are not necessarily fighters.

Vietnam is also a useful laboratory to con- 
sider Douhet’s belief in the mathematical cer- 
tainty of uninterrupted bombing operations. 
Of course, “uninterrupted” is itselí quite an 
assumption. Most attempts to predict accu- 
rately the probable effect of precise bombing 
patterns failed in Southeast Asia. I have already 
pointed to the inability of B-52s to undercut 
North Vietnamese morale. But I have in mind 
even more than that. Douhet, in chapter 3 of 
The Command of the Air, offers very precise 
equations, i.e., 50 bombing units = thedesiruc- 
tion of 500 surface meters.39 The luxury of such 
sureness has not been proved in reality. Con-
sistem pounding of North Vietnamese targets, 
all based on often intricate quantitative mod- 
els, failed to yield the desired result—the com-
plete and utter haltingof theenem y’s logistical 
efforts. Ironically, theefforts involved in plan- 
ning pinpoint bombings were themselves per- 
ceived by some as signs of vveakness, not power. 
High-ranking officials, such as George Bali, 
were thus moved toargue that dropping “bombs 
was a pain-killing exercise that saved my col- 
leagues from having to face the hard decision to 
withdraw.”40 This was not the sort of decisive- 
ness that Douhet had argued w-ould result from 
awesome offensive striking power.

There is, finally, Douhet’s point concerning 
the use of civil aviation. Now^here in Air Force 
strategic history has this measure been even 
remotely relevant. Complex bombing opera-
tions, even as early as 1943, have precluded the 
possibility of using aircraft designed for ci- 
vilian use. T o go into the technical reasons for 
my position is redundant, given the general 
knowledge of rigorous strategic requirements.

Within thecontextof this knowledge, it issilly 
to take seriously Douhet’s assertion that as

. . .  for the planes themselves, even in military 
aviation circles, the misconcepiion is held that 
civilian planes cannot be used for war purposes 
because the two types of planes must have differ- 
ent characteristics. I call this opinion a miscon-
ception___Such compromise would be of advan-
tage to military aviation for thisreason: by basing 
itself upon civil aviation, which is constantly 
active, it would always have at its disposal the 
latest types of plane; whereas, if it relied upon its 
own means, it would often find itself armed with 
antiquated models.41

Douhet then went on to make the incredible 
argument:

This misconception also results from the fact that 
military aviation today usesalmostentirely planes 
of extreme characteristics; whereas civil aviation 
uses planes of moderate characteristics. And, I 
repeat, aerial war is not fought with planes of 
extreme characteristics, in spite of occasional air 
battles.42

MORE than anything else, the theoretical ir- 
relevanceof The Command of the Air is rooted 
in Douhet’s insensitivity to historical devel- 
opment and cultural diversity. Even a nodding 
acquaintance with the history of warfare would 
have alerted him to the correlation between 
offensive capabilities and developments in de- 
fensive technologv.4' His failure to grasp the 
complex cultural history of peoples, regarding 
death, for instance, translated into false as- 
sumptions concerning theenemy population's 
tolerance of intensive bombing. Such over- 
sights proved disastrous by the time of Viet-
nam. For social scientists, our Vietnam expe- 
rience has added credibility to Max Weber’s 
warnings concerning bureaucratic inertia. For 
Air Force commanders, it illustrated the clear 
weaknesses of Douhet’s model.

University of Califórnia at Innne

Author'* note: I wish to thank mycolleagues(Doctors DennisCasey 
and James Davis) in the History Office at H<| Fifteenth Air Force, 
for lheir comments on this article.
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You’ve got the sti<

ON NONCONFORMITY
C o l o n e l A l a n  L. G r o p m a n , U SA F ( R h t )

THERE is a specter haum ing the U.S. Air 
Force—it is theghostof nonconformity. Theevi- 
dence for my assertion is the lively debate 
within the pages of the Air University Revieiv 
since William S. “Bill" L ind’s disquieting ar- 
ticle in the November-December 1984 issue, 
titled "Reading, VVriting, and Policy Review: 
The Air Force’s Unilateral Disarmament in the 
YVar of Ideas.” L ind’s essay directly criticized 
Air Force censorship, and it spoke indirectly of 
a deeper problem in the Air Force at large— 
hostility to ideas that do not conform to cur- 
rent, “official” Air Force positions.

Each issue of the Review subsequent to 
L ind’s article has contained letters to the editor 
or short essays supporting L ind’s position. 
The most depressing of these comments were 
those from former Review editors expressing 
frustration with the policy review process. Al- 
most all authors and editors writing on this 
topic who had direct experience with the Pol-
icy Review apparatus in the Air Force con- 
curred with Lind. I have never agreed with Bill 
Lind before, but the concern he expressed 
about censorship and the larger issue—intro- 
ducing novel ideas to the Air Force—is correct.
The Air Force, apparently, does not approve of 
its officers' airing views that differ from estab- 
lished positions.

From my experience of twenty-six years in 
the Air Force, I sincerely doubt that Lind's 
article would have been cleared by Policy Re-
view if it had been written by an active-duty 
officer. The Air Force attitude on nonconform-
ity can be capsuled in a statement protesting 
L ind’s remarks made by Brigadier General 
Richard “ Dick” Abel when he was Director of 
Public Affairs. General Abel complained that 
the Review, by publishing Lind’s remarks, did 
not understand “ the need for the Air Force to 
speak with one voice.” (“Whose voice?” poten- 
tial authors might ask.)

Abel's point of view was supported about a 
year later by Colonel Ronald B. Johnston, who 
was responsible for Security and Policy Review 
under General Abel and for some time after the 
general retired. Johnston wrote in the Review 
that each of us must see ourselves and act as a 
“ DOD spokesperson.” Both Abel and John-
ston agreed that active-duty officers must con-
form to “official” Air Force positions or not 
break into print.

Censorship is real, but the Policy Review 
apparatus is not the only censor. In fact, it 
rarely, if ever, initiates the censorship process. 
Who are the censors in the Air Force?

Unfortunately, almost every staff officer in 
the Pentagon is, or can become, a censor. One
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need not be a general to bar publication of 
disagreeable ideas, and, in fact, almost never 
does the issue of censorship reach flag-rank 
officers (although generais, too, can become 
censors). The censors are most likely to be Pen- 
tagon field-grade action officers who have been 
given the task of “recommending’' (really, a l-
most deciding) whether a proposed article for 
the/fez-teu» or any other journal should bepub- 
lished. The Policy Review process seeks an ex- 
pert on the subject under question, but almost 
always the “expert” is also an “advocate" 
whose life could be complicated by an article in 
the Review that does not conform with current 
policy.

Censorship comes about from the mistaken 
idea that Policy Review binds military authors 
to agreeing with current policy. That is not so. 
The purpose of policy review is to ensure that a 
writer articulating Air Force policy on a sub-
ject does so correctly. However, if an author 
disagrees with the policy and so States that his 
or her essay calls for a change in policy, then 
there should be no censorship. One recognizes 
that special rules apply to policymakers, that 
is. to four-star generais whose articulation of a 
different policy may be taken to be the enuncia- 
tion of a new policy; but for individuais below 
the levei of general, especially with disclaim- 
ers, this approach should not apply—but apply

Letters

some thoughts from an Air Corps Tactical School 
graduate

Major James B. Smiih's "Some Thoughts on Clause- 
witz and Airplanes," which appeared in your May- 
June 1986 issue, prompts comment from a student 
who sat through the lectures of Larry Kuter and

it does. We are not questioning obedience here. 
Military people carry out orders, whether or 
not they agree with them. We are questioning 
the idea that honest dissent is damaging.

The consequence of always staying in lock 
step in whatever battles the Air Force has with 
other Services, with other executive depart- 
rnents, or with the legislature is intellectual 
sterility, which in the long run will deplete the 
thinking foundation of this or any other service.

When one looks into our past, one sees hos- 
tility to airmen whose opinions differed from 
accepted policy even ai the time when the Air 
Force was in its heroic period of doctrine devel- 
opment, supposedly alive to new ideas. For 
example, while the Air Corps strategic bomb- 
ing advocates formulated a doctrine new to 
American warfighting, they banned those 
around them w'hodisagreed with theefficacy of 
that doctrine. In so doing, they guaranteed con- 
formity but cosí the lives of thousands of 
bomber crewmembers during 1942 and 1943. 
We cannot afford to make that type of mistake 
again. Let us all pledge to open our journals 
(and our brains) to new ideas, even noncon- 
formist ones.

Colonel Gropman, 1'SAK (Rol), is cmployed .11 lhe SYSGON Gir- 
poraiiun, Washington, !),(:,

Possum Hansell in the Class of 1936. They were my 
introduetion to Strategic Bombardment, my spe- 
cialty being Observation. I listened with interest, 
knowing that Kuter and Hansell were bright young
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proteges oí General Hap Arnold then al March 
Field. I surmised that he was the source.

Al that time, I traced some ideas to a source differ- 
ent from that cited in the article, to Admirai Mahan’s 
work The Influence of Sea Power upon History. I 
knew that General Arnold had studied that work at 
Army War College th rough  Major Horace M. 
Hickam. (A discussion of Mahan's idea was in your 
March-April issue, pp. 104-10.) M ahan’s theme was 
that British sea power, protecting trade routesessen- 
tial to Britain’s welfare, was an instrument of for- 
eign policy. It does not take much of an extension to 
conclude that air power could be an instrument of 
foreign policy. In fact. Major Hickam suggested that 
to me in 1932. But the use of air powrer beyond the 
baulefield calls for a more sophisticated reason for 
strategic bombardment than "trade.” Hence, Clause- 
witz was brought into the picture, being an author- 
ity. As he had died in 1831, his theories must have 
related to the conventional thinking of that time— 
i.e., that wars are fought to acquire or to protect 
territory, the will to resist notwithstanding.

I do not recall any discussion of the limitations of 
strategic bombardment, and there are two: the first is 
that it is intermittent; the second, that air power 
cannoi hold territory (possession, that is). Bom-
bardment is a flexible extension of artillery, and its 
purpose is destruction; but to what end? In 1936, the 
end was to support the ground forces within the 
battle zone. I read the talks as a matter of control, 
whether air power should be limited to the battle- 
field (tactical) or used outside the baulefield (stra- 
tegic).

The Principies of IVar by Clausewitz was required

reading during the twenties. It was in paperback, as I 
recall, published by a military publishing house in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in 1925. It was my under- 
standing that this was the English text used at Army 
War College.

The last battle that I can think of that meets the 
Army Field Service criteria for destruction was Wa- 
terloo, both sides practically destroyed, but Welling- 
ton less so. The Franco-Prussian War was settled 
when the Prussians got to Paris. The Civil War 
ended when Lee's territory had been reduced to the 
State of Virgínia.

Interestingly, w;e were defeated in a battle of wills 
by the Vietnamese, and they had no air power. The 
will to resist is quite nebulous, human nature being 
what it is. Guerrilla action should teach us some- 
thing, and the Soviets are learning in Afghanistan.

The Battle of the Falklands is a kindergarten sam- 
ple of my view on territory. The Argentines seized 
British territory, and England reacted. The Argen- 
tine Air Force was unable to influence the outcome, 
despite their Exocet missiles. The British traded sev- 
eral ships damaged or sunk to place 5000 foot sol- 
diers on the island and regained their territory.

T he nuclear bomb clouds the picture to the extern 
that the acquired territory may be useless for either 
or both sides. That is where we stand today. It does 
not make sense to defend one’s territory in such a 
way as to destroy it.

For the record, Muir Fairchild's nickname (men- 
tioned on p. 54) should be “Sandy," I believe.

Major General Edm und C. Lynch, USAF (Ret)
Austin, Texas
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IDEAS AND THE WARRIOR
LlElTENA.VT COLONEL ROBERT C. EHRHART

M ar is a matter of vital im portance tu the State; lhe prov- 
ince of life or dealh: the road to survival or rum. It is 
mandatory that it be thoroughly sludted.

Sun Tzu. The Jrt of \\’ar

PROJECT VVarrior was initiaied in 1982 
with two objectives: “ to improve the war- 

fighting spirit and perspective of our Air F"orce 
people” and to enhance our “understanding of 
the theory and practice of war with particular 
emphasis on the contribuiion of air power.” 1 
From the beginning, the program has aimed ai 
both the heart and the brain of the vvarrior.

Project Warrior was not to bea quick fix, but 
an ongoing process. "This project,” said its 
founders, "is for now and for the future.” Nor 
was it intended just for those who would wield 
the “cutting edge.” The sênior Air Force lead- 
ers who laid the framework for Project Warrior 
made no bones about this:

A total team eííort is envisioncd, tncluding of- 
ficer, enlisted. guard, reserve, and civilian. All 
contribute to the accompltshment of lhe mission, 
and it is essential that all be included in the 
program.?

With this broad approach in mind, the pro-
gram stresses maximum flexibility for com- 
mands, agencies, bases, and units as they work 
to achieve Project Warrior's dual objectives.

I IO W  are we doing? At some 
bases, Warrior has made little headway. At 
others, units or individuais have developed dy- 
namic programs that are affecting the attitudes 
of unit members. These programs remind peo-
ple why the U.S. Air Force exists, why they 
serve, and why the Air Force cannot be simply a 
” nine-to-five” job. Meanwhile, our sênior 
leaders continue tosupport Project Warrior. In 
a letter dated 30 September 1985 to all major 
command and separate operating agency com- 
manders, General Charles Gabriel, then-Air 
Force Chief of Staff, observed, ” With our con- 
tinued support and participation, it [Project 
Warrior] will have a lasting effect on the 
United States Air Force.” '

To date, most of the elements of lhe various 
Warrior programs throughoui the Air Force 
have tended to stress the "heart” side of War-
rior, foeusing on the warfighting spirit and 
military perspective. This emphasis is as it 
should be because motivation and commit- 
ment touch all Air Force people and are partic- 
ularly essential toany successful military force.

Nevertheless, we musi not forget that the 
other side of Warrior—the brain side—is also 
imporiant. In situations where we will not 
have overwhelming material superiority or
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when material resources are not sufficient in 
themselves, victory can come only through 
wise use of available assets. This necessitates 
disciplined study as vvell as the Creative use of 
our imellects. Project Warrior helps achieve 
this goal through the study of military history. 
In the letter that initiated Warrior in 1982, 
lhen-Chief of Staff General Lew Allen stated 
this explicitly:

1 believe that a continuing study of military his- 
tory. combat leadership. the principies of war, 
and particularly the application of air power, is 
necessary for us to meet lhe challenges that lie 
ahead.1

A basic understandingof the development of 
military forces—especially air forces—and of 
the way in which they have been employed 
enables us to build on past successes and to 
avoid ptevious mistakes. This guidance per- 
tains not only tooperationsand tactics but also 
to the development of doctrine, command or- 
ganizations, and preparation for employment.

While history does not repeat itself, even a 
cursou study of the past spotlights recurring 
military issues vvith which we still grapple. 
The effort to understand these recurring issues 
bv analyzing how they are addressed in a vari- 
ety of circumstances and vvhy these efforts suc- 
ceeded or failed can help us deal vvith them 
more effectively. The ansvvers may not alvvays 
be the same, but the effort will increase the 
possibility of finding the appropriate answers 
for our time.

The comment that the world now moves too 
quickly for history to be of value is, in reality, 
an argument for using what past experience 
offers. Ours is an age of rapid change; it is also 
an age in which victory—and defeat—can 
come at a pace far quicker than our predeces- 
sors had to face. We may no longer have the 
luxury they had—to learn (or relearn) by trial 
and error. In future conflicts, there may be no 
second half in which to regroup. Improper tac-
tics or inappropriate strategies may result not 
just in setbacks but in outright defeat.

misuses o f history

Unfortunately, using the past is fraught wdth 
pilfalls. It is easier to misuse history than to use 
it correctly. For this reason, it may be helpful to 
dissect the potential for misapplication before 
considering how military professionals should 
approach the past.’

Misuse #1: Extracting “lessons" indiscrim- 
inately frorn the past without takmg mto ac- 
count technological, political, economic, or 
social differences. Bernard Brodie, one of the 
early Rand thinkers, stated it well when he 
vvrote, "The phrase ‘history teaches,’ when en- 
countered in argument, usually pretends bad 
history and worse logic."6 In the classroom of 
combat, it often results in defeat.

After their thum ping by the Germans in 
1870-71, French military leaders looked back to 
ancient Rome and saw élan and the offensive 
spirit as keys to the Legions’ victories. From 
this evaluation, they evolved the dubious doc-
trine of the offensive à outrance (the unlimited 
offensive) and the idea, embodied in Plan 
XVII, that "what the enemy intends to do is of 
no consequence.”7 Unfortunately, the French 
ignored or misread the importance of such 
technological developments as the machine 
gun and barbed wire. Thus, in the fali of 1914, 
the gallant poilu (infantryman) in his red kepi 
and trousers learned that courage is often 
wasted against uninspired bullets.

In the Six-Day War in 1967, audacious Israeli 
armor thrusts, combined vvith air superiority, 
routed Arab forces. After this victory, the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) reorganized vvith a pre- 
ponderance of armor and a reduction in infan- 
try.The "lessons"of 1967provedcostlyjustsix 
years later when both armor and air forces were 
confronted by greatly improved technology in 
the form of surface-to-air missiles and antitank 
rockets. The IDF" was able to reverse the tide in 
the 1973 War, but this victory should not ob- 
scure the penalty they paid, in casualties and 
m aterie l, for neglecting  to update their 
"lessons."
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Alisuse #2: Focusing too narrowly on what 
happened. to the neglect of why things hap- 
pened and why people acted as they did. Too 
often. history is studied with an overemphasis 
on dates and isolated íacts. Such an approach, 
while helpful for Trivial Pursuit, can obscure 
the meaning of events or result in misinterpre- 
tations that become potentially disastrous “ les- 
sons.” Dates are only pegs on which to hang 
the narrative of history; they provide a frame- 
work for relating—and understanding—events. 
In themselves, they are not history. but merely 
chronology.

Castigating European military leaders for 
their failures in the Great War of 1914-18—and 
even knowing what they did wrong—is not so 
importam as understanding why they did what 
they did, why they were wrong, and why they 
failed to do other things. Specific situations 
will not recur exactly, but attitudes of mind 
and habits of thought may very well do so. 
Again, Bernard Brodie was on the mark when 
he noted that it was the horizons of the World 
War I commanders rather ihan their skills 
which were so limited; and, he warned, “ there 
is nothing in the stars that guarantees our own 
generation against comparable errors.”8

Misuse #3: Focusing too narrowly on “our” 
past and ignonng the experiences and percep- 
tions of others. This myopic approach often 
translates into a concentraiion on the victors 
while ignoring the defeated. The relationship 
between victory and capability is far more 
complex than a simple A = B equation, how- 
ever. The final outcome of a conflict cioes not 
mean that the victors were superior in every- 
thing from organization to training to specific 
weapons to employmeni. They may only have 
been relatively better in one or tu o respects in 
that specific situation. They may have been 
worse in many areas, but their weaknesses were 
compensated by certain strengths that might 
not be present in a future conflict. Nor is defeat 
synonymous with ineffectiveness. The Wehr- 
macht ultimately lost World War II, but few 
would say it was ineffective.

Focusing on only one side oí a struggle pro- 
vides only one-halí the perspec tive. It is impos-
sible to understand the astounding success of 
the German blitzkrieg in 1940 and again in 
1941 by concentrating only on the attackers. If 
we are to understand blitzkrieg operations 
fully, we must know what the Western Allies 
and the Russiansdid wrong as well as what lhe 
Wehrmacht did right. And we must understand 
why each nation’s decisionmakers and forces 
did what they did. Similarly, given the defen- 
sivestrategy of NATO, it wouldseem logical to 
study more closely how the German Army and 
Air Force conducted the war on the Eastern 
From from 1943 to 1945 rather than focus on 
the Allied campaigns—land and air—in West-
ern Europe during the same period.

the uses o f history

In light of the possible errors we might derive 
from history, why should we tnake the effort? 
Why not just ignore the past and concemrate 
on the present and the future? To stand the 
question on end: How can history be useful? 
What does it provide? What are its proper roles?

The study of military history makes us think 
about our profession. It is impossible for the 
conscientious warrior to study the past without 
becoming more aware of the problems and de- 
mands of his own time. He cannot help being 
m oreattuned tocurrent developmenisand ask- 
ing, “How do these factors affect our waífight- 
ing capabilities?” History is replete with m ili-
tary leaders who failed to ask this question or 
who answered it incorrectly because their V i-

sion was too narrow.
The study of military history enlarges our 

perspective. W'hen we study events, we need to 
do so with a curious and queslioning mind: 
Why did lhe participants act as they did? How 
could they have changed the outcome of events? 
What would I have done?

Indeed, one could argue that the most im por-
tam thing to learn from history is what made 
people think and act as they did.9 By consider-
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ing the circumstances under which others 
made decisions, we may gain helpful insights, 
avoid similar mistakes, and better adapi our 
decisions and actions to our circumstances. We 
can. in short, heed the guidance of Otto von 
Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor of Germany: 
“ Fools say that they learn by experience. I 
prefer to profit by others’ experiences."10

By broadening our horizons, the study of 
military history reduces theethnocentrism that 
has a way of sneaking into the military plan- 
ning of all nations. Embedded vvithin the 
French Army’s Plan XVII, forexample, was the 
widely shared belief that “we [the French] 
possess . . .  a soldier, undeniably superior to the 
one beyond the Vosges in his racial qualities, 
activity, intelligence, spirit, . . . [and] patriot- 
ism.”11 Unfortunately, “this wasneither the first 
nor the last time that bad amhropology con- 
tributed to bad strategy.” 12

Moreover, the study of military history re- 
minds us that war is more than battles and 
campaigns and that warfighting capability re- 
fers not simply to “force structure.” The battles 
and operations of the past are importam, but 
our analysis of them must consider not only 
tactics and weapons but also such criticai as- 
pects as logistics, command and control, train- 
íng, organization, and the evolution of doc- 
trine. As we better understand the logistical 
difficuliies that Rommel faced, the importance 
of esprit de corps to the Marines at the Chosin 
reservoir, or thecontrast between thecaution of 
Union General Joseph Hooker and the auda- 
city of Generais Robert E. Lee and “Stonewall” 
Jackson at Chancellorsville, we improve our 
grasp of the nature of war and the complexity 
of the factors involved in victories and defeats. 
The value of past experience can be illustrated 
by aquick look at a few of the issues with which 
the Air Force is grappling at this moment.

Air power's role in maritimeoperations. The 
fact that land-based aircraft in World War II 
sank more enemy shipping than did Allied sur- 
face forces or sea-based air should suggest some 
value in considering howr this achievement

w-as accomplished. Also, since long-range air-
craft were an importam factor in the Allied 
victory over the North Atlantic U-boats, might 
not that experience be worth another look?

The development and ejfective integration 
of new technology mto aerospace operations. 
This is an area where specifics change, but 
basic issues remain. Military professionals have 
always wrestled with the effective integration 
of new technology into their systems of war- 
fare. Sometimes they were successful (e.g., the 
German employment of armor in World War 
II); sometimes they failed (as the French did 
with their misapplicaiion of the mitrailleu.se, 
an early version of the machine gun, in 1870). 
How military forces viewed new technology 
and the success with which they applied it offer 
insight not only into the technology but even 
more into the psychological and bureaucratic 
aspects of this issue. Richard H allion’s Rise of 
the Fighter Aircraft, for example, not only ex- 
plains the intimate relationship among tech- 
nological change, doctrinal evolution, and air 
superiority in the First World War but suggests 
what this relationship means for air forces of 
today and tomorrow.13

The importance of inspirational and inno- 
vative leaders. For air leadership, look at George 
Kenney, arguably the most innovative Ameri-
can airman in the Second World War. No one 
was more effective when it carne to inspiring 
troops, getting the most from truly shoestring 
support, and operating in a joint environment. 
Does Rommel have anything to offer by way of 
dynamic leadership? What about Napoleon’s 
ability to inspire and motivate men in combat? 
What about M aoTse-tung’scapacity for adapt- 
ing strategy and tactics to resources?

I I AVING argued against the fal- 
lacy of clear and simple lessons from history, 
let me conclude this brief overview of historical 
study in Project Warrior by suggesting not les-
sons but two observations.

First, war has always involved a moral as
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well as a material íacet. The collapse of Plan 
XVII demonstrated that spirit alone cannot en- 
sure success in combat. On lhe other hand, 
history offers numerous examples, írom the 
Spartans at Thermopylae to the imprisoned 
ílyers in Hanoi, that the heart oí the warrior is 
an essential ingredient in combat. General 
William Tecumseh Sherman noted: “There is 
a soul to an army . . ., and no general can 
accomplish the full work of his army unless he 
commands the soul of his men as well as their 
bodies and legs.”u

Whether we call it ‘‘esprit,” “cohesion,” or 
simply “pride,'' the importance of this ingre-
dient has not been lessened by modem weapons 
or sophisticated command and control Sys-
tems. If anything, the competing demands of 
our age make moral forces even more im por-
tam both in training and in fighting. As Amer-
ica^ most successful blitzkrieg warrior, Gen-
eral Patton. observed, “ Wars are fought with 
weapons, but they are won by m en.” 11 By stim- 
ulating a greater awareness of the military tra- 
dition and heritage of the Air Force, Project 
Warrior strengthens both our spirit and our 
perspective.

At the same time, war continues to be an
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AIR FORCE NONSPEAK
COLONEL RlCHARD S. CAMMAROTA

Rcadnig rnaketh a full man; conference, a ready 
man; and writing, an exact man.

Franc is Bacon

THE craft oí wriiing has been variously re- 
ferred to as an “art,” a “science,” and a 

“curse” ! As it thrives in today's Air Force—and 
other major bureaucracies—it is all oí these 
and more. YVriting, a means to communicate 
thoughts with “understandable” visual sym- 
bols, is nowhere more distant from its purest 
form than in a bureaucracy—ironically, a word 
whose history carries suggestions oí both 
“wriiing” and “concealment."1 Although you 
may find exceptions (bureaucrats who write 
clearly and nonbureaucrats who write like bu-
reaucrats), som ethingabout the inherent quest 
íor survival in a bureaucracy makes writing not

so much an offensive device to communicate 
thoughts and ideas as a dejensive tool to con- 
ceal imprecise thinking or a lack of thought. 
The objective of bureaucratic writing, in íact, 
is too often to obscure rather than to illumi- 
nate, to preserve rather than change, or to State 
rather than explain. Reversing those tenden- 
cies, if you are frank enough to admit you’re a 
bureaucratic “nonspeaker,” is not difficult but 
demands that you be willing to expose more of 
your thinking processes in your writing.

W riting is, after all, a visual symbol of 
thought. We write what we think. As a friend of 
mine said about military writing, “modem 
linguists believe that man does not justexpress 
his thoughts in words; he actually thinks in 
words.”2 Although we can, of course, think 
nonverbally, most of our thinking uses words. 
George Orwell believed that
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when you think oí a concrete object, you ihink 
wordlessly. and then, ií you want to describe the 
th inking you have been visualizing, you proba- 
bly hun t  about till you find lhe exact words that 
seem to íit it. When you think of someihing ab- 
stract, you are more inelined to use words from 
the start.'

Many fine "thinkers" I’ve known and worked 
with actually use a pencil or pen to think out 
problems. I have seen them jot down the major 
concepts or premises of a problem and “watch” 
as the words pointed the directions. Also, more 
than a few language specialists insist that one 
has learned another language only when he 
starts to think with it. Orwell had essentially 
the same idea, though stated it inversely: "If 
one gets rid of [bad writing] habits, one can 
think more clearly."4

Why Not Write Clearly?
Obscurity is perhaps the primary reason a 

bureaucracy, with its territorial imperatives, 
formidable coordination requirements, and 
labyrinthine status measurements, generates 
less-than-concise writing techniques. The U.S. 
Air Force, although having made substantial 
progress tn recent years to encourage its bu- 
reaucrats to write clearly. is no exception. In- 
stead of moving right to that visual expression 
of thought, why does the bureaucrat typically 
try to obscure it? One reason is that he may lack 
confidence in his ability to express those ideas 
on paper, away from the help of facial expres- 
sions and vocal tone (incidentally, the "he” is 
merely generic—my criticisms apply equally, I 
fear, to bureaucratic women). Consequently, 
the bureaucrat often assumes that "if I write 
more, people will understand better" or "if I 
repeai itenough, Tll besure that my reader will 
know- what I mean." As a result, we wrho must 
decipher his cryptological messages are treated 
to such challenges as:

Since these m onies were not included in the most 
recent budgetary plans, departmenis must meet 
these requirements within their own resources. 
Budget requests outside approved parameters

will not be íorwarded for consideration, and 
functions involved will have to beaccommexialed 
by already approved funds.

Too often, the bureaucrat’s reason is simple: 
to keep relatively arcane w'hat really needs to be 
said. Perhaps the purpose is to conceal the 
logic or the rationale of the w riting—or the 
lack of it—perhaps to distract the reader from 
the essential logic and thus require a follow-up 
discussion. Historically, I have found the mo- 
tivation for such obscureness to be merely pro- 
tective and defensive concerns, but Louis B. 
Lundborg believes it can be more malicious:

T he  bureaucrat struts his power by pontiíical- 
ing—and pontif icating is virtually synonymous 
for polysyllabic language. Bad as this is, his lan -
guage is lhe lesser of evils: the power to obstruet, 
exercised by self-im portant people, is the real 
bureaucratic evil.'

Another reason for this obscurity is that the 
bureaucratic writer wants to make the subject 
impersonal, to reduce the topic to a mechanical 
description. In doing so, he effectively elimi- 
nates any hum an involvement, any personal 
persuasion. As noted bureaucratic analyst Max 
VVeber puts it, this motivation is in bureau-
cratic behavior itself: "The ideal official con- 
duets his office . . . [in] a spirit of formalistic 
impersonality, sine ira et studio, without hatred 
or passion and hence without affection or en- 
thusiasm ."6 The problem, of course, is that 
while you might call the functions of the bu-
reaucracy impersonal, writing is still between 
humans: "Machines stamp letters, measure oil, 
and convert acids, but only hum an beings talk 
and write about these procedures so that other 
human beings may better understand them.”7 

An important reason the bureaucrat wants 
his w'riting impersonal is to avoid personal 
responsibility and thus accountability. As a re-
sult, we see a good many plural first-person 
and singular third-person pronouns, as well as 
the "anonymous" passive voice.

While he is obscuring and dehumanizing his 
writing, the bureaucrat, often submerged in his 
tightly struetured world, writes to impress his
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readers with his command, his authority. To 
sal vage from his small corner of the bureau- 
cracy some semblance of power or significance 
that will produce some effect, the bureaucrat 
tries to sound impressive, official, and author- 
itative. For example, he cannot say that Science 
has made the world smaller and the world 
economy larger. He must say with much more 
embellishment:

Maybe the gradual ac tualiza tionof th issolidarity  
was the result of scientific and  hence technologi- 
cal progress which minimized distances and 
maximized the requirem ent for ever-expanding 
markets.

The motivating force behind this behavior is 
linked to the nature of a bureaucracy. Max 
Weber again:

T he  typeof organization  designed toaccom plish  
large-scale administrative tasks by systematically 
coord inating  the work of m any individuais is 
called a bureaucracy.8

The compromises of language negotiated while 
pursuing that coordination are often debilitat- 
ing to w riting’s clarity, directness, and brevity.

Bureaucratic Writing Techniques
How does the bureaucrat achieve all this 

obscurity, this imprecision? He relies on sev- 
eral staple techniques that characterize those 
same two motivators: those that make his lan-
guage abstract and those that try to impress his 
reader.

the “art" o f abstract writing

The bureaucrat loves to “nominalize” verbs or 
action words into nouns. Where someone might 
say, "I investigated the incident," the career 
bureaucrat will say,“ I conducted an investiga- 
tion of the incident.” Besides almost doubling 
the necessary words, “sm othering” the verb in 
a noun (usually by adding -ion, -ance, -ence, 
-ant, -ent, or -ity) “ inactivates” the power of the 
verb. Instead of doing something, the writer is

now “having something donel”
Bureaucrats perform similar magic with other 

parts of speech. Instead of “being capable,” 
something “has the capability.” Perhaps the 
most famous recent example of smothering is a 
word whose etymology is dizzying: from the 
simple, dependable noun priority carne the 
verb priontize and ultimately the "new” noun 
prioritization! More damaging than inactivat- 
ing the drive of the verb, smothering removes 
the verb s important contribution to the trail of 
reason, of logic, and “elevates” it to a levei of 
abstraction and imprecision. Investigation is a 
lot more vague than investigate.

Also effective in making the bureaucrat’s 
writing abstract and less traceable are “indefi- 
nites.” Beginning a sentence with “It is im por-
tant that . . or “This is a vital part o f . . .” 
delays the essence of the sentence to its w-eakest 
part—the middle. Also, as a good pronoun, 
“ it” should refer back to an antecedent. As an 
indefinite delayer, “ it” refers ahead to whatever- 
follows “ that.” “T his,” technically a demon- 
strative adjective, should point to an imme- 
diate following noun. Using it without such a 
following noun is ambiguous and misleading.

Other effective delayers are "there is” and 
“ there are.” Using these expletives forces the 
subject after the verb:

There  are five uses for those files.

Better written:
Five uses exist for those files.

Best written:
Those files have five uses.

Like indefinites, these delayers force the key 
elements of the sentence to the weak middle. 
Also like the indefinites, they are imprecise and 
vague in meaning and direction.

In a larger sense, bureaucrats often also start 
paragraphs with delayers. Such phrases as “As 
we all know” and “As you are aware” not only 
delay the action but are patronizing—if your 
readers are already aware, why are you telling 
them? In the broadest sense, the biggest delayer
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is a whole paragraph that doesnt gei to the 
point. We have all read lead paragraphs we 
kindly refer to as “history-of-the-world” in- 
troductions!

Perhaps the most popular way to make bu- 
reaucratic writing abstract is to overwrite. In- 
stead of simply writing "this practice wastes 
time and money—have a secretary do it.” the 
career bureaucrat chooses to write:

This administrative function tends to overutilize 
valuable m an h o u rs  and  budgetary resources. 
Having an administrative support specialist per- 
form this function w ould conserve im portam  oc- 
cupational and financial assets and result in en- 
hanced organizational efficiency. Consequently, 
this departm ent should  consider removal of this 
function from its m an n in g  requirem ents and 
transferral of the responsibility to an employee 
specializing in administrative support.

Another way in which the bureaucrat makes 
his writing abstract is by using abstract words 
instead of active ones. Interface is so much less 
‘‘nail-downable" than relationship or associa- 
tion or rapport. Implement is so much less 
specific than execute or actwate. Methodology 
is easier to hide behind than plan or method. 
Promulgate is so vague that I'm still not sure 
what it really means. Most frightening is one 
government agency’s recent decision not to use 
the word kilhng  anymore; that agency now 
refers to the “unlawful or arbitrary deprivation 
of life." This kind of m anipulation is moti- 
vated by the same impetus that moves a bu- 
reaucracy to ‘‘encapsulate controversial poli-
cies and programs into slogans such as Viet- 
namization’ and to recruit support for the slo-
gan without indicating what if any substance 
lies behind it.”9

An increasing number of abstract words are 
terms that bureaucrats have invented them- 
selves! Pnontize  I have already mentioned. 
Others include nonconcur, impact (as a verb), 
and utilize. (What on earth is the difference 
between utilize and use}) The latest "school 
solution catchword whose appearance guar- 
antees an Air Force document s acceptance is

enhance. Don’t say mcrease, or improve, or 
enlarge—say enhance. It is already so overused 
it is truly bureaucratic nonspeak.

Easily the most overused way to inactivate 
writing is to overconstruct. We are much more 
likely to read about “ the briefing, presented by 
Major Sm ith” in a bureaucrat’s paper than 
about “ Major Sm ith’s briefing”; similarly, 
“ the policy of Colonel Harrison” is much more 
bureaucratic than “Colonel Harrison s pol-
icy.” In fact, "of” and "of the” constructions 
are almost alvvays talismen of bureaucratic 
writing (“removal of the . . ." instead of “re- 
moving the . . “design of the . . instead of 
“designing the . . .” ). Such constructions use a 
noun instead of a gerund and add an unneces- 
sary word (“deferral of the action” instead of 
“deferring the action").

Part of the bureaucrat’s repertoire is “dou- 
bling” to reinforce his point. Why say “force- 
ful" when you can say “forceful, em phatic”? 
Why only say “careful” when you can say 
"careful, deliberate”?

Finally, the bureaucrat’s lack of trust that 
prompts his use of excessive words and repeti- 
tious language also causes him to doubt the 
meaning of words themselves. Using a noun 
such as emergency is not enough. The bureau-
crat must say “a senous emergency.” Instead of 
relyingon a word to convey meaning or “qual- 
ifying” a noun or verb downward and lim iting 
its meaning (a “partial engagement,” the “in- 
com plete p la n ” ), the bureaucrat modifies 
“upw ard” or tries to reinforce a thought a l-
ready complete: the "full program ,” “an er- 
roneous miscalculation."

writing to "impress" others

The other category of bureaucratic imprecision 
in writing is using language to impress. The 
leading device—without contest—is jargon. 
While most bureaucrats will excuse their jar-
gon because it conveys precise meaning no 
other words can, the ultimate reason they use it 
is because it sounds impressive! Anyone can say
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that “this budget account holds money for an- 
other agency until they need it,” bui any finan-
cial bureaucrat worth his Service senioriiy will 
say that “ this budgetary category is a fiduciary 
account pending fiscal exigencies.”

Jargon does much more than convey special- 
ized meanings; it makes its user look “savvied,” 
experienced, all-knowing in that field. The a l-
titude of thejargonist issomething like “ If they 
don't understand it, they probably shouldn’t be 
reading itl”

One will uncover as many specialized forms 
of Air Force jargon as one can find fields of 
knowledge. Computer technicians cannot un-
derstand physicians’ jargon, and logisticians’ 
argot is undecipherable to personnel special- 
ists. Perhaps the most frustrating are writings 
of behavioral scientists and Systems analysts, 
whose argot sounds like the language you and I 
use every day but has meanings we have never 
used.

Finally, the device most often used by bu- 
reaucratic writers to impress and extend logic is 
the passive voice. Unfortunately, since the pas- 
sive voice puts the subject last, that subject can 
be (and often is) omitted. Consequently, while 
most ordinary people might say, “ I erased the 
Computer disk,” the bureaucrat will first try 
"The Computer disk was erased by me.” Then, 
realizing he can “hide" the responsibility for 
that act, he will write, “The Computer disk was 
erased." (In this particular case, that version 
would probably suggest revoicing the sentence 
again to eliminate any hum an involvement: 
“The Computer disk erased” !)

To those government bureaucrats who have 
decided to make their writing active, let me 
warn you: active voice demands a subject. Dur- 
ing my years in DOD bureaucracies, I have 
learned that subjects (“doers" or “actors") are 
frequently hard to find. Often, when I have 
challenged passive construction, I have found 
that no actor exists—or no one is willing to 
acknowledge one. Because recasting a thought 
in the active voice demands a subject, it often 
puts a cautious bureaucrat in the uncomforta-

ble position of actually admitting who is doing 
the action! The passive voice is as close as the 
bureaucrat comes to a chameleon’s protective 
coloration.

How to Change
Since writing is the visual expression of your 

thinking, the purpose of writing should be to 
give your reader a graphic trail of your reason- 
ing, your logic, your argument. Whatever the 
purpose of your letter, paper, or report, you 
will better convince the reader of that purpose 
if he or she can see your logic pattern and can 
follow you to your conclusion.

How can even a bureaucrat do that?
The first step, before you even write a word, 

is to understand forwhom you are writing. Ben 
Franklin once observed that if you want to 
convince someone, “speak not to their reason, 
but to their interests.” T hat advice has never 
been more true. If that audience shares your 
knowledge of the subject, perhaps jargon is 
indeed advisable, but be personal and direct: 
talk to that audience.

The second step is to reduce your paper to its 
essential purpose.

Please review this draft policy and  give me your
com m ents by Wednesday, 12 Augusl.

Challenge every element of your message. If a 
portion will in any way distract from your es-
sential purpose, either modify it or drop it!

Sketch the basic pattern of your logic; indi- 
cate your line of reasoning. For anything 
greater than a short letter, you should sketch an 
outline. If your logic is faulty, you will find out 
there.

Emphasize relationships. From the paris of 
sentences to the order of paragraphs to the pat-
tern of ideas, how they all relate tooneanother 
is crucial. Here you are marking that logical 
path with clear directional signs. You are not 
patronizing your reader. Instead, you are mak- 
ing sure he or she traveis the same path you 
have traveled to get to your conclusion. For
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example, you havedrafted ihese three semences:

This departm eni has an  iruerest m long-range 
planning.
O ur  charter  includes developm ent of fu ture  
programs.
W eshould  berepresentedon thecorpora teL ong-  
Range P lann ing  Board.

Ask yourself whether they relate. If they do, 
how? You should not only tell your reader 
these three important thoughts but also reveal 
their relationships:

Since our charter includes developing future 
programs, this departm ent is interested in long- 
range p lanning . Consequently, weshould  be rep-
resented on lhe corporate Long-Range P lann ing  
Board.

Of course, to be able to mark clearly the rela- 
tionships of your words, you first will have to 
see those relationships! The more you write, 
the more you will find that this single aspect 
will help refine your thinking.

Use analogies, símiles, and other compari- 
sons. These devices help your reader put the 
concept you are discussing in the context of 
something he or she better understands. For 
example, discussing how a portion of the fed-
eral budget works might seem clearer to some- 
one who does not work with it daily if you 
compare it to a household budget—but make 
sure your analogy survives close comparison.

Just as you m anage your household budget, the 
federal government decides what it needs to buy 
and how m uch it needs to spend, m atching  that 
outlay against what it has in the bank (U.S. 
Treasury receipts from taxes). If it does not have 
enough funds, Iike you, it must borrow. Also, like 
you, it must then pay interest on that debt (the 
national debt). However, unlike you, if it finds 
that debt rising above its ceiling, it s imply raises 
that ceiling.

Simplify your verbal symbols. The simpler 
the words (with fewer connotations and over- 
tones), the leaner the logic train.
Avoid:

Disseminate changes to all personnel, ensuring

appropria te  methodology is discussed to íacili- 
tate comprehension.

Try:

Pass these changes to all your people, and make 
sure they understand why we have made lhem.

If you think that utilize better characterizes 
what you mean than use, then you're using the 
wrong words altogether! “Utilize” and “use” 
mean the same th ing—one just says it more 
pretentiously than the other.

Use the best places for emphasis in your sen- 
tences and paragraphs and paper—the ends 
and the beginnings. The end is the strongest 
because it is the last thought in the reader’s 
mind as he moves to the next part:

If it applies to your employees, subscribe to lhe 
magazine.

The beginning is next best because it is the 
first thought on a "blank” mental “page”:

Subscribe to the magazine if it applies to your 
employees.

The middle is the weakest because it is easy to 
“gloss over” :

If it applies, subscribe to the magazine for your 
employees.

^ V l TH O U G H  you may see ex- 
ceptions, much Air Force writing is of this 
bureaucratic ilk. Given the fundamental terri-
torial imperative of the bureaucratic animal, 
OrwelFs basic judgm ent of political writing 
applies here as well: “The great enemy of clear 
language is insincerity.’’10 The only way to 
clear writing is to go directly to the concrete 
thought and express it accurately. T hat process 
is, I must admit, antithetical to most of the 
survival and protective instincts of the bureau- 
crat. Consequently, I close with a word of cau- 
tion. Robert K. Merton, another observer of 
bureaucratic behavior, describes a characteris- 
tic trait of bureaucracies:
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Since lhe g roup  is oriented toward secondary 
norms of impersonaliiy, any failure 10 conform 
to these norms will arouse an tagonism  from 
those who have identified themselves wiih the 
legilimacy of these rules.11

Ignoring the inviolable—but unspoken—bu- 
reaucratic writing rules I have just elaborated 
will probably invoke this antagonism. Be pre- 
pared for resistance and friction. Bureaucracies 
are not noted for accepting change willingly.
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SOUTH AFRICAN DEFENCE FORCE: 
DEFENDING WHITE AFRICA
Dr . T h o m a s  P. O f c a n s k y

THE South African Defence Force (SADF)— 
whichconsistsof the Permanent Force, Cit-
izen Force, Commandos, and Auxiliary Serv-

ices—is one of the strongest and most innova- 
tive military organizations in the world. Since 
the mid-1970s, for example, the SADF, often 
using locally designed and manufactured weap- 
ons such as the 155-mm G-6 self-propelled gun 
and 127-mm m ultiple rocket launcher, has 
struck targets throughout Southern África with 
relative impunity. Despite the SADF's reputa- 
tion and many achievements, however, little is

known about its operations and organization. 
Even South Africa’s latest official yearbook 
only contains five pages about the country’s 
military establishment.

Four recently published books have shed 
some light on the inner workings of South 
Africa's armed forces. Helmoed-Rõmer Heit- 
man, a member of the South African Army 
Citizen Force and a military affairs journalist, 
has w rittena profusely illustrated, semiofficial 
study titled South African IVar Machme, which 
purports to give “an authoritative and com-
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prehensivedescripiion” of theSADF.f In addi- 
lion 10 discussing the historical evolulion of 
lheArmy, Navy, and Air Force, Heiiman exam-
ines most of South Africa’s special forces groups, 
including the elite lst Reconnaissance Com- 
mando, ihe44th Parachute Brigade, the largely 
black32d Battalion "BuffaloSoldiers," and the 
South-West African Specialist Unil.

Also, the author describes the relaiionship 
between the SADF and the defense forces of the 
nominally independem homeland republicsof 
Transkei. Bophuthatswana, Venda, and Cis- 
kei. Other chapters penain to the Armaments 
Corporation of South África (ARMSCOR), 
which produces all arrns and equipmem too 
sensitive to entrust to private enterprise or un- 
available on the International market because 
of sanctions; counterinsurgency operations in 
South West África (Namibia); antiterrorist op-
erations in Lesotho and Mozambique; and 
South Africa’s 1975 intervention in Angola.

In view of Heitman s relationship to the 
SADF and the fact that he submitted the manu- 
script to the government in Pretória for policy 
review, South African Mar Machine contains 
no surprises or meaningful analysis of recent 
operations. Moreover, at the publisher's re- 
quest, the author avoided any mention of poli- 
tics, particularly the subject of racial discrimi- 
nation. To inake matters worse, the book lacks 
documeniaiion and a btbliography. What lhe 
reader is left with, therefore, is a narrative sur- 
vey that serves as only a basic introduction to 
the SADF.

F ROM a different perspective, 
Robert S. Jaster analyzes South Africa s con- 
tinuing  diplom atic  and m ilitary struggle 
against the South West African Peoples Organ-

ization (SW APO).tt Contrary to theopinion of 
many observers, Jaster, a freelance analyst and 
part-time lecturer, maintains that SWAPO has 
failed to disrupt Namibia’s economic life or to 
pose a serious threat to South African author - 
ity. Jaster does argue, however, that South 
Africa's Namibia policy lacks a coherent plan 
for the territory’s future political developrnent.

In terrns of explaining the SADF’s role in the 
Namibia conflict, South África in Namibia 
contains an interesting supposition—namely, 
that sênior SADF officers may have acted inde- 
pendently Irom the Botha government and 
ordered at leasi some of the Namibia military 
operations and cross-border raids into Angola 
against SWAPO sanctuaries to wreck chances 
of a seitlement. According to this interpreta- 
tion, the attacks provoked SWAPO into repu- 
diating all peace initiatives, thereby freeing 
South África to proceed with a military solu- 
tion and loavoid being blamed for thecollapse 
of negotiations. In view of the fact that General 
Constand Viljoen, formei Chief of the South 
African Defence Force, recently admitted that 
the military had pursued similar goals in Mo-
zambique by continuing to support anti-Marx- 
ist Mozambique National Resistance rebels 
without government authority and in clear vio- 
lation of the nonaggression pact between the 
two couniries, Jaster’s theory may well be true.

Jaster also reveals that. apart from military 
consideraiions, SADF activities in Namibia 
and Southern Angola have yielded valuable 
economic benefits. To help increase interna- 
tional arms sales of missiles, tanks, armored 
personnel carriers, and naval craft, ARMSCOR 
officials make arrangements for prospective 
buyers to visit the operational area for on-the- 
spot evaluation of “ battle-tested” weapons. 
Thisstrategy—coupled with ARMSCOR’s par-

tH e lm oed-R õm er  H eitm an, S o u t h  A f r i c a n  W a r  M a c h i n e  (Novato, 
Califórnia: Presidio Press, 1985, $20.00), 192 pages.

t t R ° b e r i  S. Jaster, S o u th  Á fr ic a  in  N a m i b i a :  T h e  B o t h a  S tra te g y  (Lan- 
ham, Maryland: Cniversity Press of America, 1985, $7.75), 122 pages.
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ticipaiion in such arms exhibitions as the 1982 
Greek Defendory Exposilion and the 1984 Fida 
International Air Show in Chile, plus favor- 
able reports in tnany technical journals and 
magazines, such as the authoritative Interna-
tional Defense Review—has resulted in world- 
wide recognition of South Africa’s ability to 
produce sophisticated armaments.

Because of rapidly changingevents through- 
out Southern África, South África in Namibia: 
The Botha Strategy contains at least one out- 
dated observation. Jaster claims that although 
South África has justified its increasingly ag- 
gressive cross-border raids into Angola by al- 
leging Soviet m ilitary  involvem ent vvith 
SWAPO, “ no Soviet combat troops have ap- 
peared in Angola." This is no longer the case. 
On 3 September 1985, Sênior Lieutenant K. 
kirov Vioroshilov became the first Soviet sol- 
dier todiein  combat in Angola. Hisdeathgives 
credibility not only to South Afriea’s accusa- 
tions of a Soviet-SVVAPO connection but also 
to reports that Soviet army officers started di- 
rectingoffensiveoperationsat thebrigade, bat- 
talion, and possibly even company leveis shortlv 
after Mikhail Gorbachev’s rise to power in 
March 1985.

Unlike Heitman, Jaster fails to mention the 
role of SADF special forces units in the Na-
mibia conllict. The lst ReconnaissanceCom- 
mando, which is similar in composition to the 
British Special Air Service, has not only carried 
out many intelligence-gathering missions in 
Namibia and Angola but also participated in 
attacks against SWAPO guerrillas. However, 
in all fairness, it should be pointed out that 
open sources rarely include information about 
such units or their operalions. Another minor 
shortcoming is the lack of any discussion about 
the o rgan iza tional re la tio n sh ip  between 
SWAPO and its military arm, the People's Lib-
eration Army of Namibia (PLAN). Despite

these few omissions, South África in Namibia: 
The Botha Strategy is essential to anyone who 
wishes to understand South African military 
affairs.

J ASTFR also edited Southern  
África: Regional Security Problems and Pros- 
pects, which is a collection of five essays that 
originally appeared in the International Insti- 
tuie for Strategic Studies Adelphi Papers se-
ries;f Although each selection explores a differ- 
ent facet of Southern Africa’s security predica- 
ment, three of them are particularly useful for 
understanding the SADF’s historical evolution 
and future prospects. Apart from assessing the 
chances for peaceand stability, theeditor’s two 
contributions, titled “South Africa’s Narrow- 
ing Security O ptions” and "A Regional Secu-
rity Role for Africa’s Front-Line States," in-
clude information about the SADF budget, 
m anning leveis and force structure, and arms 
expenditure rates, in addition to describing the 
m ilitary’s relationship to anti-Marxist rebel 
groups in Southern África.

In hisessay titled “South África: A New Mili-
tary Role in Southern África 1969-82,” Chris- 
topher Coker, a lecturer in international rela- 
tions at the London School of Economics, pro- 
vides the most useful analvsis of the SADF. 
Beginning with the SADF troop buildup in 
Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) during the late 
1960s, Coker discussesall major groundand air 
strikes against Mozambique, Angola, Lesotho, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Such raids, according 
to the author, will continue as long as South 
África believes that neighboring countries are 
suppotting the outlawed African National 
Congress or SWAPO guerrillas.

A u t h o r  Willem Steenkamp’s 
Borderstrike! is a detailed account of the SADF s

fR obert  S. Jaster, editor, S o u th e r n  Á fr ica :  R e g i o n a l  S e c u r i ty  P ro b lem s  
a n d  P rospec ts  (New York: St. M artin 's Press, 1985, S27.50), 200 pages.
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incursions inio Angola (Operation Reindeer, 
1978; and Operation Sceptic, 1980) and Zambia 
(Operation Revenge, 1978) against SWAPO 
guerrilla groups.f According to the aulhor, 
who is the Cape Times military correspondem 
and has served vvith the SADF in the opera- 
tional area, the book “tells the story oí ordinary 
. . . men involved in bitter fighting. of careful 
planning that went awry through force of cir- 
cumstance, and seat-of-the-pants decisions that 
worked for no reason other than that some 
people have a good sense of intuition."

The South African government reviewed 
Borderstnke! for possible security breaches and 
also required Steenkamp to use pseudonyms 
for many SADF personnel quoted in the book. 
Nevertheless, the author maintains that the 
book is a "reasonably accurate” analysis of 
what day-to-day life was like for the average 
soldier during these cross-border operations. In 
addition, Borderstnke! affords the reader the 
rare opportunity to study operational maps 
and performance capabilities of many SADF 
weapon systems—something none of the other 
books contain. Moreover, although the photo- 
graphic illustrations in Borderstnke1. are black 
and vvhite and often of poor quality, they are 
more realistic and valuable to a military ana- 
lyst than those in South African War Machine, 
many of which undoubtedly were staged.

On the negaiive side. according to the au- 
thor's own adrnission, the book lacks “ true ob- 
jectivity"; indeed. the reader often has the im- 
pression that some passages belong in a SADF'

public relations pamphlet. Steenkamp also 
failed to include a bibliography and index. 
Despite these shortcomings, Borderstnke! is a 
worthwhile report on the SAD1- in action and 
would be a welcome addition to any military 
library.

DKSPITE the fact that these four books contain 
an impressive array of information, the SADF 
remains an enigma. None of the authors exam-
ine the nature of South Africa‘s military rela- 
tionship with Israel. Supposedly, these two 
countries freely exchange intelligence, as well 
as sciemific and military technology; and Is- 
raeli advisors are rumored to have accompa- 
nied the SADFon variousoperations. Fven such 
issues as the SAI)F's reported use of torture, 
lethal gas, and low-yield nuclear weapons 
against SWAPO; its supposed recruitment and 
use of íoreign c itizens and mercenaries; and its 
intelligence and covert activities in foreign 
countries are not addressed. Nevertheless, the 
authors cannot be blamed for these flaws: in -
formation about these matters is simply un- 
available. Undoubtedly, a more comprehen- 
sive study of the SADF will appear sometime in 
the future. Until then, interested readers can 
rely on the books discussed in this review to 
gain a fairly good appreciation of the SADF 
and its operations.

Center for Aerospace Doctrine, Research,
and Education 

Maxwell AFB, Alabarna

fVVillem Steenkamp, B o r d e r s t n k e ! (D urban  and Pretória: Butterworths 
Publishers, 1983, S22.50), 266 pages.
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The New Direction in American Politics edited by 
John  E. C hubb and Paul E. Peterson. W ashing-
ton: Brookings Institu tion, 1985, 409 pages, S9.95 
paper, $26.95 cloth.

Assessments of the Reagan presidency have al- 
ready begun, but as this volume demonstrates, one 
will have to wait several years before confidently 
issuing long-ierm postmortems. The New Direction 
in American Politics is a comprehensive book in 
which fifteen contributors span political, economic, 
military, and institucional issues. Its broad perspec-
tive enablesanalysesat both practical and philosoph- 
ical leveis, vvhile differentiating betvveen possibly 
transient gains and more perm anent systemic altera- 
tions affected by the Reagan adm inistra tion . Indeed, 
this collection of assessments can be used as a refer- 
ence work on Reagan's performance to date.

T he  thesis of The New Direction in American 
Politics is that American politics has changed. T he  
Republican party has redefined the terms of policy 
debates at the expense of program s and  preferences 
of the past five decades. “T h e  fragmented coalition 
once known as the Democratic party ,” as editors 
John  C hubb and Paul Peterson phrase it, must work 
to retool its program s in order to catch up  with 
Republican gains. However, the Democrats still re- 
tain formidable power outside the White H ouse at 
all leveis of governm ent. T h e  New Deal has not been 
abandoned, but the ques tion  is now one of degree of 
government activism, instead of activism per se. For 
instance, the “new federalism" has barely altered 
federal centralization. In some cases, forces for 
change and adroit legislative m inuets  have been 
moderated by stabilizitig bureaucratic institutions.

Not only could specific Reagan policies be t ran -
sient. but one policy consequence—the ballooning 
federal déficit—may actually be dangerous. One of 
the authors cautions that a future recession coupled 
with the déficit could prove disastrous for govern-
ment activities and for the economy in general.

It is still too early to assess R eag an ’s tenure as 
Presidem. T o  do so would be ana logous to closing 
the book on FDR's presidency in 1937. We must 
wait. At most, C hubb  and  Peterson contend that a 
new American political landscape will emerge. At 
least, they rem ind the reader that realignm ents, or 
shadows thereof, are not merely electoral phenom - 
ena but changes that encompass altitudes, argu- 
ments, policies, and ways of do ing  business.

Dr. Robert A. Vitas 
Loyola University of Chicago, Illinois

Security or Armageddon: IsraeFs Nuclear Strategy
edited by Louis René Beres. Lexington, Massa-
chusetts: Lexington Books, 1986,237 pages, $12.95
paper.

T he  subject of this book has aroused both specula- 
tion and  heated debate. Defense strategies in the 
Middle East have been, and  continue to be, forged 
based on two diametrically opposite  possibilities: 
Israel may or may not have the “ bom b.” T h ro u g h  
this collection of essays by well-known scholars, 
Louis René Beres of Purdue University presents 
what the world knows about Israeli nuclear capabil- 
ities, strategy, and intent. R anging  from advocacy of 
an  active nuclear deterrent posture to a scholarly 
discussion of the legality of nuclear war, Security or 
Armageddon provides an  in-depth and  definitive 
look at the ram ifications of nuclear proliferation in 
the Middle East.

T h e  strategic possibilities raised in the book in- 
clude a nonnuclear  posture (conventional deter- 
rence), a posture of "deliberate am biguity ,"  and 
open testing and  deploym ent of nuclear weapons. 
Each is treated thoroughly  and  convincingly, pro- 
viding in the process an interesting analysis of the 
political am biguities  and com plications one en- 
counters when trying to analyze lhe political envi- 
ronm en t of this region on whose peace the future 
peace of the world seems to increasingly depend.

T h e  stated position of the Israeli government has 
been, from the outset, that Israel would  remain n o n -
nuclear, despite occasional indications to the o p p o -
site, as in the 1970s when such i llum inariesas  Moshe 
Dayan advocated an open nuclear development and 
deploym ent posture. Theories about a covert n u -
clear weapons program  have been kept alive by po- 
litically am biguous  acts such as that of the Rabin 
governm ent’s Foreign Minister Yigal Allon. (Allon 
proposed establishment of a nuclear weapon free 
zone in the Middle East at the United Nations in 
September 1975after vo tingaga ins t  thesam e resolu- 
tion when it was offered by Iran and Egypt only a 
year before.) While m ain ta in ing  a conventional pos-
ture, Israel has provided evidence of a "no  first in- 
t roduc t ion” nuclear policy. Authors in the book cite 
the 1981 attack on an Iraqi nuclear reactor as either 
proof of Israeli determ ination  to prevent nucleariza- 
lion of the Middle East conflict or proof that Israel 
would retain the option  of being the first regional 
power with the capability.

T h e  political effect of this public  ambiguity  ap- 
pears to have benefited Israeli national security.

118
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since potem ial aggressors havc had to consider lhe 
possibility that Israel does have a "bom b in the 
basement" and, to ensure its national survival, one 
of its prime stated national objectivescould be to use 
the bomb. The 1973 vvar and Israeli Defense Force 
(IDF) experiences have made it clear, however, that 
the IDF cannot fend off another massive attack by 
Arab armies supported in depth by Libyan and So- 
viei advisors. T o  Shai Feldman and others, this 
means that Israel must "go  nuclear" to present the 
ultimate deterrent to potem ial invaders.

The ramifications of nuclear weapons—their de- 
ployment, their efficacy, and the regional effect of 
their presence—are discussed in depth and  intelli- 
gently in S e c u r i ly  o r  A r m a g e d d o n .  Regional deter- 
rence is presented in the context of the value systems 
of lhe countries involved, with both optimistic and 
pessimistic outcomes. In an interesting sidelight, 
"m icroproliferation" (i.e., the spreading of nuclear 
arms to terrorist g roups from Arab countries follow- 
ing IsraePs lead) is presented as a prospect tha tcou ld  
throw the worldwide nuclear balance into disarray.

My only criticism of this book is the redundancy 
in the articles. F e ldm an’s ideas, the concepts of de- 
terrenceand nuclear proliferation, and  international 
alliances, just to nam e a few, are discussed in virtu- 
ally every article, m aking  an otherwise interesting 
book rather difficult to get th rough ai times. With a 
little more editing, Beres could have made this book 
much more readable w ithout affecting either the 
quality  or the relevance of its content.

Overall, S e c u r i ly  o r  A r m a g e d d o n  is an excellent 
study of an  issue that could  affect us all. It is worth 
the lime to read and  should  be on  the reading list of 
everyone who follows geopolitical and nuclear issues.

Major Gary D. Loftis, USAF 
Barhsdale AFB, Louisiana

OPEC: The Failing G ian t by M oham m ed E. Ahrari.
Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1985,
256 pages. 525.00.

This  volume should be of value to anyone inter- 
ested in the dealings beiween lhe o il-producing 
countries and those purchasing  their product, par- 
ticularly how those dealings have led to the oil glut 
that produced today's p lung ing  oil prices.

Mohammed E. Ahrari, Professor of Political Sci-
ence at East Carolina University, examines the rela- 
tions beiween the sellers—the oil-producing coun- 
iries—and the buyers—the oil com panies—over the 
period 1901-85, a relationship  that ultimately in -
volved direct transactions with the governm ents of 
the oil-consuming nations.

T he  m ain  focus is on the events leading to the 
genesis of O P E C  and on how those events irans- 
formed the world's oil market. For many years, lhe 
in ternational oil market had remained a buyers’ 
market as the g ian t oil com panies held the upper 
hand over the o il-producing  countries. T h is  situa- 
tion persuaded the o il-producing  States that only by 
form ing a united front could they deal successfully 
with the oil corporations.

After the birth of O PEC, the world oil market 
switched to a sellers’ market as the o il-producing  
States raised prices by l im iting  or reducing produc- 
tion. In lhe 1970s, O P E C  achieved power and pres- 
tige far beyond the expectations of its founders. Suc- 
cessive price hikes swelled O P E C s  total revenues to 
more than S278 billion by 1980.

However, a num ber of circumstances ultimately 
reduced O P E C  oil power: disagreement am ong  
members rela ting  to prices and  production  quotas; 
conservation measures and  changes to o ther fuels by 
the industria l countries. Perhaps of more signifi- 
cance was greater production by non-O PE C  nations, 
such as México and  Britain, a developm ent that 
eventually cut O P E C s  share of world production 
from 50.6 percent in 1970 to 32.1 percent in 1981. A 
conclusion th a ta re a d e r  may gain  from th isaccoun t 
of the rise and subsequent collapse of O P E C  power 
m igh t be that no m u ltina t iona l  cartel can m ain ta in ,  
over the long run, price Controls over its product.

T h is  well-documented book contains  tables, fig-
ures, and a comprehensive chronology. A lthough  it 
may have little appeal for the casual reader, O P E C :  
T h e  F a i l in g  G ia n t  offers an  excellent overview of the 
problem s confron ting  the in ternational oil system 
through most of this century.

George O u 
Cowallis, Oregon

Ja n e ’s Aviation Review edited by Michael J. H.
Taylor. London: J a n e ’s, 1985, 176 pages, S 18.50.

Michael J. H. Taylor has produced yet another 
ha llm ark  book in J a n e 's  A v i a t i o n  R e v i e w ,  the 
fourth and  best of J a n e ’s editorial efforts to capture  
in a single volume all that is w orth reading abou t in 
the field of aviation. His editorial perspective in- 
cludes m ultip le  and diverse topics of interest for 
readers rang ing  from the aviation buff to the aero- 
space engineer. T ay lo r  has assembled the works of 
eighteen credible and skillful writers and included 
excellent pho tographs to capture the reader’s inter-
est and embellish the written word.

T a y lo r’s in troductory piece presents both a pre- 
view and  an overview of the volume. He begins with
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an assessment oí commercial aviation growth and 
then discusses the U.S. aviation industry’s recovery 
in theafte rm ath  of the Vietnam War. H econcludes  
wíth the observation that the 1980s may signal the 
"beginning ofa  new East-West u nders tand ingon  the 

basis of respeet rather than fear" and proposes that 
space represents the new frontier with opportun ities  
for cooperation that may soften superpower rivalry. 
There is quite  obviously a lot between that begin-
ning  and that ending, as is m ade clear as the reader 
peruses the pages between the book's leadoff selec- 
tion utled “Simplicate and  Lose Your S h ir t” (on 
fightet aircraftdesign)and the final selection, “ Com- 
m uterliner C ornucopia , ' '  which reviews the thirty 
aucrafi  types on offer to the regional airlines of lhe 
world. Between those two pieces are twenty-five arti- 
cles on different subjects that are certain to enlighten 
the m ind  and challenge the im agination . Michael 
J. H. Taylor has done it again.

Colonel James L. Cole, Jr.. USAF 
A ndrew s AFB, D.C.

The Patterns of War since the Eighteenth Century
by Larry H. Addington. B loom ington: Indiana
University Press. 1985, 318 pages, $10.95 paper,
$29.50 cloth.

In providing this fine addition  to available texts 
on military history. Larry H. A ddington writes with 
authority  on a wide range of m ilitary affairs, begin-
n ing  with the transition from dynastic to national 
warfare tha toccurred  between 1775 and  1815, which 
he considers "a  revolution in Western warfare” and 
a logical point of departure. He carries his account 
th rough lhe A nglo-Argentine War of 1982 in the 
South Atlantic.

Although Professor Addington 's  “ underlying as- 
s i.m ption" is that ‘ the history of warfare is best 
understood as a process of change in w ar’s social- 
political, technolog ica l.andorganizational aspects,” 
his book is prim arily  a good cam paign  history em- 
phasizing strategy, tactics, and  operations. Surpris- 
ingly, after he reaches the wars of this century, he 
gives linle attention to individual military leader- 
sh ip—a curious om ission since surely there must be 
some rela tionship  between individual initiative and 
subsequent patterns of warfare. Addington is at his 
best in discussing land warfare. In his com m ents 
about B-29 operations in World War II, in contrast, 
he is confused about General Curtis LeMay's initial 
involvement in the Pacific campaign.

Addington provides, in essence, five chapters on 
the development of patterns of war in various peri- 
ods since the eighteenth century, plus two c h a p -

ters—on W orld War I and World War II, respec- 
tively—that illustrate the climax and application of 
those patterns. Unfortunately, the periods preceding 
those wars (particularly World War II. as Addington 
notes) did not clearly indicate the direction that war 
would take. W hat Addington does make ably clear 
th roughou t  the text, however, is the ever-increasing 
role of technology in warfare.

As a historian, Addington is properly circumspect 
about m aking  predictions. Nevertheless, he con- 
cludes with some observations as to probable future 
patterns of war: th ec o n t in u in g  threat of nuclear and 
biochemical warfare, the continuance of recurring 
conventional wars, and the flourishing of guerrilla 
warfare and terrorism (which, in turn, will lead to 
greater a tten tion  to counterinsurgency and antiter- 
rorist methods).

T h e  P a t te rn s  o f  W ar s in c e  th e  E ig h te e n th  C e n tu ry  
contains  good o u tline  m aps of m ajor wars and  cam- 
paigns, which have the virtue of not being overladen 
with data. There  are d iagrams of some basic military 
form ations and m aneuvers for the period 1775-1815, 
but, unfortunately, that feature is not continued for 
later periods. T h e  selective bibliography is more 
than adequate for the general reader. T h e  P a t te rn s  o f  
W a r  is a text that should  be seriously considered by 
anyone offering a course in the history of warfare 
since the eighteenth century.

Dr. George W. Collins 
Wichita State University, Kansas

And Brave Men, Too: T he  Unforgettable Stories of 
T hose  W ho Were Awarded the Medal of H onor  in 
Vietnam by T im o thy  S. Lowry. New York: Crown 
Publishers, 1985, 246 pages, $14.95.

According to T im o th y  S. Lowry, there are only 
abou t 279 l i v in g  recipients of the Medal of Honor. 
T h e  Medal of H onor  is ou r  na tion 's  highest award, 
usually bestowed posthum ously , but sometimes 
awarded to Service survivors who demonstrated 
valor and  gallantry  fa r  b e y o n d  any norm al call of 
duty or risk of self for their countrymen. T he  deeds 
in this book about Vietnam valor will wet your eyes 
and stim ulate your body's fighting reflexes. T o  read 
what Americans did to earn this honor  in acts illus- 
tra t ing  loyalty and  absolute determ inaiion is in- 
spirational.

‘T d  give my imm ortal soul for that decoration. 
You m igh t guess w ho said that to a young soldier at 
Casablanca in 1943. General George S. Patton never 
earned the h o nor  he so proudly  presented, but he is 
remembered for his grit nonetheless. President Harry 
S. T ru m a n  said, “ Awarding the Medal of H onor is
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the mosí pleasurable of all presidential duiies.” 
General Dwight D. Eisenhower refused lhe medal 

for recognition of his leadership in European cam- 
paigns. Many years later, he told a GI upon whom 
he had jusi bestowed the medal, “ Son, I would rather 
have lhe righi to wear this than be Presidem of the 
United States.”

Perhaps this phrase best summarizes all Medal of 
H onor Americans: they were recipients of the award 
"for conduct in which m anhood  rises above self."

Colonel R ichard  Pilmer, USAF 
Scott AFB, Illinois

Women in War: First-Hand Accounts from World 
W ar II to El Salvador by Shelley Saywell. New 
York: Yiking, 1985, 304 pages, $17.95.

W o m e n  m  W a r  tells lhe very intense personal 
experiences of twenty-two women from eight coun- 
tries who have participated in wars from World War 
II to El Salvador. T he  overw helm ing im pact of this 
book is summ ed up  by Shelley Saywell in the brief 
introduction. She States. “ W hat these stories prove is 
that in today s world men and women share the 
responsibility for the f ighting of wars and the fight 
to preserve peace. W ar is not, can no longer be, a 
male dom ain .”

Saywell allows each w om an to tell in her own 
words how she made her com m itm ent to war, how 
she was treated by her male comrades, her ability to 
kill, theem otional to ll .and  how her war experiences 
changed her. T he  au th o r  skillfully weaves their sto- 
ries together, often pa ir ing  women with sim ilar ex-
periences but with contrasting personalities.

In spite of the tremendous sadness and  suffering 
that is depicted, this book is very positive. It should 
be required reading for every m ilitary member. from 
new recruit to career professional. It will make 
women proud of their decision to serve in  the arm ed 
forces, and it will give men and wom en alike a great 
sense of hum ility  in the face of awesome courage.

Over and over, the wom en echo lhe same refrain, 
"We fought because we had to. because we had no 
choice. It wasn t a feminist thing; it was ou r  du ty .” 
W o m e n  in  W ar  puts the focus on the role of women 
in the military where it belongs—not on equal 
rights, but on equal responsibility.

Judith Galloway 
Pensacola, Florida

The Last Tw o Years of Salvador Allende by N athan- 
iel Davis. Ithaca. New York: Cornell University 
Press, 1985, 480 pages, $24.95.

If Ambassador N athaniel Davis is to be believed, 
his portrayal of the downfall of Salvador Allende in 
1983 and the United States' role in that tragic event is 
the most revealing to date. It is, indeed, a fascinating 
and detailed history of lhe first freely elected Marxist 
in the Western Hemisphere, covering the period 
from when Allende took office as Presidem of Chile 
in 1971 to the bloody military-led coup  that over- 
threw his adm inis tra tion  on  11 September 1973. 
There  is no  o ther  day, no  o ther  act, that has so 
affected the modern history of Chile  as the laiter. 
T h a t  lhe leader of the jun ta ,  General Augusto Pi- 
nochet, still governs Chile today, twelve years after 
the coup, makes T h e  L a s t  T w o  Years  o f  S a lv a d o r  
A l l e n d e  not only fascinating in its own ríght but 
timely as well.

Davis wem to Chile in 1971 as U.S. ambassador 
and  served in that post until November 1973. He was 
there, and he was indisputably  a princ ipal actor in 
the dram a that ensued as Allende strove to b ring  his 
brand of economic and  social justice to Chile. T o  
Chileans, the U.S. ambassador represented all the 
good or evil that could  be brough t to bear on  their 
n a t io n ’s destiny. In this book, Davis tells his story, 
s tr ipp ing  away the hearsay, the innuendo , and the 
false and  faulty in terpretations. In its place is a story 
told with candor, sympathy, and  an amazing am oun t  
of detail by a former top pub lic  official. It is no t an 
apologia , such as politicians are wont to produce to 
justify acts, but an exp lana tion , a statement of rec- 
ord. Yet, it is more than  that.

Davis not only drew from his ow n special, privi- 
leged knowledge of events but also made a histori- 
a n ’s search into the vast docum enta tion  of the era. I 
have read no better account of the Allende years, in 
English or Spanish. T h e  am bassador’s w riting  is 
particu la rly  s trong  in the narrative portions  of the 
book, especially when he pu ts  analysis aside and 
tells the story of the last ten days of the Allende 
regime. It is narrative history at its best: com pelling , 
exciting, filled with detail of h um an  beings in crisis.

Davis attacks the great issues h ead o n .  In 1970. the 
presidential election in Chile was throw n in to  lhe 
legislative body because none of lhe three presiden-
tial candidates, inc lud ing  Allende, received a clear 
majority. Did the United States prom ote  a m ilitary 
coup  in 1970 to forestall the election of Allende by 
the C hilean Congress? Yes. T he  operation, labeled 
Track  II, was authorized by Richard Nixon and 
Henry Kissinger. It failed.

Did the United States prom ote the coup  of 1973 
that succeeded? No. T he  answer and the evidence 
that the ambassador provides are unam biguous  and 
clear.

Did the United States b ring  about the fali of Al-
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lende by a persistem, corrosive unfriendliness be- 
tween 1970-73? No, says Davis. T he  Allende tragedy 
vvas bom  oí Chile's own idiosyncracies and  unwill- 
ingness to supp lan t an open, Western-style parlia- 
mentary democracy with a closed, Marxist model. 
But, Davis also d a im s  qu ite  convincingly, what we 
learned beiween Cuba in 1959 and  Chile  in 1971 -73 
helped produce the end of the Allende regime, for 
better or worse.

Did a combat military patro l m urder Allende on 
the afternoon of the coup as it burst into the sm ok-
ing and linered presidential palace, La Moneda, to 
rout ou t the last of Allende's defenders? O r did the 
presidem com m it suicide with a subm achine gun 
held beiween his legs and  aimed into his cranium?

T he  app lica tion  of power and  the results of that 
applicaiion  fill this book. Given today's situation in 
Central America, the themes and lessons are timely, 
immediate, a n d —I th ink  the reader may sometimes 
discover—surprising. Ambassador Davis can be be- 
l ieved.and T h e  L a s t  T w o  Years  o f  S a lv a d o r  A l l e n d e  
should  be read by U.S. p lanners  and  strategists tak- 
m g us dow n to lhe briar pa tch  of Central America 
today. W hat they p lan  and  w hat they get, in many 
ways, will be a function  of how well we learned the 
lessons of Fidel Castro and Salvador Allende.

Dr. Lawrence A. Clayton 
University of Alabarna, Tuscaloosa

T he Air War: 1939-1945 by Janusz Piekalkiewicz, 
transla ted  by Ja n  van Heurck. Poole  Dorset, 
England: Blandford Press (in the United  States: 
H arr isbu rg ,  Pennsylvania : H istorica l Tim es), 
1985, 436 pages, S I9.95.

Published in G erm an in 1978. T h e  A i r  War: 1939- 
19-15 by Janusz Piekalkiewicz was released in an 
English-language version in 1985. It is structured 
chronologically, with a chapter  covering each six 
m onths of the air war from P oland  in 1939 to Japan  
in 1945. Each chapter, in turn, issubdivided into two 
parts. In the first part of the chapter, Piekalkiewicz 
provides summ ary-paraphrases of press releases from 
various belligerents and  neutral nations. T hus , pri- 
vate agencies (such as Reuters) and newspapers 
(such as Sweden's S v e n s k a  D a g b la d e t )  are repre- 
sented, as are governm ent bodies, including, for ex- 
ample, the W ehrm acht H igh C om m and (OKW). 
The second, m uch longer part  of each chapter  is 
headed "Strategy and Tactics" and is also organized 
chronologically.

The student of World War II will find little that is 
new in this volume, but T h e  A ir  War: 1939-1945 does 
present a mass of in ío rm ation  about the uses of air

power and occasionally lhe misuses: the attack on 
Dresden, G erm any’s earlier ‘ Baedeker raids” on 
such historie British cities as Bath and Canterbury, 
and lhe Allied persistence in area bom bing of Ger-
m an targets even after evidence about the lack of 
effectiveness of the bom bing  had begun to accumu- 
late. A consistem  theme of the book is the incessant 
striving for technological superiority, especially in 
the use of radar. For example, both the British and 
the G erm ans refrained from using radar-jam m ing 
foil, for. ironically, neither thought its adversary 
had conceived of it and  each feared that to employ 
foil in combat would  cause the other side to imme- 
diately use it as a countermeasure. Term ed “ Win- 
dow " by the British, foil wasshelved fo ra lm osta  full 
year in the European  air war while the Japanese 
independently  developed their own differing ver-
sion of “ W indow ” —"trick ing-paper,” as they re- 
ferred to it—in time to virtually blind America's 
radar-aimed antiaircraft weaponry du ring  the Amer-
ican n ight-bom bing  raids on Guadalcanal.

In a work of this scope, errors are inevitable. Ref- 
erences to Admirai Ernest J. King as Admirai 
“ R ing"  and  to Rabaul as a U.S. base are obvious 
examples. However, such mistakes are not sufficient 
to detract from this volume's appeal. Perhaps the 
book’s most valuable feature is its lavish use of statis- 
ties (for instance, a list of the princ ipal air attacks on 
G erm an targets and the tonnage of bombs dropped 
in each of these attacks), its illustrations, and its 
charts and graphs (some, such as air distances and 
d istr ibu tion  of forces, being qu ite  helpful). T h e  A ir  
W ar  is not a work that one will wish to read at one 
sitting, but, as a work of reference, it will be a 
worthw hile  addition  to the literature of the Second 
World War.

Dr. Lloyd J. Graybar 
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond

A T im e of War: Air Force Diaries and Pentagon 
Memos, 1943-45 by Jam es G ould  Cozzens, edited 
by Matthew J. Bruccoli. Colum bia. South Caro- 
lina: Bruccoli Clark Publishers, 1984, 407 pages, 
$29.95.

Being present at a n y  creation is an opportun ity  
not often afforded ordinary people, whether that 
creation be paradise, índia, or the Pentagon during  
World War II. James G ould  Cozzens, while not 
really present in the sense that he m anipulaied  
events, d id  occupy a un ique  and privileged position 
d u r in g  that time. He was thirty-nine years old and 
already an accomplished writer when he emered the 
Army Air Forces (AAF) in 1942. His task was to
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summarize íor higher oíficials those events from 
around lhe world which could cause unfavorable 
publicity íor ihe AAF. Cozzens had access to the 
daily TopSecret "scandal sheet,” as ii was familiarly 
known, and he focused his energies on reports that 
would give the decisionmakers a heads-up on key 
íacts and figures, on som ething going wrong, or on 
something that was potentially explosive. He also 
was called on to write speeches and  public  state- 
ments for sênior AAF leaders. including  the Com- 
m anding  General himself. General Henry " H a p "  
Arnold.

A  T im e  o f  W ar  is a un ique  com pila tion  of per- 
sonal observations and official events du ring  World 
War II. While one of Cozzens's diary entries m ight 
reflect the trials and  tribulations of everyday life at 
the Pentagon (the place h asn ’t changed much, it 
seems) or additional research necessary to complete 
his memos, the final m em o—the one sent to the 
Chief, Office of Inform ation  Services—is printed 
chronologically close to the diary entry to assist in 
continuity  and context. Somehow, the m ethod of 
presentation seems to work, and we are exposed to 
an all-too-swift tour of life and  events w ith in  the 
wartime Pentagon. T h a t  kind of tour tends tocreate 
a range of reactions and  emotions. What makes the 
book enterta in ing  is its candor; what makes it valu- 
able to students of air power is the text of the official 
memos that Cozzens typed for his superiors. There  
are detailed, occasionally num bing  statistical sum- 
maries; but theseare relatively rareexcursions in the 
book. While some students and researchers m ight be 
interested to know that. as of 8 August 1944, there 
were fifty-eight Army Air Forces and  forty-eight 
Royal Air Force squadrons in France, other readers 
are more likely to be excited, angered, fascinated, or 
afflicted with a sense of déjà vu when reading about 
the role and  duties of women and  blacks in the AAF. 
Then  there are the reports of racial and religious 
discrimination, public  outcries over cost overruns, 
misuse of mtlitary boats and planes by sênior offi- 
cers, lengthy discussions on the altitude and general 
morale of fighter pilots and bomber crews, and rum- 
blings about the value of air power in w inn ing  lhe 
war. There  are also references to the early bureau- 
cratic struggles over postwar AAF strength, the need 
to begin a professional military education system, 
the problem of airlines' h ir ing  pilots, and even a 
concern that too many medals were being handed 
out. Evaluations of the effectiveness of the main 
combat aircraft of World War II, as well as models 
for follow-on fighters and bombers, are also fre- 
quently cited.

But history is made by people, and  here the reader 
will experience Gozzens’s view of some of lhe leg-

ends and  heroes of lhe Army Air Forces. These 
range from lhe real-life model for Flip Corkin  in the 
comic strip  "Terry  and the Pirates," to the young 
(and terrifying, to Cozzens) Curtis  LeMay, as well as 
von Kármán, Kenney, Kuter, Norstad .and—Cozzens's 
ow n choice to replace " H a p "  Arnold as C G —Orvil 
Anderson. In fact, Cozzens's editorial remarks about 
personalities offer some of the more enterta in ing  
vignettes in the book. Some are hum orous, such as 
his observation that a certain generaTs "ideas re- 
m ain  meagre, but he gets more em phatic  about 
ihem .” In another case, a colonel who was a Medal 
of H onor winner was irate over perceived inade- 
qua te  civilian m ain tenance  of his base bus fleet. T he  
colonel canceled the contract and, when the contrac- 
tors a ttempted to restore their access, tore up  a show- 
cause writ in front of the local sheriff and  had the 
sheriff ejected from the base. Someone from the Air 
Inspector’s office described the colonel to Cozzens as 
a type pa infu lly  fam iliar  to h im —"n o  brains, no 
sense, tiot worth his weighl in chicken s--l outside 
combat, and maybe not there."

Perhaps because familiarity does indeed breed 
contem pt, Cozzens's ireatment of one air power 
hero—General “ H a p "  A rnold—grows t iresom eand  
becomes distracting. As a professional writer, Coz-
zens was often called on  to draft the speeches and  
pub lics ta tem en tso f  General Arnold. "Mr. A ,"  as he 
was officially referred to for security reasons, had so 
m any cheap shots taken at him  by Cozzens that one 
is almost tempted to discard the book early. At one 
point, I counted five sour com m ents on five consecu- 
tive pages about "Mr. A’s" ed it ing  talents, his looks, 
his speech m aking , and his "bo ttom -p inch ing  beam 
characteristics." But these com m ents should  be 
taken as the interesting observations of an  outsider, 
not as reflections on  General A rno ld ’s leadership 
capabilities. "Mr. A," says Cozzens, "perform ed the 
impossible in bu ild ing  the Air Force."

James G ould  Cozzens received lhe Pulitzer Prize 
after the war for his novel G u a r d  o f  E lo n o r .  He 
found the seed for that novel while p repar ing  his 
official memos on a protest by black officers at 
Freeman Field, Indiana, against segregated officers’ 
clubs. T h is  incidem —and Cozzens's candid  and 
careful reporting  of i t—gives A T irn e  o f  W a r  one of 
its few solid lines of con tinu ity  that the reader can 
follow w ithou t backtracking. T he  incident was a sad 
one but provides a different, if uncom fortab le  slice 
of AAF life which we d o n ‘t often encounter in our  
study about air power.

Cozzens was n o t  present du r ing  thegreat delibera- 
tive sessions on wartime strategy. T he  reader will 
not gain further insights on how the great decision-
makers of the war weighed the pros and  cons of
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plans against our enemies. Even the grow ing  num - 
bers of reports about a collapsing Germ any and the 
use of the A-bomb against Japan  are reported as 
rumors or as notes after the fact. Nevertheless, Coz- 
zens has left us an  im portant, if somewhat sordid, 
certainly valuable insight into a remarkable pari of 
our history.

Colonel Evan Parrott, USAF 
Offutt AFB, Nebraska

Yank: The Story of World War II as Written by the
Soldiers com piled by the editors of Y a n k .  New
York: Greenwich House (distributed by Crown
Publishers), 1984, 263 pages, price unknow n.

Let's face it, with such writers and reporters as 
Sergeant Merle Miller, Private W illiam Saroyan, 
Private Irwin Shaw, and  Sergeant Andy Rooney, 
am ong  others, Y a n k  co u ld n ’t fail to be lhe pop u la r  
journal  it was at the tim e—and the enjoyable read- 
ing this com pila tion remains even today. There  is 
something that still attracts us to World War II. 
Perhaps it was the fact that we were truly in a fight 
for our  way of life. Perhaps it was the im ag eo f  Pearl 
Harbor seared into our  memory. Perhaps it was 
simplv America as first the underdog  and  then the 
liberating, exhilara ting  hero. Perhaps it was the 
music, which stirred, thrilled, and supported the 
boys in the field. Perhaps it was simplv the fact that 
we won.

But maybe it was also due to publications such as 
Y a n k .  which cast the "o rd inary"  GI into a role as 
spokesman for his society at war around  the world so 
that he m ight report that war to his society back 
home.

Y a n k  revives some of the universal em otions that 
all soldiers share—the fighting, a sm attering of 
htvnor amidst all the grief, the girl back home, the 
enemy, theofficers, the im portanceof  mail, terror in 
the skies, the desire just to get hom e safelv, and, of 
course, the lousy food. T rue, Americans in Vietnam 
fought just as heroically, but somehow Y a n k  c ap -
tures the essence of what the fighting was all about 
much better than the P a c if ic  S tars  a n d  S tr ip e s  did 
twenty-five years later (and infinitely better than 
G r u n t  and other privately prin ted  trash that h it the 
streets of Saigon and elsewhere du ring  the war). It 
goes w ithou t saying that Y a n k  m ain ta ined  m uch 
higher standards than the often hostile, commercial 
press du r ing  the Vietnam era, which offered endless 
op in ions about w ho was w inn ing  the w ar—or who 
should be w inn ing  the war.

Y a n k  was a weekly fo r  the GIs written by  the GIs. 
This  compilation of some of its best short stories—

in c lud inga  twenty-three-page facsimileof the 7 Sep- 
tember 1945 ed ition—helps explain why those "or-
d inary"  GI reporters com m unicated this m onum en-
tal struggle in a truly un ique  styleand manner. The 
grand sweep of high-level policymaking won't be 
found here. Neither will the microscopic dissection 
of politics and  polemics. There was simply no  rea- 
son to provide that; everyone knew the "w h y ” of the 
war.

T he  reader is laken on a tour of almost all of the 
m ajor battlefields and theaters of World War II and 
given a G I 's  po in t of view of what went on and what 
it was all about. It's an  absorbing, entertaining, 
emotion-charged account of thedaily  Iifeof those GI 
reporters w ho were there when it began, struggled 
across Europe, pushed their faces into the sand of 
small islands in the Pacific, interviewed M ussolini’s 
guards, lived with Yugoslav guerrillas, flew on 
combat missions, sweated out preinvasion jitters 
with invasion forces, and reported—almost brick by 
brick—the collapse of Germany and Japan.

Y a n k  is stark and shocking at times, with descrip- 
t ions of GI dead and  dying. the destruction, the 
sacrifice, the scenes of Nazi death camps, and Japa- 
nese brutality. Nevertheless, lhe stories never seem to 
tear at the fabric of the nation  as did the nightly 
scenes of Vietnam  on  TV. T h a t ’s because World War 
II was truly a people 's w ar—a jihad  of sorts—with 
clear political goals, the crystal-clear image of the 
enemy, the lines of battle cleanly drawn, and the ebb 
and  flow of battleeasily followed at home. And there 
were the victories—few and far between at first, but 
graduallv  more frequent, until the great Allied war 
m achine  crushed G erm any and Japan  into helpless 
rem nants  of once-robust societies.

Y a n k  goes a long way toward p roving  what one 
colum nist said recently about combat journalism: 
"W ar can never be described, only shared." Y a n k  
helped a lot of people share th e ir  war in a way that 
h a sn ’t been seen since.

Colonel Evan Parrott, USAF 
Offutt AFB. Nebraska

H itle r ’s Legions: T he  G erm an  Army Order of Bat-
tle, W'orld War II by Samuel W. Mitcham, Jr. New 
York: Stein and  Day, 1985, 540 pages, §20.00.

T h is  is a work that general readers are likely to 
overpraise and specialists are likely to find irritat- 
ingly useful. It is less a conventional order of battle 
than  a listing, by type and  in numerical order, of the 
W ehrm acht s g round  combat divisions. Each refer- 
ence includes the major subordinate formations, a 
brief opera tiona l history (usually m ention ing  some
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of the more im portam  commanders), and  a list of 
sources. On these terms, it invites comparison wilh 
the standard German treatments—Wolf K.eilig's Das 
deutsche Heer 1939-1945 and Burkhart Müller-Hille- 
brand's Das H eer 1933-1945. It is easier to use than 
either of these works and  is enhanced by Samuel 
Mitcham's presentation of the Wehrkreis  system, 
unfam iliar to English-language readers, whch was 
central to the German organization and replacement 
structure. However, to call MitchanVs bibliography 
spotty is an understatement. One may empathize 
with the financial problems that kept Mitcham from 
doing research in Germany, while no ting  that this 
circumstance cannot by itself excuse an inadequate 
data base. Mitcham seems unaware of basic pub- 
lished material. He refers to neither Keilig nor Mül- 
ler-Hillebrand. He ignores George T ess in ’s four- 
teen volumes on the formation of the army and the 
Waffen-SS. as well as T u id e r ’s and Held 's  bibliog- 
raphies. His source notes suffered from his nearly 
complete ignoring  of divisional histories.

These are the kinds of om issions that make it easy 
to doubt an a u th o r ’s credibility. At best. M itcham 's 
heavy reliance on Western wartime intelligence 
sources creates unnecessary gaps in his records. It 
forces him  to make tentative statements, often easily 
verifiable or correctable by referring to published 
G erm an authoru ies. T he  work would  have bene- 
fited also from an analysis of the nature  of the d i-
visional system. the principies underlyingorganiza- 
tional equipm ent, and  m anpow er allocations. In- 
stead, Mitcham offers a descriptive narrative, with 
familiar material that is again marred by avoidable 
errors. Heconfuses, forexam ple, the 150-mm ínfan- 
try Howitzer with an an ti tank  gun. He asserts that 
the m oun ta in  division had three line regiments—a 
mistake that he corrects in the body of the book.

Yet for all its shortcomings, H it le r 's  L e g io n s  must 
not be summ arily dismissed. As the only m odem  
single-volume, English-language com pendium  of 
the Wehrmacht, it will find a place, fa u te  de  m i e u x ,  
in many institu tional and personal libraries. T h a t  it 
could have been far better done does not deny the 
worth of having it executed at all.

Dr. Dennis E. Showalter 
Colorado College, Colorado Spnngs

You Only Live Once: Memories of Ian Fleming by 
Ivar Bryce. Erederick. Maryland: University Pub- 
lications of America, 1985. 139 pages. SI2.Ò0.

For one whose first consciousness of the world of 
spies, saboteurs. and the like carne through lhe hand 
of Ian Fleming, Ivar Bryces Y o u  O n l y  L i v e  O nce:

M e m o r ie s  o f  l a n  F l e m i n g  is a delightful rem inderof  
evenings spent fascinated by the exploits of 007 and 
his antagonists. T h e  insights  offered by Bryce do 
m uch toexp la in  the richly descriptive styleoí F lem -
ing and the popularity  of the Bond books, not to 
m ention the fantasy of the C h i t t y  C h i t t y  B a n g  l ia n g  
series.

However, this book is not, as the title suggests, 
so le lyabout Ian Fleming. Rather, it is a reflection on 
Bryce’s üfe, entw ined as it was with Fleming s, from 
childhood  th rough  the two m ajor wars of this cen- 
tury and  the thirty years thereafter. It is, as well, a 
rendering, with appropria te  Btitish s ty leand  grace, 
of two bright, inventive, adventuresom e men who 
played interesting roles in the intelligence activilies 
of the United S tatesand the United Kingdom during  
World War II.

Beyond satisfying the general imerest in what 
made Fleming (and, ihereíore, Bond) tick, Bryce 
offers one chapter in particular, titled "O n  Active (or 
Inactive) Service," that is of genu ine  value to the 
student of intelligence. Therein , Bryce colorfully 
describes several real World War II intelligence and  
covert en terprises: an early  expe rim en t  w ith  a 
tru th  serum that would  later become the anesthetic 
pentathol;  wartime rela tionships a m o n g  the FBI. 
the Office of Strategic Services, and Biitish in te lli-
gence; the sabotage of a criticai Nazi aviation fuel 
d u m p  in Brazil; and a British covert at tivity to in f lu -  
ence the United  States' entry into the war by provid- 
ing  for the American discovery of a "m a n u fac tu re d ” 
Germ an m ap  depic ting Nazi in tentions in South 
America.

T o ld  with élan, these stories serve to rem ind  us of 
th ee n d u r in g  natu re  and  breadth of both clandestine 
intelligence and w hat we euphem istica lly  refer to 
today as "special activities." Moreover, such descrip- 
tions are particularly  valuable when accom panied 
by the perceptive evalua tion  of a part ic ipam , as in 
this work.

From the outsei, the au th o r  makes no claim  to- 
ward scholarship  nor any a ttem pt to produce a de- 
finitive biography. Accordingly (and approp i iately, 
I think), this work is a very personal, though  regret- 
fully short introspective of selected events shared by 
Bryce and Fleming. As Bryce reports, F lem ing en- 
couraged him to write of his exploits; but one senses 
that Bryce had a certain reticence to do so as an 
exclusive subject. T h a t  reluctance is regrettable 
since Bryce could  q u i te  obviously fill in many of lhe 
blanks that rem ain  in the accounts  of wartim e in te l-
ligence operations.

Bryce observes that, as is typical of most of us. his 
"mem ory is uncertain and grows faultier each day." 
One can only hope that further details are soon
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forthcoming, for Bryce is novv 79. In lhe meantim e, 
Y o u  O n l y  L i v e  O rn e :  M e m o r ie s  o f  Ia n  F l e m i n g  
ser\ es mosily to tantalize.

Major J. Thompson Strong, USAF 
Defense Intelligence College 

Washington. D.C.

Kommando: G erm an Special Forces of World War
Tw o by James Lucas. New York: St. Martin 's,
1985. 245 pages, S I6.95.

Special forces of the world 's armies are com m on- 
place now bui were not so in World War II. T he  
traditional repugnance  of the o rthodox  m ilitary es- 
tablishment to the em ploym ent of such troops was 
typical in the G erm an arm y as well as most o ther 
armies before 1939. Conventional soldiers’ aversion 
to using disguise and  the tactics of guerrilla  warfare 
springs from their concept of soldierly honor. De- 
ceptive warfare was considered as reprehensible as 
spying—it was deceitful an d  unw orthy  of a soldier. 
As a result, the first G erm an special units  were 
formed in the A b w e h r ,  or counterintelligence branch, 
under Admirai W ilhelm Canaris. In the first com- 
prehensive account of the special forces, F.nglish 
military writer Jam es Lucas traces the development 
of G erm an special units  in all three branches of the 
Serv ices, but his m ajor focus is on the a rm y ’s Bran- 
denburg  unit. Lucas’s defin ition  of special units  is 
broad, inc luding  units grouped to form a un ique  
fighting detachm ent (such as the Luftwaffe’s ram-

m ing  squadron), units using original tactics or 
weapons (such as the glider troops at fortress Eben 
F.mael), and  units formed to conduct a specific type 
of m ilitary opera tion  (such as the guerrilla move- 
ment, the Werewolf).

Lucas has divided K o m m a n d o  into four parts: one 
on the g ro u n d  operations, one on the navy, a brief 
section on the air force, and a fourth section on the 
‘‘political"  special forces such as the Werewolf and 
the Freikorps. His coverage of the Luftwaffe's spe-
cial forces is sketchy but interesting. Little is known 
about lhe operations of such units as the KG200, 
w hich undertook intelligence raids as well as com- 
bative operations. Like the successful achievements 
of all G erm an  units du r ing  the latter part of the war, 
KG's effectiveness was wasted on stop-gap opera-
tions on various fronts. T he  unit 's  personnel were 
seldom employed in operations for which they had 
been trained. T h a t  m isapplication  of talent, plus 
constant interference by the SS and Hiller, meant 
that the special units never reached their potential.

Lucas has written an  exciting account. Relying 
heavily on personal interviews and some after-ac- 
tion reports, he conveys a feeling for the battles. He 
covers m uch quickly  and lightly, but there remains 
m uch to be done on  the special forces. T h is  book 
should  mark a beginning . T h e  fifty photographs 
and  num erous charts and diagrams that Lucas in- 
cludes add to the reader's pleasure.

Dr. Edward L. Homze 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
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